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EPISTAR CORPORATION 

The First Extraordinary shareholders’ Meeting MINUTES in 2020 

 (Including the Agenda of the Promoters’ Meeting of ENNOSTAR Inc.) 

(Translation) 

Time：：：：9:00 a.m., Friday, August 7, 2020 

Place: Conference Room 202, Association of Industries in Hsinchu Science Park (No.2, 

Zhanye 1st Rd., Hsinchu City, Taiwan (R.O.C.)). 

Attendants: All shareholders and their proxy holders, representing 623,750,523 shares 

(amongst them, 450,988,293 shares voted via electronic transmission), or 57.84 

% of the total 1,078,336,655 outstanding shares (10,364,755 non-voting shares 

have been deducted according to the second paragraph of Section 179 in 

Company Act). 

Board Members Present: Biing-Jye Lee, Chin-Yung Fan, Nan-Yang Wu, Wei-Min Sheng 

and Feng-Shang Wu. 

Attendees: Ya-Huei Cheng CPA and Tien-Yi Li CPA of PricewaterhouseCoopers, Taiwan, 

Li, Lin- Sheng Attorney of Lee Hsu & Wang Attorney-at-Law, Eric Tsai, Zoe. J. 

Chen and Leo Lin of PricewaterhouseCoopers Legal attorney-at-Law 
 

Chairperson: Biing-Jye Lee  Chairman                 Minute Recorder: Belle Lu 
 

Ⅰ.  Chairman announced commencement. 

Ⅱ.  Chairman’s Address (omitted) 

Ⅲ.  Report Items 

  Item 1   

Subject matter: 

The audit committee's review report on the proposed formation of ENNOSTAR Inc. by 

way of joint stock exchange between the Company and LEXTAR. 

Explanation: 

The meeting minutes of the audit committee on the review result of shares conversion is 

attached hereto as Attachment 1 (P.17 ~ P.21). 

(Acknowledged) 
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IⅤ.  Matters for Discussion and Elections 

# Case 1     (Proposed by the Board of Directors) 

Proposal: 

The Company and LEXTAR intend to jointly convene the conversion of the shares to 

have the newly incorporated company “ENNOSTAR Inc.” acquire 100% shares of both 

the Company and LEXTAR, the Company and LEXTAR will delisting from the Taiwan 

Stock Exchange (hereinafter as the conversion of the share), it is proposed to approve the 

shares conversion and the joint stock exchange agreement and its amendment to the 

agreement. 

Explanation: 

1. In light of the trend of Mini LED and Micro LED application, in order to scale up the 

business to advance the performance and competitiveness and enhance the best 

interests of shareholders, the Company contemplates entering into the Joint Stock 

Exchange Agreement and the Amendment (Please see Attachment 2 (P.22 ~ P.50)) 

with LEXTAR Electronics Corp. ("LEXTAR"), pursuant to which the Company and 

LEXTAR will jointly conduct a share swap, and will apply for setting up a new 

company “ENNOSTAR Inc.” (“ENNOSTAR”), which will acquire 100% issued 

shares of the Company (including common stocks previously issued through the 

private placement(s)) and LEXTAR respectively via such share swap. After the 

completion of the share swap, both the Company and LEXTAR will, simultaneously, 

become wholly-owned subsidiaries of ENNOSTAR, and the Company and LEXTAR 

will be delisted from the Taiwan Stock Exchange and the ENNOSTAR will be listed 

in accordance with the applicable laws and regulations.  Subject to the approval by 

the shareholders' meeting of the Company and LEXTAR respectively, the Company 

and LEXTAR will cease its status as a public company after the completion of the 

share swap.  To the extent permitted under laws and regulations, the practice of the 

competent authorities and the Taiwan Stock Exchange, each of the Company and 

LEXTAR will be delisted from the Taiwan Stock Exchange and cease its status as a 

public company on the record date of the share swap; and all common shares to be 

issued by ENNOSTAR will be listed and traded on the Taiwan Stock Exchange from 

the same date.  The daily price fluctuation limits for initial listing of common shares 

of ENNOSTAR on the record date shall be calculated based on the second paragraph 

of Article 59 of the Operating Rules of the Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation by 

the following reference: the price arrived at by multiplying (the closing price on the 

last trading day of the common shares of EPISTAR) by (the number of EPISTAR 

shares required for exchange of one ENNOSTAR share). (the "Proposed Share 

Swap") 
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2. Shares conversion rate 

After due diligence by experts, lawyers and accountants, the shares conversion ratio, 

which is agreed to have 1 common stock of the Company exchanged for 0.5 common 

stock share of ENNOSTAR and 1 common stock of LEXTAR for 0.275 common 

stock share of ENNOSTAR, is the consideration of strategic merger premium after 

taking into consideration of the market value, net asset value, current operating status, 

unexpected new business opportunities, and operating comprehensive synergies of 

the two companies. The audit committee also refers to the independent experts' 

reasonable opinions to conclude that the planning and trading of the conversion of 

the shares are carried out by relevant laws and regulations and should be fair and 

reasonable, so the shares conversion ratio is reasonable. 

 

Consideration of strategic premium M&A: 

One of the important strategic consideration regarding the company cooperates with 

LEXTAR is to establish an investment shareholding company, by that will brings 

critical strategic customers from downstream such as AU Optronics Corp. and Cree 

Inc., which will adds up the export of the company’s products. In the long run, it will 

increase the company's revenue, profitability and shareholders' equity. 

 

In addition, the merge premium rate during the list company from 1985 to 2008 is 

between 31.5% to 62.3%, which average rate is 42.1%, according to the expert’s 

opinion and M&A statistics. By considering the Market approach method, 

Price-Book ratio method and Calculating stock exchange ratio range, the range of the 

shares conversion ratio of Lextar and the Company on the valuation date is 

1:0.461~0.597. According to the average price of shares in the past year, the 

exchange ratio between the Company and LEXTAR is about 0.525. Therefore, the 

conversion ratio between the Company and LEXTAR is 0.55, which is a reasonable 

strategic and premium consideration. 

 

It is contemplated that the share swap ratio of the Proposed Share Swap should be 

based on the consolidated financial statements as of March 31, 2020, as reviewed by 

the certified public accountants ("CPAs"), of the Company and LEXTAR, and taking 

into account various factors such as future operating synergy (please refer to below 

explanations), as well as the opinion of the independent experts (please refer to the 

Attachment 3 from P.51 ~ P.71). 
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The future operating synergies are as below: 

The Company chose to cooperate with LEXTAR is because LEXTAR has stepped 

into the upstream, middle, and downstream of the LED industry. It not only has 

technical talents in various processes and optomechanical thermal integration but 

also has well connected to downstream customers and advantages close to the end 

application market. In the future, after deepening the cooperation between the two 

parties, the Company will become an important chip strategic partner of LEXTAR 

and LEXTAR will focus on the development of packaging and module product 

technology to provide more immediate services to the end-customers for the 

international market. 

 

The two parties carry out resource integration and implement professional division 

and cooperation. The Company will continue to focus on the upper and middle 

streams of the LED industry and LEXTAR will become one of the Company's 

important customers. LEXTAR will focus on downstream of the LED industry and 

the Company will become one of LEXTAR’s important suppliers. As well as 

improvement of the interests of the employees and shareholders of both parties will 

have long-term positive contributions to customers, suppliers and consumers. 

 

We have to not only win out in the competition of LED display technology for new 

applications but also widen the gap to be ahead of other competing technologies 

within the shortest time. At this critical moment, the companies in LED industry need 

to cooperate to focus on the use of resources to the blueprint of product and 

technology development roadmap to speed up the transition from R&D to mass 

production, to avoid repeated investment and reduce costs to maximize benefits. 

 

By accelerating the expansion of Mini / Micro-LED applications, so that customers, 

suppliers and consumers can all share the benefits of resource integration, which not 

only helps the development of the overall supply chain, but also creates greater room 

for growth, and consumers can quickly enjoy the benefits of LED miniaturization 

and improve the quality of life. 

 

The Company and LEXTAR will become 100%-owned subsidiaries of ENNOSTAR. 

ENNOSTAR will make the most effective use of resources in the future and planning 

strategic cooperation in the industrial chain macroscopically to be the cross-border 

investment platform in III-V semiconductor industry. The Company and LEXTAR 

are still independently operating companies. The employees and customers of the 

two companies will not be affected. In addition to continuing to invest in the existing 
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businesses of the two companies, they will strengthen their investment in the Mini / 

Advanced technologies in the fields of Mini/Micro-LED displays, smart sensing, and 

III-V semiconductor microelectronic components to enhance international 

competitiveness. 

 

(1) It is contemplated to exchange 0.5 shares of the ENNOSTAR’s common shares 

for every 1 share of the Company's common shares, and all shareholders of the 

Company will transfer all issued shares to ENNOSTAR, and ENNOSTAR will 

issue its common shares to the Company's shareholders as the consideration of 

the Proposed Share Swap. 

 

(2) It is contemplated to exchange 0.275 shares of ENNOSTAR common shares for 

every 1 share of LEXTAR's common shares, and all shareholders of LEXTAR 

will transfer all issued shares (including common stocks previously issued 

through the private placement(s)) to ENNOSTAR, and ENNOSTAR will issue 

its common shares to the LEXTAR's shareholders as the consideration of the 

Proposed Share Swap. 

 

(3) According to the above (1) and (2), the common shares issued at the time of 

incorporation of ENNOSTAR are tentatively set at approximately 685,952,710 

shares, with a par value of NT$10 per share, and a total paid-in capital of 

NT$6,859,527,100. 

 

(4) If there is less than 1 share of the shares of ENNOSTAR obtained by the 

shareholders of the Company or LEXTAR based on the share conversion ratio, 

the chairman of ENNOSTAR shall contact one or more specific persons for 

subscription of such odd stock, which shall be calculated based on the closing 

price of each share on the Taiwan Stock Exchange on the trading day before the 

closing date of the Proposed Share Swap according to the share conversion ratio, 

and pay in cash (rounded down to the New Taiwan Dollar, discarded any amount 

below one New Taiwan Dollar) to these affected shareholders accordingly. The 

total amount discarded below NT$1 will be categorized as other income of 

ENNOSTAR. The board of directors of ENNOSTAR shall have the full 

discretion to handle matters regarding to the odd stocks if it is necessary for 

adjustment due to regulatory compliance or operational needs. 
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3. If the Proposed Share Swap should be approved, permitted or consented by the 

Taiwan Fair Trade Commission, PRC Anti-monopoly Bureau of the State 

Administration for Market Regulation, or any equivalent competent authority of 

other jurisdictions which governs the grant, approval, or permission under similar 

laws, the completion of the Proposed Share Swap shall be subject to obtaining the 

necessary approval, permission or consent thereof. 

 

4. Since the Proposed Share Swap shall be submitted to the shareholders’ meeting for 

discussion, according to Article 29 of the Business Mergers and Acquisitions Act, 

such shareholders’ meeting shall be deemed as the meeting of promoters of 

ENNOSTAR. Hence, it is proposed, in that same meeting, to discuss and approve the 

Articles of Incorporation of ENNOSTAR, the election of the directors and 

supervisors of ENNOSTAR, and the release of the directors from non-competing 

obligations. 

 

5. Once the Proposed Share Swap is completed, the Company will become a 

wholly-owned subsidiary of ENNOSTAR. It is proposed to submit a proposal to the 

shareholders’ meeting to file an application for ceasing its status as a public company 

in accordance with Article 156-2 of the Company Act, and to authorize the chairman 

of the Company the full authority to handle such matter. 

 

6. Authorization: 

(1) It is proposed to authorize the chairman of the Company to enter into the joint 

stock exchange Agreement, and any amendment or supplement thereto, with 

LEXTAR. 

 

(2) It is tentatively set by the parties that the record date of the Proposed Share Swap 

will be October 20, 2020; provided that the chairman of the Company will be 

authorized to negotiate the change of the record date of the Proposed Share 

Swap with LEXTAR depending on the progress of the Proposed Share Swap. 

 

(3) Should the Proposed Share Swap be subject to the approval, permission and 

consent of the Taiwan Fair Trade Commission, PRC Anti-monopoly Bureau of 

the State Administration for Market Regulation, and (where applicable) any 

equivalent competent authority of other jurisdictions which governs the grant, 

approval, or permission under similar laws, it is proposed to authorize the 

chairman of the Company to file relevant application or submission together 

with LEXTAR. 
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(4) It is proposed to grant the chairman of the Company full authority to handle 

matters regarding filings with the competent authority and the Taiwan Stock 

Exchange for the Proposed Share Swap and listing of ENNOSTAR, the delisting 

and cessation of the status as a public company of the Company. 

 

(5) With respect to the Proposed Share Swap, in case of any matter not specified in 

the above or any alternation to the clauses or terms and conditions thereof be 

regarded as necessary in accordance with the competent authority's or the 

Taiwan Stock Exchange opinion or changes in the circumstances, it is proposed 

to submit it to the shareholders’ meeting for its approval of authorizing the board 

of directors of the Company or any persons authorized by the board of directors 

full authority to handle such matters. 

 

7. Others:  

Unless otherwise agreed in the joint stock exchange agreement and its amendment or 

required by the laws of Taiwan or relevant competent authorities, the Company shall 

not modify or adjust the share conversion ratio. 

Voting Results: 

The total number of voting rights present after deducting 3,782,000 rights of "having 

expressed objections and waiving voting rights": 619,968,523 rights 

Voting Results 
% of the total represented share 

present 

Votes in favor: 529,393,327 votes 

(361,576,239 votes) 
85.39% 

Votes against:  102,484 votes 

(102,484 votes) 
0.02% 

Votes invalid:  0 votes 

(0 votes) 
0.00% 

Votes abstained:  90,472,712 votes 

(89,309,570 votes) 
14.59% 

* including votes casted electronically (numbers in brackets) 

Resolution:  

The above proposal be and hereby was approved as proposed. 
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# Case 2     (Proposed by the Board of Directors) 

Proposal: 

The Company plans to apply for the suspension of the public offering. 

Explanation: 

1. The Company will convert its shares with Lextar Electronics Corp. to become a 

100%-owned subsidiary of ENNOSTAR Inc. After approval by the relevant 

competent authority, the Company will apply the delisting from the Taiwan Stock 

Exchange Market before the stock conversion base date, and apply to the Financial 

Supervision and Administration Commission to cancel the Company's public offering 

of shares after (or at the same time) the stock conversion base date. 

 

2. The chairman of the board is authorized to represent the company in handling 

matters related to the application for the delisting of shares and the suspension of the 

Company’s public offering to the competent authority and to the Taiwan Stock 

Exchange. 

 

3. The base date for the share conversion between the Company and Lextar Electronics 

Corp. is tentatively scheduled for October 20, 2020, and the date for the delisting of 

shares will also be tentatively scheduled for October 20, 2020. The chairman of the 

Company is authorized to negotiate with Lextar Electronics Corp. to change the base 

date for share conversion. 

Voting Results: 

Shares represented at the time of voting: 623,750,523 

Voting Results 
% of the total represented share 

present 

Votes in favor: 529,180,330 votes 

(361,283,242 votes) 
84.84% 

Votes against:  396,441 votes 

(396,441 votes) 
0.06% 

Votes invalid:  0 votes 

(0 votes) 
0.00% 

Votes abstained:  94,173,752 votes 

(89,308,610 votes) 
15.10% 

* including votes casted electronically (numbers in brackets) 

Resolution:  

The above proposal be and hereby was approved as proposed. 
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# Case 3     (Proposed by the Board of Directors) 

Proposal: 

To approve the Articles of Incorporation of ENNOSTAR Inc. 

Explanation: 

1. The Company and Lextar Electronics Corp. jointly established "ENNOSTAR Inc." in 

form of share conversion, it is proposed to create the articles of association of 

"ENNOSTAR Inc." 

 

2. Please refer to the Attachment 4 (P.72~P.78) for the Articles of Incorporation of 

"ENNOSTAR Inc." 

Voting Results: 

Shares represented at the time of voting: 623,750,523 

Voting Results 
% of the total represented share 

present 

Votes in favor: 458,489,206 votes 

(290,672,118 votes) 
73.51% 

Votes against:  68,935,430 votes 

(68,855,430 votes) 
11.05% 

Votes invalid:  0 votes 

(0 votes) 
0.00% 

Votes abstained:  96,325,887 votes 

(91,460,745 votes) 
15.44% 

* including votes casted electronically (numbers in brackets) 

Resolution:  

The above proposal be and hereby was approved as proposed. 

# Case 4     (Proposed by the Board of Directors) 

Proposal: 

To approve the Rules for the Procedures of the Shareholders’ Meeting of ENNOSTAR 

Inc. 

Explanation: 

1. The Company and Lextar Electronics Corp. jointly established "ENNOSTAR Inc." in 

form of share conversion, it is proposed to create the Rules of procedure for 

shareholders' meetings of "ENNOSTAR Inc." 
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2. Please refer to the Attachment 5 (P.79~P.82) for the Rules of Procedures for 

Shareholders' Meetings of "ENNOSTAR Inc." 

Voting Results: 

Shares represented at the time of voting: 623,750,523 

Voting Results 
% of the total represented share 

present 

Votes in favor: 526,886,044 votes 

(358,988,956 votes) 
84.47% 

Votes against:  736,274 votes 

(736,274 votes) 
0.12% 

Votes invalid:  0 votes 

(0 votes) 
0.00% 

Votes abstained:  96,128,205 votes 

(91,263,063 votes) 
15.41% 

* including votes casted electronically (numbers in brackets) 

Resolution: 

The above proposal be and hereby was approved as proposed. 

# Case 5     (Proposed by the Board of Directors) 

Proposal: 

To approve the Rules for Elections of Directors and Supervisors of ENNOSTAR Inc. 

Explanation: 

1. The Company and Lextar Electronics Corp. jointly established "ENNOSTAR Inc." in 

form of share conversion, it is proposed to create the election procedures of Director 

and Supervisor of "ENNOSTAR Inc." 

 

2. Please refer to the Attachment 6 (P.83~P.84) for the Rules for Elections of Directors 

and Supervisors of "ENNOSTAR Inc." 

Voting Results: 

Shares represented at the time of voting: 623,750,523 

Voting Results 
% of the total represented share 

present 

Votes in favor: 526,887,044 votes 

(358,989,956 votes) 
84.47% 

Votes against:  738,272 votes 

(738,272 votes) 
0.12% 
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Voting Results 
% of the total represented share 

present 

Votes invalid:  0 votes 

(0 votes) 
0.00% 

Votes abstained:  96,125,207 votes 

(91,260,065 votes) 
15.41% 

* including votes casted electronically (numbers in brackets) 

Resolution:  

The above proposal be and hereby was approved as proposed. 

# Case 6     (Proposed by the Board of Directors) 

Proposal: 

To approve the Procedures for Loaning Funds to Other Parties of ENNOSTAR Inc. 

Explanation: 

1. The Company and Lextar Electronics Corp. jointly established "ENNOSTAR Inc." in 

form of share conversion, it is proposed to create the management procedure of loans 

to others of "ENNOSTAR Inc." 

 

2. Please refer to the Attachment 7 (P.85~P.90) for the Procedures for Loaning Funds to 

Other Parties of "ENNOSTAR Inc." 

Voting Results: 

Shares represented at the time of voting: 623,750,523 

Voting Results 
% of the total represented share 

present 

Votes in favor: 526,869,037 votes 

(358,971,949 votes) 
84.47% 

Votes against:  744,282 votes 

(744,282 votes) 
0.12% 

Votes invalid:  0 votes 

(0 votes) 
0.00% 

Votes abstained:  96,137,204 votes 

(91,272,062 votes) 
15.41% 

* including votes casted electronically (numbers in brackets) 

Resolution:  

The above proposal be and hereby was approved as proposed. 
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# Case 7     (Proposed by the Board of Directors) 

Proposal: 

To approve the Procedures for Endorsements and Guarantees of ENNOSTAR Inc. 

Explanation: 

1. The Company and Lextar Electronics Corp. jointly established "ENNOSTAR Inc." in 

form of share conversion, it is proposed to create the management procedure of 

endorsement guarantee of "ENNOSTAR Inc." 

 

2. Please refer to the Attachment 8 (P.91~P.97) for the Procedures for Endorsements 

and Guarantees of "ENNOSTAR Inc." 

Voting Results: 

Shares represented at the time of voting: 623,750,523 

Voting Results 
% of the total represented share 

present 

Votes in favor: 526,875,044 votes 

(358,977,956 votes) 
84.47% 

Votes against:  739,274 votes 

(739,274 votes) 
0.12% 

Votes invalid:  0 votes 

(0 votes) 
0.00% 

Votes abstained:  96,136,205 votes 

(91,271,063 votes) 
15.41% 

* including votes casted electronically (numbers in brackets) 

Resolution:  

The above proposal be and hereby was approved as proposed. 

# Case 8     (Proposed by the Board of Directors) 

Proposal: 

To approve the Acquisition or Disposal Procedures of Asset of ENNOSTAR Inc. 

Explanation: 

1. The Company and Lextar Electronics Corp. jointly established "ENNOSTAR Inc." in 

form of share conversion, it is proposed to create the management procedure for 

acquiring or disposing of assets of "ENNOSTAR Inc." 
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2. Please refer to the Attachment 9 (P.98~P.118) for the Acquisition or Disposal 

Procedures of Asset of "ENNOSTAR Inc." 

Voting Results:  

Shares represented at the time of voting: 623,750,523 

Voting Results 
% of the total represented share 

present 

Votes in favor: 526,946,273 votes 

(359,049,185 votes) 
84.48% 

Votes against:  736,271 votes 

(736,271 votes) 
0.12% 

Votes invalid:  0 votes 

(0 votes) 
0.00% 

Votes abstained:  96,067,979 votes 

(91,202,837 votes) 
15.40% 

* including votes casted electronically (numbers in brackets) 

Resolution: 

The above proposal be and hereby was approved as proposed. 

# Case 9     (Proposed by the Board of Directors) 

Proposal: 

To elect the 1st term directors and supervisors of ENNOSTAR Inc. 

Explanation: 

1. According to Article 29 of the Mergers and Acquisition Act, the shareholders' 

meeting approving the Proposed Share Swap shall be deemed as the promoters' 

meeting of ENNOSTAR Inc. The shareholders of the Company can act as promoters, 

and under the provisions of Article 19 of Articles of Association of ENNOSTAR Inc. 

to elect five directors and two supervisors of ENNOSTAR Inc. The term of the 

directors and supervisors are three years from August 7, 2020, to August 6, 2023. 

 

The shareholders' meeting is deemed as the meeting of the promoters of 

ENNOSTAR Inc. According to the provisions of Taiwan's laws and the articles of 

association of ENNOSTAR Inc., it is proposed to select five directors and two 

supervisors. Three directors and one supervisor are recommended by the Company, 

two directors and one supervisor are recommended by Lextar. Please refer to the 

Company's official website for the recommendation list. 
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The Chinese website: https://www.epistar.com/EpistarTw/investor13 

The English website: https://www.epistar.com/EpistarEn/investor13 

 

The candidates for directors recommended by the Company are as follows: 

 Mr. Biing-Jye Lee  

One of the founders of the Company, he has a doctorate in chemical engineering 

and a background in optoelectronics from the Industrial Technology Research 

Institute. He served as the general manager when the Company was founded and 

has been the chairman of the Company since June 20, 2007. 

 Mr. Chin-Yung Fan  

Who has served in the Company for more than 20 years, has been the general 

manager of the Company since July 16, 2018, and is responsible for managing 

the operation of the Company. He was elected as the director of the 10th term 

board of directors on June 20, 2019. 

 Representative of Ming Han Investment Co., Ltd.: Mr. Shih-Shien Chang 

Who has served in the Company for nearly 20 years and has served as the 

Company's chief financial officer since January 19, 2015. He is also acting as the 

Company's spokesperson and the general manager of the wholly-owned 

subsidiary, Yenrich Technology Corporation, and nominated by the board of 

directors of the Company and recommended to the appointment of directors of 

ENNOSTAR Inc. 

The three recommended candidates as above are all important managers of the 

Company. Their current positions held are all important management positions of the 

Company and its direct or indirect reinvestment companies. 

 

The candidates for directors recommended by Lextar are as follows: 

 Representative of AU Optronics Corp.: Mr. Shuang-Lang (Paul) Peng 

Chairman of AU Optronics Corp., the AUO Optronics Group holds 

approximately 27% equity of LEXTAR. 

 Mr. Feng Cheng (David) Su 

One of the founders of LEXTAR, has served as the chairman of LEXTAR until 

now. 
 

Corporate governance planning of ENNOSTAR Inc.: 

Given the nature of the transaction, the timing of its incorporation has restrained 

ENNOSTAR Inc. from appointing independent directors via nomination system, due 

to the absence of an incumbent board to determine the nomination period and assess 

qualifications of candidates, or form an audit committee consisting of solely 
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independent directors at its incorporation date. This practice is also in line with 

relevant Taiwan’s laws and regulations. According to the FSC’s regulation, newly 

listed companies by means of statutory share exchange are exempt from appointing 

independent directors at its incorporations date, therefore, the company negotiated 

with LEXTAR to elect two supervisors (each company elected one supervisor). Since 

EPISTAR attaches great importance to corporate governance, upon incorporation of 

the Newly incorporated shareholding company, both parties shall urge the Newly 

incorporated shareholding company to appoint 4 independent directors in accordance 

with Article 14-2 of the Securities and Exchange Act and said Articles of 

Incorporation, and to have all independent directors compose the Audit Committee in 

place of supervisors in accordance with Article 14-4 of the same Act. The 

independent directors shall be appointed through by-election. Two independent 

director candidates recommended by each of EPISTAR and LEXTAR shall be 

nominated and included into the name list of candidates during the general 

shareholders meeting of 2021 at the same time. By that time, the board of directors of 

the investment shareholding company has 9 seats, of which 5 seats are general 

directors and 4 seats are independent directors. Independent directors account for 

44.44% of all directors. 
 

2. Please conduct the election. 

Voting Results: 

The list of the newly elected directors with votes received follows: 

Title Name Votes Received 

Director Biing-Jye Lee 445,012,702 

Director Representative of AU Optronics Corp.:  

Shuang-Lang (Paul) Peng 

241,040,622 

Director Feng Cheng (David) Su 240,662,724 

Director Chin-Yung Fan 239,839,592 

Director Representative of Ming Han Investment Co., 

Ltd.: 

Shih-Shien Chang 

239,014,373 

Supervisor Yu-Te Houng 336,083,513 

Supervisor Representative of Konly Venture Corp.:  

Yih Lian Chen 

227,439,192 
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# Case 10     (Proposed by the Board of Directors) 

Proposal: 

To approve the proposal to waive the non-competition clauses applicable to newly 

elected directors of ENNOSTAR Inc. 

Explanation: 

1. According to Article 209 of the Company Act, directors acting for themselves or 

others within the company's business scope should explain the important content of 

their actions to the shareholders' meeting and obtain their permission. 
 

2. The directors of "ENNOSTAR Inc." elected this time may have acted for themselves 

or others within the company's business scope (Please see Attachment 10 (P.119 ~ 

P.124)). To meet the needs of the facts, without prejudice to the interests of the 

company, it is proposed to agree to the new director and its representative’s 

competitive behavior. 

Voting Results: 

Shares represented at the time of voting: 623,750,523 

Voting Results 
% of the total represented share 

present 

Votes in favor: 433,552,461 votes 

(265,904,924 votes) 
69.51% 

Votes against:  2,412,841 votes 

(2,412,841 votes) 
0.39% 

Votes invalid:  0 votes 

(0 votes) 
0.00% 

Votes abstained:  187,785,221 votes 

(182,670,528 votes) 
30.10% 

* including votes casted electronically (numbers in brackets) 

Resolution: 

The above proposal be and hereby was approved as proposed. 

V.   Extemporary Motions: None. 

VI.  Adjournment: Meeting ended at 10:31 am 
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Attachment 1: 

The company name of “the A shareholding investment company” was approved by the Board 

of Directors meeting on June 18, 2020 to authorize the Chairman of the Board of the 

Company to handling related matters with Lextar Electronics Corp.( including the editing and 

confirming of the names of the agreement of the conversion of the shares), the Company and 

Lextar both agreed on the Chinese name of the company is 富采投資控股股份有限公司 and 

the English name is 「ENNOSTAR Inc.」 

 
The meeting minutes of the Audit Committee on the result of shares conversion 

 
EPISTAR Corporation 

The meeting minutes (excerpt) of the audit committee  

for the 7
th

 meeting of the third term. 

 Time: AM10:00 June 18 (Thursday), 2020  

Place: (1F, 21, Li-hsin Rd., Hsinchu Science Park, Hsinchu 300, Taiwan) meeting room of A1 

factory of the company.  

Attendees: The independent director Wei-Min Sheng and Yu-Te Houng attend the meeting 

via video conference, and the independent director Feng-Shang Wu, Chi-Yen 

Liang and Wei-Kuo Chen attend the meeting in person. 

Absent: none. 

Attandant: CPA Ya-Huei Cheng, Hui-Chuan Lin / AVP, Bo-Xian Wu / Manager, of 

PricewaterhouseCoopers, Taiwan, Biing-Jye Lee / Chairman &CSO, Chih-Yuan 

Chen / Director & President, Shih-Shien Chang / VP of Finance & Accounting 

Center, Yong-Sheng Yu / Director, Ya-Ling Cheng / Deputy Manager and 

Tzu-Hsiang Tai / Internal Audit Officer. 

The chairman: Wei-Min Sheng                The recorder: Tzu-Hsiang Tai 

I. The meeting is called to order. 

II. Report items (skipped)  

III. Proposal items 

i. The items to be discussed from previous meeting : None 

ii. Proposal items of the meeting  
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 Case 1  

 

Proposal: 

The Company plans to jointly convey the conversion of the share with LEXTAR to make a 

“new investment shareholding company” to acquire all shares of both the Company and 

LEXTAR’s, and the Company and LEXTAR will be delisted (“share conversion case”) 

from the Taiwan Stock Exchange. To vote and approve the share conversion agreement and 

the share convention case. 

 

Explanation: 

1. In light of the trend of Mini LED and Micro LED application, in order to scale up the 

business to advance the performance and competitiveness and enhance the best interests 

of shareholders, the Company contemplates to enter into the Share Conversion Agreement 

with LEXTAR Corporation ("LEXTAR"), pursuant to which the Company and LEXTAR 

will jointly conduct a share Conversion, and will apply for setting up a new company " A 

Investment Holdings Ltd." (The company name to be determined.) (the "Holding 

Company"), which will acquire 100% shares issued by the Company (including common 

stocks previously issued through the private placement(s)) and LEXTAR respectively via 

such share Conversion.  After the completion of the share Conversion, both the 

Company and LEXTAR will, simultaneously, become wholly-owned subsidiaries of the 

Holding Company, and the Company and LEXTAR will be delisted from the Taiwan 

Stock Exchange and the Holding Company will be listed in accordance with the 

applicable laws and regulations.  Subject to the approval by the shareholders' meeting of 

the Company and LEXTAR respectively, the Company and LEXTAR will be ceased its 

status as a public company after the completion of the share Conversion.  To the extent 

permitted under laws and regulations, the practice of the competent authorities and the 

Taiwan Stock Exchange, each of the Company and LEXTAR will be delisted from the 

Taiwan Stock Exchange and cease its status as a public company on the record date of the 

share Conversion; and all common shares to be issued by the Holding Company will be 

listed and traded on the Taiwan Stock Exchange from the same date (the "Proposed Share 

Conversion"). 
 

2. shares conversion rate 
It is contemplated that the share Conversion ratio of the Proposed Share Conversion 

should be based on the consolidated financial statements as of March 31, 2020, as 

reviewed by the certified public accountants ("CPAs"), of the Company and LEXTAR, 

and taking into account various factors such as future operating synergy, as well as the 

opinion of the independent experts. 
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(1) It is contemplated to exchange 0.5 shares of the Holding Company's common shares 

for every 1 share of the Company's common shares, and the Company will transfer 

all its issued shares to the Holding Company, and the Holding Company will issue its 

common shares to the Company's shareholders as the consideration of the Proposed 

Share Swap. 

 

(2) It is contemplated to exchange 0.275 shares of the Holding Company's common 

shares for every 1 share of LEXTAR's common shares, and LEXTAR will transfer all 

its issued shares (including common stocks previously issued through the private 

placement(s)) to the Holding Company, and the Holding Company will issue its 

common shares to the LEXTAR's shareholders as the consideration of the Proposed 

Share Swap. 

 

(3) According to the above (1) and (2), the common shares issued at the time of 

incorporation of the Holding Company are tentatively set at approximately 

685,952,710 shares, with a par value of NT$10 per share, and a total paid-in capital 

of NT$6,859,527,100. 

 

(4) If there is less than 1 share of the shares of the Holding Company obtained by the 

shareholders of the Company or LEXTAR based on the share Conversion ratio, the 

chairman of the Holding Company shall contact one or more specific persons for 

subscription of such odd stock, which shall be calculated based on the closing price 

of each share on the Taiwan Stock Exchange on the trading day before the closing 

date of the Proposed Share Conversion according to the share swap ratio, and pay in 

cash (rounded down to the New Taiwan Dollar, discarded any amount below one 

New Taiwan Dollar) to these affected shareholders accordingly. The total amount 

discarded below NT$1 will be categorized as other income of the Holding Company. 

The board of directors of the Holding Company shall have the full discretion to 

handle matters regarding to the odd stocks if it is necessary for adjustment due to 

regulatory compliance or operational needs. 

 
3. If the Proposed Share Swap need to be approved, permitted or consented by the Taiwan 

Fair Trade Commission, PRC Anti-monopoly Bureau of the State Administration for 

Market Regulation, or any equivalent competent authority of other jurisdictions which 

governs the grant, approval, or permission under similar laws, the completion of the 

Proposed Share Conversion shall be subject to obtaining the necessary approval, 

permission or consent thereof. 
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4. Since the Proposed Share Conversion shall be submitted to the shareholders meeting for 

discussion, according to Article 29 of the Business Mergers and Acquisitions Act, such 

shareholders meeting shall be deemed as the meeting of promoters of the Holding 

Company.  Hence, it is proposed, in that same meeting, to discuss and approve the 

Articles of Incorporation of the Holding Company, the election of the directors and 

supervisors of the Holding Company, and the release of the directors from non-competing 

obligations. 
 

5. Once the Proposed Share Conversion is completed, the Company will become a 

wholly-owned subsidiary of the Holding Company. It is proposed to submit a proposal to 

the shareholders meeting to file an application for ceasing its status as a public company 

in accordance with Article 156-2 of the Company Act, and to authorize the chairman of 

the Company the full authority to handle such matter. 
 

6. Authorization: 
(1) The chairman of the Company is granted with full authority to, jointly with 

LEXTAR, determine the name of the Holding Company (which includes adjusting 

and confirming the name stipulated in the document or contract in relation to this 

Proposed Share Conversion). 

 

(2) It is proposed to authorize the chairman of the Company to enter into the Share 

Conversion Agreement, and any amendment or supplement thereto, with LEXTAR. 

 

(3) It is tentatively set by the parties that the record date of the Proposed Share 

Conversion will be October 20, 2020; provided that the chairman of the Company 

will be authorized to negotiate the change of the record date of the Proposed Share 

Swap with LEXTAR depending on the progress of the Proposed Share Swap. 

 

(4) Should the Proposed Share Conversion be subject to the approval, permission and 

consent of the Taiwan Fair Trade Commission, PRC Anti-monopoly Bureau of the 

State Administration for Market Regulation, and (where applicable) any equivalent 

competent authority of other jurisdictions which governs the grant, approval, or 

permission under similar laws, it is proposed to authorize the chairman of the 

Company to file relevant application or submission together with LEXTAR. 
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(5) It is proposed to grant the chairman of the Company full authority to handle matters 

regarding filings with the competent authority and the Taiwan Stock Exchange for 

the Proposed Share Conversion and listing of the Holding Company, the delisting 

and cessation of the status as a public company of the Company. 

 

(6) With respect to the Proposed Share Conversion, in case of any matter not specified 

in the above or any alternation to the clauses or terms and conditions thereof be 

regarded as necessary in accordance with the competent authority's or the Taiwan 

Stock Exchange opinion or changes in the circumstances, it is proposed to submit it 

to the shareholders meeting for its approval of authorizing the board of directors of 

the Company or any persons authorized by the board of directors full authority to 

handle such matters. 

 

7. Others: Unless otherwise agreed in the joint Share Conversion Agreement or required by 

the laws of Taiwan or relevant competent authorities, the Company shall not modify or 

adjust the share swap ratio. 
 

8. If this proposal is resolved by the board of directors, it is proposed to submit the same to 

the shareholders meeting for its approval of the Proposed Share Conversion and the Share 

Conversion Agreement.  
 

9. This case was reviewed under the provisions of Article 6 of the Corporate Mergers and 

Acquisitions Act, and the results must be reported to the board of directors and 

shareholders' meeting. Because the shares conversion plan and transaction are carried out 

under relevant laws and regulations, and at the same time refer to the independent expert’s 

reasonable opinions, it should be fair and reasonable; the proposal will be submitted to the 

8th Board meeting of the 10th term for approval pursuant to the Article 14-5 of the 

Securities Exchange Act. 
 

Deliberation process: 

The discussion and voting are conducted after explanation and all attendees leave. 

 

Resolution:  

All attending independent directors approved.  

(the rests are omitted) 

IV. Motions: None.  

V. The meeting is closed at AM 11:00, June 18, 2020.  
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Attachment 2: 

The company name of ” A shareholding investment company “ was approved by the Board of 

Directors meeting on June 18, 2020 to authorize the Chairman of the Board of the Company 

to handling related matters with Lextar Electronics Corp.( includes the editing and confirming 

of the names of the agreement of the conversion of the shares), the Company and Lextar both 

agreed on the Chinese name of the company is “富采投資控股股份有限公司” and the 

English name is”ENNOSTAR Inc.”. 

 

The Joint Stock Exchangr Agreement and the Amendment signed by the Company and Lextar 

Electronics Corp. 

 

Joint Stock Exchange Agreement 

The Joint Stock Exchange Agreement (hereinafter referred to as the “Agreement”) is entered 

into between and by the following parties on June 18, 2020 (hereinafter referred to as the 

“Effective Date”): 

(1) EPISTAR Corporation (hereinafter referred to as “EPISTAR”), a company 

incorporated under the laws of the R.O.C., situated at 21, Li-hsin Rd., Hsinchu Science 

Park, Hsinchu 300, Taiwan; 

(2) Lextar Electronics Corp. (hereinafter referred to as “Lextar”), a company incorporated 

under the laws of the R.O.C., situated at No. 3, Gongye E. 3rd Road, Hsinchu Science 

Park, Hsinchu 300, Taiwan. 

Introduction 

Whereas, EPISTAR and Lextar agree to found the newly incorporated holding company in 

the form of joint stock exchange to have the newly incorporated holding company acquire the 

whole issued shares of EPISTAR and Lextar; Whereas, EPISTAR and Lextar will become the 

subsidiaries wholly owned by the newly incorporated holding company at the same time upon 

completion of the stock exchange (hereinafter referred to as the “Stock Exchange”). Now, 

therefore, both parties hereby agree to execute this Agreement to be bound by both parties: 
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Definition 

“Newly incorporated holding company” refers to the holding company incorporated under 

Article 1.1 herein, named as “Holding Company A” (to be confirmed). 

“Antitrust Laws” refers to (1) Fair Trade Act and sub-laws thereof; (2) Anti-Monopoly Law 

of the People's Republic of China and sub-laws thereof; and (3) similar laws of any other 

countries. 

“Competent authorities of Antitrust Laws” refers to the Fair Trade Commission of Taiwan, 

Anti-monopoly Bureau of the State Administration for Market Regulation of the PRC, and 

competent authorities of antitrust laws in any other countries (if applicable). 

“Subsidiary(ies)” refers to the company falling within the meaning of a subsidiary under the 

Regulations Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by Securities Issuers (based on 

IFRSs). 

“Related party” refers to the company falling within the meaning of a related party under the 

Regulations Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by Securities Issuers (based on 

IFRSs). 

“Underlying financial statements” refer to the consolidated financial statements audited by 

the CPA on March 31, 2020. 

“Material adverse effect” refers to any material adverse circumstance caused to the finance, 

business, property, operation, or shareholders’ equity of the concerned party or any of the 

concerned party’s subsidiaries, or to the Stock Exchange, including but not limited to, any 

causes resulting in reduction of the concerned party’s consolidated net book value by more 

than 5% (inclusive) from that in the underlying financial statements, individually or jointly. 

“Force Majeure” refers to the circumstances attributed to neither party or equivalents, such 

as war, hostile activity, lockouts, riots, revolutions, strikes, shutdowns, financial crises, 

nuclear damage, fires, typhoons, earthquakes, tsunamis, plagues, or floods. 
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Article 1. Mode of Stock Exchange 

1.1 Both parties agree to apply for incorporation of the Newly incorporated holding 

company in accordance with the Business Mergers And Acquisitions Act and 

related laws & regulations, and carry out the stock exchange jointly to have the 

whole issued shares of each party assigned to the Newly incorporated holding 

company upon resolution of a shareholders’ meeting of each party. The Newly 

incorporated holding company shall issue new shares to both parties’ shareholders 

based on the share exchange ratio agreed in Article 3 herein as the consideration to 

pay up the subscription amount payable by both parties’ shareholders for 

incorporation of the Newly incorporated holding company. 

1.2 Upon completion of the stock exchange, both parties will become the Subsidiaries 

wholly owned by the Newly incorporated holding company at the same time, and 

may keep their own existing and surviving company names. 

Article 2. Both Parties’ Capital Structure Prior to Stock Exchange 

2.1 Capital, number and type of issued shares, and other issued equity securities prior to 

EPISTAR stock exchange 

2.1.1 Until the Effective Date, the registered capital of EPISTAR has totaled 

NT$13,000,000,000, divided into 1,300,000,000 common shares at a par 

value of NT$10 per share, to be issued in batches. The paid-in capital is 

NT$10,887,014,100, divided into 1,088,701,410 shares, including the 

treasury stock totaling 10,364,755 shares, without any outstanding and 

unregistered common shares. 

2.1.2 Until the Effective Date, EPISTAR has issued outstanding GDR totaling 

6,023 units, signifying EPISTAR’s common stock totaling 30,115 shares. 

2.1.3 Until the Effective Date, EPISTAR has had no other outstanding equity 

securities, other than those referred to in Article 2.1.1 and Article 2.1.2 

herein. 

2.2 Capital, number and type of issued shares, and other issued equity securities prior to 

Lextar stock exchange 

2.2.1 Until the Effective Date, the registered capital of Lextar totaled 

NT$7,000,000,000, divided into 700,000,000 common shares at a par value 

of NT$10 per share, to be issued in batches. The paid-in capital is 

NT$5,150,363,800, divided into 515,036,380 shares, including the private 

common stock totaling 83,000,000 shares and non-vested Restricted Stock 

Awards (RSA) totaling 5,950,000 shares, as well as recalled RSAs totaling 
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120,000 shares, under which the vesting conditions have not been fully met 

and to be registered of cancellation, without any outstanding and 

unregistered common shares. 

2.2.2 Until the Effective Date, Lextar has had no other outstanding equity 

securities or held any treasury stock, other than those referred to in Article 

2.2.1 herein. 

Article 3. Consideration for Stock Exchange and share swap ratio 

3.1 For the Stock Exchange, each of EPISTAR’s common shares may be exchanged for 

0.5 shares of the Newly incorporated holding company, each of Lextar’s common 

shares may be exchanged for 0.275 shares of the Newly incorporated holding 

company (including the private common shares referred to in Article 2.2.1 herein) 

(hereinafter referred to as the “share swap ratio”). Both parties’ shareholders 

transfer the issued shares (including the private common shares referred to in 

Article 2.2.1 herein) to the Newly incorporated holding company in whole. Then, 

the Newly incorporated holding company issues common shares to both parties’ 

shareholders as the consideration for stock exchange. The total number of shares 

transferred by both parties’ shareholders to the Newly incorporated holding 

company shall be based on that of the shares actually issued on the record date for 

the stock exchange. Lextar’s issued non-vested Restricted Stock Awards (RSA) 

shall be handled in accordance with the manner agreed in Article 16.1 herein. 

3.2 The Newly incorporated holding company’s registered capital is set as 

NT$15,000,000,000, divided into 1,500,000,000 shares at a par value of NT$10 per 

share, all common shares to be issued in batches. Assuming that EPISTAR’s issued 

stock totals 1,088,701,410 shares and Lextar’s issued stock totals 515,036,380 

shares (including the private common shares referred to in Article 2.2.1 herein), less 

recalled RSAs totaling 120,000 shares, based on the share swap ratio, the Newly 

incorporated holding company expects to issue a total of 685,952,710 shares at a 

par value of NT$10 per share on the record date for the stock exchange, all common 

shares, with the paid-in capital amounting to NT$6,859,527,100. Where the number 

of shares issued by either party increases or decreases due to capital increase, 

capital reduction or performance, exchange or conversion of equity securities, the 

number of new shares to be issued by the Newly incorporated holding company 

upon the Stock Exchange shall be adjusted based on the same share swap ratio 

relatively. 
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3.3 Said share swap ratio is agreed based on both parties’ Underlying financial 

statements, and market price of both parties’ stock per share, earnings per share, 

and any other factors acknowledged by both parties that might affect shareholders’ 

equity. It is also taking into account both parties’ current overview of operation and 

consolidated effect of future operations and development conditions, insofar as it is 

in line with the opinion on share swap ratio provided by the retained independent 

expert. 

3.4 Where the shareholding of the Newly incorporated holding company acquired by 

both parties’ shareholders based on the share swap ratio is less than one share, the 

fractional shares shall be purchased by specific persons arranged by the Chairman 

of the Newly incorporated holding company and be paid to such shareholders in 

cash based on the closing price of both parties’ stock traded on TWSE on the day 

preceding to the record date for stock exchange. Subject to the share swap ratio (the 

amount to be rounded to the nearest NT$1.0), and the amount rounded off after 

NT$1.0 shall be re-stated as the Newly incorporated holding company’s other 

revenue. Where it is necessary to change the manner in which the fractional shares 

referred to herein may be treated pursuant to laws or to meet the needs for 

operations, the board of directors of the Newly incorporated holding company shall 

do so with full power. 

Article 4. Adjustment of share swap ratio 

4.1 Where either party meets any of the following circumstances from the Effective 

Date until the record date for stock exchange, unless already disclosed to the other 

party in writing prior to execution of this Agreement, the party’s share swap ratio 

referred to in Article 3 herein shall be handled in accordance with the manner 

agreed in Article 4.2 herein: 

4.1.1 Engage in capital increase, issuance of new shares, distribution of stock 

dividends/bonus or reserve, distribution of remuneration to employees, 

issuance of Restricted Stock Awards (RSA) or other equity securities. 

4.1.2 Buyback treasury stock (except the subscription for dissenting shareholders’ 

shares referred to in Article 12 herein). 

4.1.3 Disposal of, or specific fact and evidence available to prove the disposal of, 

its substantial assets; occurrence of material disaster, material adverse 

technical reform, material adverse legal action, or any force majeure, or any 

other material adverse changes in finance, business, operations, or 

shareholders’ equity. 
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4.1.4 As instructed by the competent authority, or in order to have the Stock 

Exchange approved by the competent authority successfully, it is necessary 

to adjust the share swap ratio agreed in Article 3 herein. 

4.2 Unless otherwise agreed herein or by both parties, where any of the circumstances 

referred to in Article 4.1 herein arises from the Effective Date until the record date 

for stock exchange, both parties’ boards of directors shall promptly agree on 

reasonable adjustment on the share swap ratio in good faith, and the motion for 

such adjustment on share swap ratio as agreed by both parties shall be submitted to 

each party’s board of directors meeting for a resolution prior to the record date for 

stock exchange, without needing to convene a shareholders’ meeting separately. 

4.3 Where it is impossible for both parties’ boards of directors to resolve the adjustment 

on share swap ratio within 30 days (but no later than the record date for stock 

exchange) upon occurrence of any of the circumstances referred to in Article 4.1 

herein, either party may terminate this Agreement by sending a written notice, 

unless both parties have agreed to extend said-noted time limit. 

4.4 The “material” referred to in Article 4.1.3 herein reflects a circumstance which 

might pose negative impact to the consolidated financial statements of the party 

suffering such circumstance, thereby causing its net worth to decrease by more than 

5% (inclusive) from that referred to in its Underlying financial statements. 

Article 5. Articles of Incorporation of the Newly Incorporated Holding Company 

5.1 Both parties agree that the Newly incorporated holding company’s articles of 

incorporation shall be the same as shown in Attachment 1 hereto, and shall make all 

commercial efforts to urge the shareholders’ meeting which is identified as the 

promoters’ meeting of Newly incorporated holding company to pass such Articles 

of Incorporation.  

Article 6. Board of Directors of the Newly Incorporated Holding Company 

6.1 According to the Articles of Incorporation as shown in Attachment 1 hereto, the 

Newly incorporated holding company shall appoint 5~13 directors and 2 

supervisors. In the event that independent directors’ requirements shall apply, said 

directors shall include no less than 3 independent directors who are no less than 

one-fifth of all directors. Both parties shall elect 5 directors and 2 supervisors for 

the 1st term pursuant to said Articles of Incorporation at the shareholders’ meeting 

which is identified as the promoters’ meeting of the Newly incorporated holding 

company, and shall make all commercial efforts to urge 3 directors and 1 supervisor 
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to be elected from and among the nominees designated by EPISTAR, and 2 

directors and 1 supervisor to be elected from and among the nominees designated 

by Lextar. 

6.2 According to the Articles of Incorporation as shown in Attachment 1 hereto, the 

Newly incorporated holding company shall adopt the candidate nomination system 

in the elections conducted after its incorporation, in order to allow shareholders to 

elect the directors and supervisor from the name list of nominated candidates. Upon 

incorporation of the Newly incorporated holding company, both parties shall urge 

the Newly incorporated holding company to appoint 4 independent directors in 

accordance with Article 14-2 of the Securities and Exchange Act and said Articles 

of Incorporation, and to have all independent directors compose the Audit 

Committee in place of supervisors in accordance with Article 14-4 of the same Act. 

The independent directors shall be appointed through by-election. Two independent 

director candidates recommended by each of EPISTAR and Lextar shall be 

nominated and included into the name list of candidates at the same time. 

6.3Where, at the time of election of the 1st term directors/supervisors and subsequently 

at the first-time election of independent directors, the Newly incorporated holding 

company wishes to increase or adjust the number of directors (including 

independent directors) and supervisors as agreed in Article 6.1 and Article 6.2 

herein within the scope defined by the Articles of Incorporation, the number thereof 

upon the increase or adjustment shall be even all the times (namely, the total 

number of directors elected finally remains an odd number, while the total number 

of independent directors and supervisors elected is an even number), and the 

increased directors (including independent directors)/supervisors shall be evenly 

served by the nominees designated by EPISTAR and Lextar. 

6.4 Both parties shall make all reasonable commercial efforts to urge one of the director 

candidates nominated by EPISTAR to be elected as the Chairman of the Board for 

the Newly incorporated holding company, and one of the director candidates 

nominated by Lextar to be elected as the Vice Chairman of the Board for the newly 

incorporated holding company. 

6.5 The Newly incorporated holding company shall establish the Business 

Administration Committee (hereinafter referred to as the “Administration 

Committee”) to help the board of directors manage operations of the Newly 

incorporated holding company. The Administration Committee consists of 4 

members who shall be the directors or managers from the Newly incorporated 

holding company or its Subordinate company. In principle, two of them shall be 

recommended by EPISTAR, and the other two recommended by Lextar. The 
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number of Administration Committee members upon increase or adjustment, if any, 

shall be even all the times, and the increased members shall be evenly served by the 

nominees designated by EPISTAR and Lextar. The functions & operations and 

authority of the Administration Committee shall be negotiated by both parties in 

good faith based on the principle of impartiality and free from any violation of laws 

and the competent authority’s order, and shall be approved upon resolution made by 

the board of directors of the Newly incorporated holding company. 

Article 7. Record Date for Stock Exchange and Stock Exchange Plan 

7.1 Unless otherwise agreed by both parties, both parties shall, on August 7, 2020 or 

another date designated by both parties’ boards of directors (no later than August 6, 

2021), convene a shareholders’ meeting pursuant to laws respectively to resolve the 

Stock Exchange and this Agreement. 

7.2 Subject to satisfaction with or waiver of the pre-conditions agreed in Article 8, the 

Stock Exchange shall be completed on the record date for stock exchange decided 

by both parties’ boards of directors pursuant to laws and Article 7.3 herein 

(hereinafter referred to as the “record date for stock exchange”). 

7.3 Both parties agree that the record date for stock exchange shall be preliminary set as 

October 20, 2020. Notwithstanding, where it is impossible to obtain the approvals, 

permits or consents (including but not limited to, those from Financial Supervisory 

Commission, TWSE and competent authorities of antitrust laws) prior to said-noted 

date, both parties shall agree on the record date for stock exchange within 10 

business days upon receipt of said approvals, permits, or consents. Where both 

parties fail to agree on the record date for stock exchange within said-noted time 

limit, the record date for stock exchange shall be 30th business day after all 

approvals, permits, or consents to be obtained prior to completion of the Stock 

Exchange are obtained. 

7.4 Where it is impossible to complete the Stock Exchange within the time limit as 

agreed in Article 7.2 and Article 7.3 herein, both parties shall negotiate for 

changing the time limit accordingly and it is not necessary for both parties to 

convene a shareholders’ meeting to resolve the case any longer. 

7.5 EPISTAR and Lextar will be delisted pursuant to laws and the Newly incorporated 

holding company listed instead upon completion of the Stock Exchange. Upon 

resolution by a shareholders’ meeting of each party, EPISTAR and Lextar will 

cease the public offering upon completion of the Stock Exchange. Insofar as it is 

permitted under the operations of laws, competent authorities and TWSE, 

EPISTAR, and Lextar will be delisted and cease the public offering as of the record 
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date for stock exchange, and all of the common shares issued by the Newly 

incorporated holding company will be listed and traded on TWSE as of the record 

date for stock exchange. 

Article 8. Pre-conditions of Stock Exchange  

8.1 Both parties’ obligation to complete the Stock Exchange shall be subject to 

fulfillment of the following prerequisites: 

8.1.1 The Stock Exchange and this Agreement have been approved upon 

resolution made by a shareholders’ meeting of both EPISTAR and Lextar. 

8.1.2 All necessary permits, consents, or approvals (including but not limited to, 

those with subordinated obligation or conditions) to the Stock Exchange 

from domestic/foreign competent authorities (including but not limited to, 

TWSE and competent authorities of antitrust laws) has obtained. 

8.2 EPISTAR’s obligation to complete the Stock Exchange shall be subject to 

fulfillment of the following conditions (or EPISTAR’s waiver of the conditions in 

writing): 

8.2.1 The representation and warranty made by Lextar under this Agreement are 

true and correct on the Effective Date and record date for stock exchange, 

except those which may not pose any material adverse impact to Lextar. 

8.2.2 Lextar has duly performed the commitments and obligations herein to be 

performed by it prior to the record date for stock exchange, and free from 

any activities banned in Article 11 herein or failure to rectify the misconduct 

against any provision herein, if any. 

8.2.3 No event which might pose material adverse impact to Lextar has arisen 

prior to the record date for stock exchange. 

8.2.4 The consent to the Stock Exchange to be obtained by Lextar from the other 

party or any other third party pursuant to laws or both parties’ agreement has 

been adequately obtained by Lextar. 

8.3 Lextar’s obligation to complete the Stock Exchange shall be subject to fulfillment 

of the following conditions (or Lextar’s waiver of the conditions in writing): 

8.3.1 The representation and warranty made by EPISTAR under this Agreement 

are true and correct on the Effective Date and record date for stock exchange, 

except those which may not pose any material adverse impact to EPISTAR. 
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8.3.2 EPISTAR has duly performed the commitments and obligations herein to be 

performed by it prior to the record date for stock exchange, and free from 

any activities banned in Article 11 herein or failure to rectify the misconduct 

against any provision herein, if any. 

8.3.3 No event which might pose material adverse impact to EPISTAR has arisen 

prior to the record date for stock exchange. 

8.3.4 The consent to the Stock Exchange to be obtained by EPISTAR from the 

other party or any other third party pursuant to laws or both parties’ 

agreement has been obtained by EPISTAR adequately. 

8.4 Where the pre-conditions referred to in Article 8.1 Article 8.2 and Article 8.3 herein 

are fulfilled or waived in writing in whole, the Stock Exchange shall be completed 

on the record date for stock exchange set in Article 7.3 (or Article 7.4) herein. 

Article 9. Representation and Warranty 

9.1 The representation and warranty made by either party to the other party are true and 

correct as of the Effective Date and record date for stock exchange: 

9.1.1 Duly incorporation and existence of the company: The concerned party is a 

company limited by shares incorporated, registered, and duly surviving 

under the laws of the Taiwan (R.O.C.), with the ability and authority 

required to engage in the business set forth in its articles of incorporation, 

having acquired all permits, approvals and licenses required for its existing 

business pursuant to laws, and free from any circumstances affording to 

abolish, revoke or invalidate said permits, approvals, or licenses.  

9.1.2 Subsidiaries: The concerned party’s Subsidiaries have acquired and 

completed all approvals, permits and reporting procedures required for 

investment in and incorporation of them pursuant to laws. Meanwhile, the 

Subsidiaries have also acquired all licenses, approvals, permits and other 

certificates required for their existing business allowing them to engage in 

the existing business duly in the jurisdiction where they are operating. None 

of the concerned party’ Subsidiaries has voluntarily resolved any dissolution, 

liquidation, insolvency, composition or reorganization, or is declared 

dissolved, liquidated, insolvent, reaching settlement, or reorganized by a 

third party.  
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9.1.3 Registered entries and paid-in capital: The registered entries and paid-in 

capital referred to in Article 2 herein are true and correct. The concerned 

party has registered entries to be registered with the competent authorities 

pursuant to laws. 

9.1.4 Resolution and authorization by board of directors: This Agreement has been 

approved upon resolution by the concerned party’ board of directors and 

executed by the persons authorized by the board of directors duly, with the 

binding effect on the concerned party. 

9.1.5 Validity and effect of this Agreement: The concerned party’s execution and 

performance of this Agreement are free from violations of any existing laws 

and regulations, any court or competent authority’s judgment, order or 

decision, articles of incorporation or shareholders’ meeting resolution, or any 

contract, agreement, representation, commitment, warranty, guarantee, 

covenant or other obligation to be bound by the concerned party.  

9.1.6 Financial statements: The financial statements already published pursuant to 

laws, or provided by either party to the other party are all prepared in 

accordance with the Business Entity Accounting Act or Regulations 

Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by Securities Issuers and 

Taiwan-IFRS, which in all respects fairly present the financial standing and 

operating results of the current period, free from any false statement, errors, 

or concealment.  

9.1.7 Tax return and payment: Unless otherwise already disclosed to the other 

party in writing, the tax to be reported by the concerned party and its 

Subsidiaries pursuant to laws has been reported honestly within the statutory 

time limit and paid up by the due date of payment, and free from delinquent 

reporting, omitted reporting, underreport, non-collects, under-collects, tax 

avoidance/evasion or violations of any relevant tax laws and orders. The 

concerned party and its Subsidiaries are not subject to, or do not reasonably 

foresee, any investigation and demand conducted by any tax collection 

authority against the concerned party or their Subsidiaries. Meanwhile, the 

concerned party and its Subsidiaries are not subject to, or do not reasonably 

foresee, any re-consideration or administrative suit conducted or to be 

conducted by the tax collection authority, unless said violations are not likely 

to pose material adverse impact to the concerned party and its Subsidiaries.  
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9.1.8 Litigious and non-litigious matters: Unless otherwise disclosed in the 

concerned party’s financial statements and expressly disclosed to the other 

party in writing, there is not any pending litigation, arbitration, 

administrative suit, legal proceeding, investigation procedure or similar 

actions against the concerned party or its Subsidiaries, or their property, 

assets or business, individually or aggregately, that might pose material 

adverse impact to the business, operation, finance or property of the 

concerned party and/or its Subsidiaries, or execution or performance of this 

Agreement. To the concerned party’s understanding, there is not any 

threatened litigation, arbitration, administrative suit, legal proceeding, 

investigation procedure or similar action that might pose material adverse 

impact to the concerned party and its Subsidiaries, and no related facts are 

available to reasonably foresee said actions. 

9.1.9 Assets: The concerned party is entitled to own or use the stated tangible and 

intangible assets or rights duly, and the use, income and disposition thereof 

are free from any encumbrances or restrictions, unless otherwise already 

disclosed to the other party in writing.  Unless otherwise disclosed to the 

other party in writing, the concerned party owns the valid right in, or 

effective license to use, the tangible and intangible assets (including but not 

limited to, trademarks, patents, and business secrets) or rights used by the 

concerned party in the production, manufacturing or sale of its products, and 

is entitled to continue using the same after the record date for stock 

exchange. Unless otherwise disclosed to the other party in writing, the 

intangible assets used by the concerned party in production, manufacturing 

or sale of products are free from any infringement upon another person’s 

rights. 

9.1.10 Liabilities and contingent liabilities: Except the liabilities already disclosed 

in the concerned party’s Underlying financial statements or arising from the 

normal business conduct, the concerned party and its subsidiaries are free 

from any new liabilities, contingent liabilities, obligation or burden that 

may pose material adverse impact to its production, from the balance sheet 

date of the underlying financial statements (namely, March 31, 2020) until 

the Effective Date and record date for the stock exchange. 

9.1.11 Significant contract and commitment: The significant warranties, guarantees 

or other significant contracts, agreements, representation, understanding, 

obligation or any disbenefit commitments signed, agreed or undertaken by 

the concerned part and its Subsidiaries in any form have already been 
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disclosed to the other party expressly in writing, free from any false, 

concealed or other untrue or misleading statement. Meanwhile, said 

significant contracts or commitments would not pose any material adverse 

impact to the concerned party and its Subsidiaries. The “significant contract 

and commitment” referred to in this Article shall mean those surpassing 

NT$20 million. 

9.1.12 Trading of derivatives: All derivatives held by the concerned party and its 

Subsidiaries or trading of derivatives conducted or being conducted by the 

concerned party and its Subsidiaries satisfy related laws and internal control 

requirements and are free from any violations of laws and internal control 

requirements that may pose material adverse impact to the concerned party 

and its Subsidiaries. 

9.1.13 Transactions with related parties: To the concerned party’s understanding, 

the transactions conducted by the concerned party and its Subsidiaries with 

its related parties, current and former directors, managers, management and 

major shareholders all satisfy laws and regulations, and are free from 

violations of any arm’s length principles that may pose material adverse 

impact to the concerned party and its Subsidiaries. 

9.1.14 Labor-management relationship: Unless otherwise disclosed to the other 

party in writing, the concerned party and its Subsidiaries are free from any 

labor dispute, violation of labor laws, or disposition of any labor competent 

authority that may pose material adverse impact to the concerned party and 

its Subsidiaries. To the concerned party’s understanding, none of the 

concerned parties and its Subsidiaries’ employees is held violating the 

employment contract, non-disclosure agreement, or any other contracts 

between the concerned party and its Subsidiaries or another person, that 

may pose material adverse impact to the concerned party and its 

Subsidiaries. 

9.1.15 Environmental protection events: Unless otherwise disclosed to the other 

party in writing, if, according to related environmental protection laws and 

regulations, the business operated by the concerned party and its 

subsidiaries is required to apply for a permit for installing anti-pollution 

facilities, or permit of pollution drainage, or to pay anti-pollution fees, or to 

organize and appoint an exclusively responsible unit/officer for 

environmental issues or comply with similar requirements, the concerned 

party and its subsidiaries have already satisfied all requirements and are free 
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from any environmental pollution dispute or event, or disposition by the 

environmental protection unit against environmental pollution, that may 

pose material adverse impact to the concerned party and its Subsidiaries. 

9.1.16 Disclosures: All of the documents and information provided by the 

concerned party to the other party for the Stock Exchange are true and 

correct, and free from any false statement or concealment that may mislead 

the other party. 

9.1.17 Other important notes: In addition to the representation and warranty made 

in said clauses, and unless otherwise disclosed to the other party in writing, 

to the concerned party’s understanding, there is not any existing or 

contingent event that may pose material adverse impact to it, and no related 

facts are available to reasonably foresee said actions. 

Article 10. Obligation to be Performed by Both Parties Prior to Stock Exchange 

Unless otherwise agreed herein or by both parties, or required or banned by laws 

compulsorily, the concerned party shall undertake to perform the following obligation 

with due diligence from the Effective Date until the record date for stock exchange: 

10.1 Either party’s disclosure of any information related to this Agreement or Stock 

Exchange, if any, shall be subject to the other party’s prior written consent, 

provided that where the disclosure is required by laws or any competent securities 

authority, it is not necessary to seek the other party’s prior consent insofar as it is 

required by laws, but the concerned party shall still use the best effort to check 

with the other party prior to the disclosure, in good faith, to make sure the 

adequacy of such disclosure. 

10.2 Both parties shall continue to manage and operate their finance and business 

(including subsidiaries and other investees) in accordance with laws, articles of 

incorporation and internal regulations, by exercising the reasonable care satisfying 

the regular business practices. Where either party wishes to make any material 

changes to its finance and business beyond the scope of the regular business 

practices, it shall give prior notice to the other party, reasonably explain the 

relevant contents, and seek prior approval from the other party. 

10.3 Upon awareness of any circumstances resulting in adjustment on the share swap 

ratio referred to in Article 4 herein, either party shall notify the other party 

immediately, and use its best effort to provide any necessary information in good 

faith. 
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10.4 Upon awareness of any violation of the representation and warranty referred to in 

Article 9 herein, either party shall notify the other party immediately, and use its 

best effort to provide any necessary information in good faith. 

10.5 In order to procure and ensure the successful completion of the Stock Exchange, 

either party shall, in good faith and subject to the business nature, follow the 

requirements imposed on each party under laws, comply with and handle any 

necessary legal procedures, and work with each other to deal with or remove any 

requirement or variable which might affect the successful completion of the Stock 

Exchange adversely, including but not limited to, timely convention of board of 

directors’ meeting and shareholders’ meeting as required, and completion of 

reporting or application with, and acquisition of approvals from competent 

authorities and TWSE pursuant to related laws and regulations. 

Article 11. Activities Banned Prior to Completion of the Stock Exchange 

Unless otherwise agreed herein or by both parties, or required or banned by laws 

compulsorily, the concerned party shall undertake to refrain from the following 

activities without the other party’s prior written consent from the Effective Date until 

the record date for stock exchange: 

11.1 Amend the articles of incorporation. 

11.2 The activities or any disposition which poses other material adverse impact to the 

company’s finance, business or property, as referred to in Paragraph 1 of Article 

185 of the Company Act, unless otherwise disclosed to the other party in writing 

prior to the Effective Date. 

11.3 Negotiation or execution of the contract or undertaking about any consolidation, 

stock exchange, division, share swap, major strategic alliance, joint venture, or 

investment in any company or other profit-seeking organizations with a third party, 

unless otherwise announced or disclosed to the other party in writing prior to the 

Effective Date. 

11.4 Buyback of issued shares or equity securities, directly or indirectly, by itself or via 

a third party, except the buyback of dissenting shareholders’ shares in accordance 

with Article 12 herein. 

11.5 Adjust the position of employees ranking managers or above, or change the 

remuneration, salary and benefits vested in directors, managers or employees, or 

employ or hire massive employees unfairly, against the regular business practices, 

unless it is required by performance of the existing undertaking or agreement 

already disclosed to the other party in writing. 
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11.6 Resolve or engage in capital increase, issuance of new shares, distribution of stock 

dividends/bonus or reserve, distribution of equity as remuneration to employees, 

issuance of Restricted Stock Awards (RSA) or other equity securities, or any 

agreement or undertaking that might pose material adverse impact to the 

company’s equity structure, unless it is required to perform the obligation already 

disclosed to the other party in writing. 

11.7 Resolve or engage in capital reduction (except the capital reduction resulting from 

the treasury stock to be cancelled pursuant to laws or recalled RSAs), liquidation, 

dissolution, reorganization, or declaration of bankruptcy. 

11.8 Waive, abandon, give up, or reluctant to claim, any valid right or interest, or 

engage in any activities harmful to its own that might pose material adverse 

impact to its operation or finance, unless otherwise disclosed to the other party in 

writing. 

11.9 Take or omit any action, whereby such action or omitted action may be reasonably 

expected to cause (1) the representation and warranty referred to in Article 9 

herein to become untrue or incorrect; or cause (2) the pre-conditions referred to in 

Article 8 herein impossible to be satisfied. 

Article 12. Buyback of Dissenting Shareholders’ Shares 

12.1 Where any of either party’s shareholders expresses dissenting opinion toward the 

Stock Exchange and demand that the party should buy back the shares held by 

him/her, the party shall buy back the dissenting shareholders’ shares pursuant to 

laws. The shares bought back pursuant to this provision shall be handled in 

accordance with related laws and regulations. 

Article 13. Protection of Employee Interests and Rights 

13.1 Retention and interest & right of both parties’ employees upon the Stock 

Exchange shall be handled in accordance with the Business Mergers and 

Acquisitions Act and related labor laws, in order to protect employees’ valid 

interests and rights. 

13.2 For all of the employees of both parties and their Subsidiaries who retain their 

posts as of the record date for stock exchange, the employment conditions or 

contract shall not be adjusted or terminated to protect the employees’ valid interest 

and right, unless such adjustment or termination satisfies the labor laws. 
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Article 14. Rights and Obligations Upon Stock Exchange 

14.1 Upon completion of the Stock Exchange, both parties will become the companies 

limited by shares organized by the Newly incorporated holding company as a 

proprietorship. The functions of each party’s shareholders meeting shall be 

exercised by its board of directors, and no provision about the shareholders’ 

meeting defined under the Company Act shall apply. 

14.2 As of the record date for stock exchange, both parties’ directors (including 

independent directors, if applicable) and/or supervisors shall be appointed by the 

Newly incorporated holding company in accordance with Article 128-1 of the 

Company Act, and served by the original directors appointed by both parties as 

the first priority. 

Article 15. Allocation of Tax and Expenses 

15.1 Unless otherwise agreed herein, all taxes or expenses derived from negotiation, 

execution or performance of this Agreement (including but not limited to, attorney, 

CPAs, securities underwriter and other consultant fees, and taxes payable by the 

newly incorporated holding company, either party or its shareholders pursuant to 

laws) shall be borne by the Newly incorporated holding company, both parties 

and/or their shareholders respectively. 

Article 16. Principles for Handling Treasury Stocks, Restricted Stock Awards (RSA) and 

Equity Securities 

16.1 The RSAs issued by both parties upon approval of the competent authority prior to 

execution of this Agreement shall be converted to the RSAs of the Newly 

incorporated holding company based on the share swap ratio as of the record date 

for stock exchange, of which the vesting conditions and other conditions of 

issuance are identical with those set forth in the original issuance rules, provided 

that the specific implementation thereof shall be adopted by the Newly 

incorporated holding company pursuant to related laws and per the competent 

authority’s instruction. 

16.2 The treasury stock bought back by both parties prior to execution of this 

Agreement but yet transferred on the record date for stock exchange shall be 

converted to the shares of the Newly incorporated holding company based on the 

share swap ratio as of the record date for stock exchange, and will be continuously 

held by the concerned party holding the treasury stock initially, to be executed for 

the purpose of buyback of the treasury stock or pursuant to related laws and 
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regulations in the future. The conditions under which they are transferred shall be 

as same as the original conditions, provided that the transfer price shall be 

adjusted subject to the share swap ratio. 

Article 17. Termination 

17.1 Unless otherwise agreed herein or by both parties, or required or banned by laws 

compulsorily, this Agreement may be terminated prior to the record date for stock 

exchange due to any of the following circumstances and no damages or 

compensation shall be borne by both parties: 

17.1.1 Where the shareholders’ meeting convened by either party to discuss the 

motion for the Stock Exchange doesn’t resolve to pass the motion for the 

Stock Exchange, this Agreement shall be terminated automatically. 

17.1.2 Where it is impossible to obtain the permits, consents or approvals from 

any other competent authorities and such failure is irremediable, and 

thereby cause it impossible to complete the Stock Exchange, or where any 

laws, court’s judgment/ruling, or order or administrative decision issued 

by the competent authority, which becomes final and irrevocable, prohibits 

the Stock Exchange, and it is impossible to correct the result by adjusting 

this Agreement, this Agreement shall be terminated automatically.  

17.1.3 Where the Stock Exchange is not completed before or on December 31, 

2021 (including but not limited to, failure to satisfaction with or waiver of 

the pre-conditions referred to in Article 8.1~Article 8.3 herein), unless 

both parties agree to extend the time limit for completion of the Stock 

Exchange in writing separately, this Agreement shall be terminated 

automatically at 12:00AM on the next day (namely, January 1, 2022). 

17.1.4 This Agreement is terminated upon both parties’ agreement, if any. 

17.2 Upon termination of this Agreement, both parties shall take immediate actions 

required to suspend the Stock Exchange, and either party may ask the other party 

to return the documents, information, files, objects, plans, business secrets and 

other tangible or intangible information accessed by the other party due to the 

Stock Exchange, within 15 days, provided that reproduction and related 

information may be retained, insofar as it is required to comply with laws and 

regulations, while the details about the retained documents shall be notified to the 

other party and the custody and use of related information shall follow Article 20 

herein and related laws & regulations. 
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Article 18. Response to Breach of Contract 

18.1 Either party’s violation of Article 9, Article 10, or Article 11 herein prior to the 

record date for stock exchange, if any, shall constitute a material breach of this 

Agreement. The non-breaching party may notify the breaching party in writing to 

correct or adjust the share swap ratio. Where the breaching party fails to make the 

correction within 30 days upon receipt of the notice, or where it is impossible for 

both parties’ boards of directors to adjust the share swap ratio within 30 days upon 

receipt of the notice, unless both parties agree to extend said time limit, the 

non-breaching party may terminate this Agreement by giving a written notice. 

Either party’s refusal to apply for, or delay in applying for, the permits, approvals 

or declaration required to effectuate the Stock Exchange with the competent 

authority without good cause, if any, shall constitute a material breach of this 

Agreement. 

18.2 Either party which violates any provision herein shall be liable for the damages 

suffered by the non-breaching party, including but not limited to, attorney, CPA, 

securities underwriter and other consultant fees. 

Article 19. Increase in the Number of Companies Participating in Stock Exchange 

19.1 Where both parties, upon resolution by their boards of directors for the Stock 

Exchange and announcement of the message about the Stock Exchange to the 

public, agree with any other companies to engage in the Stock Exchange 

separately, the procedures and activities already completed by both parties 

pursuant to laws (e.g. convention of directors’ meetings and shareholders’ 

meetings to resolve the Stock Exchange and execution of stock exchange 

agreement) shall be re-done by all of the companies participating in the Stock 

Exchange, which shall also re-execute a stock exchange agreement jointly with 

respect to the stock exchange. 

Article 20. Confidentiality 

20.1 Any confidential information accessed or known by either party from the other 

party due to the Stock Exchange (including but not limited to, documents, 

information, files, objects, plans, business secrets and any other tangible and 

intangible information which is identified as confidential in nature) shall be kept 

confidential and the party is prohibited from disclosing, or making available, the 

same to any person unrelated to the Stock Exchange, directly or indirectly, for its 

own or a third party’s interest, except those already in the public domain or 
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required to be disclosed pursuant to laws. Without the other party’s prior written 

consent, or unless it is necessary to evaluate and implement the Stock Exchange, 

neither party is allowed to use the contents and confidential information related to 

the Stock Exchange, in whole or in part, for its own or a third party’s interest or 

for any other purposes, or copy, reproduce, sell, assign, license or transfer the 

confidential information to any third party. The non-disclosure obligation to be 

borne by both parties herein shall still survive within two years upon termination 

of this Agreement. 

Article 21. Other Covenants 

21.1 The interpretation, effect, and performance of this Agreement shall be governed 

by the R.O.C. laws. Any other not provided herein shall be handled in accordance 

with related laws. 

21.2 Both parties agree to settle any dispute arising from this Agreement through 

negotiation in good faith at first. Where it is impossible to reach agreement on the 

dispute within one month since the negotiation is started, both parties agree to 

refer the dispute to the Chinese Arbitration Association, Taipei for arbitration in 

accordance with the Arbitration Laws of ROC and Arbitration Rules of Chinese 

Arbitration Association then in effect. There shall be three arbitrators, consisting 

of one arbitrator designated by either party and the other one designated by the 

other party, and the presiding arbitrator recommended by the two arbitrators. The 

arbitration award rendered therefore shall have a binding effect on both parties. 

21.3 Where any provision herein is held invalid as it is against related laws and 

regulations, only the part thereof against the laws shall be held invalid, while the 

other parts thereof and remaining provisions herein shall remain effective. Upon 

resolution by both parties’ boards of directors, any provision found against related 

laws and held invalid shall be replaced by another provision agreed by the persons 

duly authorized by both parties’ boards of directors, insofar it is permitted by laws. 

Where any provision herein is required to be changed per instruction by the 

competent authority or TWSE, upon resolution by the Newly incorporated holding 

company and/or both parties’ boards of directors, the persons authorized by the 

Newly incorporated holding company and/or both parties’ boards of directors duly 

shall make the change per instruction without approval from a shareholders’ 

meeting. 

21.4 The amendments to or changes of this Agreement, if any, shall be agreed by both 

parties in writing. 
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21.5 The expression or notice of intention to be given under this Agreement shall not 

become effective until it is served to either party’s address specified on the 

signature page via registered mail or by personal delivery. In the event of changes 

of the address to receive service, the party making the change shall notify the 

other party in writing; otherwise, such changes of address cannot be set up as a 

defense against any third party. 

21.6 Unless otherwise expressly agreed by both parties herein, any agreement, 

understanding or commitment made with respect to the Stock Exchange, verbally 

or in writing, prior to the Effective Date shall become invalid upon execution of 

this Agreement. 

21.7 The headings used in any provisions herein are provided for convenient reference 

only, which cannot serve as the basis for interpretation of the provisions herein. 

21.8 Without the other party’s prior written consent, neither party shall assign its rights 

herein to any third party, in whole or in part, or have any third party bear the 

obligation herein, in whole or in part. This Agreement shall have the binding 

effect on each party’s assignees or successors. 

21.9 All attachments hereto shall constitute a part of this Agreement with the same 

effect as this Agreement. 

21.10 This Agreement is made out in duplicate, and each party retains one original copy 

respectively. 

21.11 This Agreement shall become effective upon both parties’ execution and delivery 

of the same. 

[Blank below] 

 

Acknowledged and Agreed by: 

EPISTAR Corporation LEXTAR Electronics Corp. 

Chairman: Biing-Jye Lee Chairman: Feng Cheng (David) Su 

Address: 21, Li-hsin Rd., Hsinchu Science 

Park, Hsinchu 

Address: No. 3, Gongye E. 3rd Road, 

Hsinchu Science Park, Hsinchu 

 

Annex I of the Joint Share Conversion Agreement has been replaced by Annex I of the 

Supplemental Agreement. 
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Amendment to Joint Stock Exchange Agreement 

This Amendment to Joint Stock Exchange Agreement (the “Amendment”) is entered into and 

made as of the 9th day of July, 2020, by and between EPISTAR Corporation, a company 

duly incorporated under the laws of the Republic of China, having its principal office located 

at 21, Li-hsin Rd., Hsinchu Science Park, Hsinchu, Taiwan  (“EPISTAR”) and Lextar 

Electronics Corporation, a company duly incorporated under the laws of the Republic of 

China, having its principal office located at 3, Gongye E. 3rd Rd., East Dist., Hsinchu, Taiwan 

(“Lextar”). 

WITNESSETH: 

WHEREAS, EPISTAR and Lextar have entered into the Joint Stock Exchange Agreement 

dated as of the 18th day of June, 2020 (the “Agreement”) in which the parties agree to found 

the newly incorporated holding company in the form of joint stock exchange to have the 

newly incorporated holding company acquire the whole issued shares of EPISTAR and 

Lextar; 

WHEREAS, the parties desire and are willing to amend the terms and conditions of the 

Agreement; 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual provisions of the 

Amendment, the parties hereby mutually agree as follows: 

1. The Appendix 1: “Articles of Incorporation” of the Agreement shall be amended to read in 

its entirety and replaced with the Exhibit A hereof. The parties shall make reasonable 

commercial efforts to enable the shareholders’ meeting, which is deemed as the 

promoters’ meeting of the newly established holding company, to adopt the Articles of 

Association. 

2. This Amendment is deemed as a part of the Agreement. Except as amended hereby, all the 

terms and conditions of the Agreement remain unchanged and shall continue in full force 

and effect in accordance with its term. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Amendment to be executed in 

duplicate by their respective duly authorized representatives on the date first above written. 

 

EPISTAR Corporation LEXTAR Electronics Corp. 

Chairman: Biing-Jye Lee Chairman: Feng Cheng (David) Su 

Address: 21, Li-hsin Rd., Hsinchu Science 
Park, Hsinchu 

Address: No. 3, Gongye E. 3rd Road, 
Hsinchu Science Park, Hsinchu 
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A Holding Co., Ltd. 

Articles of Incorporation 

Chapter 1 General Provisions 

Article 1  This Company is incorporated in accordance with the provision of the 

Company Limited by Shares of the Company Act, the full name of the 

Company is A Holding Co., Ltd.. 

Article 2  The scope of business operated by this company shall be as follows: 

H201010 General investment  

Article 3  The Company may provide guarantee for other companies and proceed it 

in compliance with the Company’s guarantee operation procedure. 

Article 4  When the Company reinvests in another company as a liability-limited 

shareholder, the total amount of the Company's reinvestment shall not be 

subject to the restriction of not more than 40% of the Company's paid-up 

capital as provided in the Company Act. 

Article 5  The Company is headquartered in Hsinchu City Taiwan and may have 

branches, offices or business offices set elsewhere domestically and 

abroad as resolved by the Board of Directors. 

Article 6  Public announcement of the Company shall be handled in accordance 

with Article 28 of the Company Act. 

Chapter 2    Shares 

Article 7  The approved capital of the Company is NT$ 15,000,000,000 divided 

into 1,500,000,000 shares, at NT$10 par value, and may be issued 

separately.  Among the above-mentioned shares, 50,000,000 shares 

shall be retained for the exercise of stock options through the issued 

stock option vouchers, special shares with stock options and bonds with 

stock options. 

Article  8  The issuance of any employee stock options of which the stock option 

price is less than the closing price shall be determined by a vote of 

two-thirds of the shareholders attending who represent a majority of the 

total shares issued, and then shall be reported and handled separately in a 

year from the date of the resolution at the shareholders’ meeting. 

 

 

Attachment 1in the  

supplementary agreement 
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Article  9  The transfer of stocks to employees by the Company at the price less 

than the average price at which the Company has bought the stocks back 

shall be determined by a vote of two-thirds of the shareholders attending 

who represent a majority of the total shares issued. In the subjects of 

convening the meeting of shareholders, the following items shall be 

mentioned and explained, and shall not be presented through provisional 

motions. 

1. Transfer price, discount ratio, calculation basis and its rationality  

2. Shares to be transferred, purpose and its rationality  

3. Qualifications and conditions for the employees entitled to stock 

options, and shares allowed to be acquired 

4. Items affecting shareholders’ equity:  

(1) Amount that might be recognized as expense, and its effect on 

dilution of the Company’s EPS 

(2) Any financial burden to the Company because of the stock 

transferred to employees at the price less than the average price 

at which the Company has bought the stock back shall be 

explained. 

Article  10  The object of transfer of treasury shares bought back by the Company 

may include the employees of parents or subsidiaries of the Company 

who meet certain conditions.  

The object of issue of employee stock option certification of the 

Company may include the employees of parents or subsidiaries of the 

Company who meet certain conditions. 

The object of issue of restricted stock for employees may include the 

employees of parents or subsidiaries of the Company who meet certain 

conditions. 

The object of subscription of new shares of the Company may include 

the employees of parents or subsidiaries of the Company who meet 

certain conditions. 

The term of “certain conditions” in this Article is authorized to be set by 

Board of Directors. 

Article 11  The Company is exempted from printing share certificate in accordance 

with the provisions of Article 161-2 of the Company Act, but shall 

register the issued shares with the centralized securities depositary 

enterprise and follow the regulations of that enterprise. 

Article  12  The transfer of stock shall not be made 60 days prior to shareholders’ 

general meeting, 30 days prior to shareholders’ extraordinary meeting, or 
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5 days prior to dividends and bonus distribution or other interest 

distribution. 

Article  13  Except otherwise provided in laws, share matters of the Company shall 

be handled in compliance with regulations provided by authorities. 

Chapter 3   Shareholders' Meeting 

Article  14  There are two kinds of shareholders' meetings in the Company: the 

General Meetings and extraordinary Meetings. General meeting shall be 

held once a year. The board of directors shall convene a general meeting 

within 6 months after the final account at the end of each fiscal year. A 

extraordinary meeting will be held if necessary. 

Article 15  The general meeting shall be convened by sending the notification to 

shareholders 30 days prior to the meeting date upon convening. The 

extraordinary meeting shall be convened by sending the notification to 

shareholders 15 days prior to the meeting date upon convening. In the 

notification, the date, place, and subjects of the meeting shall be 

indicated. 

Article  16  Shareholders of the Company have one vote for each share they hold. 

After the Company is listed, the means of electronic transmission is one 

of the channels for shareholders to exercise their voting rights. 

Article  17  Except otherwise provided in applicant laws, resolutions of the 

shareholders’ meeting shall be made by a vote of a majority of the 

shareholders attending who represent a majority of the total number of 

shares issued. 

Article  18  The resolutions of the shareholders’ meeting shall be recorded in the 

minutes, and such minutes shall be signed by or sealed with the chop of 

the chairman of the meeting, and distributed to each shareholder within 

20 days after the meeting date. The Company may have the minutes 

served through a public announcement. 

Chapter 4    Directors, Supervisors and the Audit Committee  

Article  19  The Company shall have five to thirteen directors and two supervisors 

who shall be elected at a shareholders’ meeting from persons of legal 

capacity. The term of office is three years, and all directors and 

supervisors shall be eligible for re-election. The by-election and 

re-election after the establishment will adopt the candidates nomination 

system, and the directors and supervisors will be elected from the list of 

candidates and be eligible for re-election.  
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When the Company applies the regulations of independent directors,  

the number of independent directors to be elected among the number of 

directors in the preceding paragraph shall not be less than three, and shall 

not be less than one fifth of the number of directors.  

The independent directors' professional qualifications, shareholding, 

concurrent position restrictions, independence determination, nomination 

and selection methods, and other compliance matters shall be handled in 

accordance with the relevant laws and regulations. 

The Company shall set up a functional committee in accordance with the 

requirements of the law and depending on the Company's needs. 

The Company may purchase liability insurance for the directors and 

supervisors, to the extent of the compensation responsibility assumed in 

business execution in their term of office according to law. The Board of 

Directors is authorized to determine the remuneration of directors and 

supervisors, based on the level of participation and the value of 

contribution to the Company's business operations and taking into 

account the common remuneration level in the same industry. 

Article  19-1  The Company is a newly incorporated company that is listed by share 

exchange in accordance with the provisions of Article 31 of the Business 

Mergers and Acquisitions Act, and the regulations of independent 

directors shall apply from the year when the first term of the directors 

and supervisors expires. However, in accordance with practical needs, 

before the expiration of the first term, the Board of Directors may decide 

to apply the provisions of independent directors in advance, and in 

accordance with the provisions of Article 14-4 of the Securities 

Exchange Act, to set up an audit committee to replace the supervisors. 

The audit committee is composed of all independent directors. If it is 

decided to set up an audit committee during the first term, the 

supervisors will be dismissed at the same time when the audit committee 

is formed. 

The composition of the audit committee, authority, rules of procedure 

and other compliance matters shall be handled in accordance with the 

relevant regulations of the competent authority. During the establishment 

of the audit committee, the terms of the supervisors in this Article of 

Incorporation shall cease to apply except that the supervisors may still 

apply for the payment of the supervisor’s remuneration for the year in 

which he/she is appointed. 
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Article  20  The Board of Directors is organized by the directors. The directors shall 

elect a Chairman of the Board of Directors, and may elect Vice Chairman 

of the Board of Directors, from among themselves by a majority in a 

meeting attended by more than Two-thirds of directors. The Chairman 

shall have the authority to represent the Company. The Chairman shall 

preside at the meeting for the Board of Directors. In the event Chairman 

is incapable of performing duties, Vice Chairman shall act on his behalf 

pursuant to the Article 208 of the Company Act. If there is no 

Vice-Chairman or Vice-Chairman who also asks for leave or is incapable 

of performing duties, the Chairman shall appoint one of the directors to 

act on his behalf. In case the Chairman fails to appoint any director to act 

on his behalf, the person to act on his behalf may be elected by and 

among the directors. , Directors shall attend the board meeting in person. 

Any director who is unable to attend the board meeting shall appoint 

another director as his proxy. Each director is limited to act as a proxy by 

one person only. 

Article 21  The Board of Directors’ (hereinafter “BOD”) meeting should be 

convened at least once every quarter. Each BOD director and supervisor 

is entitled to be informed with the agenda 7 days prior to the meeting. 

However, an ad-hoc meeting may occur in the case of emergency. 

The notification of the aforesaid meeting can be made in written, via 

email or facsimile or other electronic manner. 

Chapter 5    Managers and Employees 

Article  22  The Company shall have one President whose appointment, discharge 

and remuneration shall be handled according to Article 29 of the 

Company Act. 

For the appointment or demission of other non-appointed managers 

(including but not limited to vice president), the president shall obtain 

the Chairman’s consent then submit to the Board of Directors to be 

approved by a majority of directors in a meeting attended by more than 

half of the directors. 

Chapter 6   Accounting 

Article 23  The Company’s fiscal year starts from January 1 and ends on December 

31. At the end of every year, the Board of Directors shall prepare the 

statements and records of accounts in compliance with the Company Act 

and submit it to shareholders’ general meeting for recognition. 
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Article  24  The Company shall dispatch 10% to 20% of the annual profit to the 

employee remuneration and no more than 2% to directors and 

supervisors as remuneration. However, when the Company still has 

accumulated losses, the Company shall offset the accumulated losses. 

The “annual profit” in the preceding paragraph means the year's pre-tax 

benefits before deducting the distribution of employees' remuneration 

and directors and supervisors' remuneration.  

Employee remuneration could be by stock or by cash. The object of the 

issue of shares or cash including the employees of subsidiaries or parents 

of the Company who meet certain conditions. The term of “certain 

condition” is authorized to be set by the Board of Directors.  

Dispatched remuneration of employees and directors shall be decided by 

the Board of Directors with more than two-thirds of the directors present 

and resolved by majority of the attended directors and report to 

shareholder meeting. 

Article 25 

 

 The surplus earning distribution or loss offsetting of the Company may 

be made after the end of each quarter. 

If there is any proposal of surplus earning distribution or loss offsetting 

of the Company in the first three quarters, it, together with the business 

report and financial statements, should be forwarded to supervisors for 

their auditing, and afterwards be submitted to the Board of Directors for 

approval before the end of the next quarter. If such surplus earning is 

distributed in the form of cash, it shall be resolved by the Board of 

Directors and reported to the shareholders' meeting in accordance with 

the provisions of Article 228-1 and paragraph 5, Article 240 of Company 

Act. 

The Company shall distribute the after-tax profit after annual accounting 

settlement, shall first make up for the losses, then allocate 10% as legal 

reserve. However while such legal reserve amounts to the total 

authorized capital, this provision shall not apply and, if necessary, 

allocate or reverse special reserve. Balance plus the previous cumulative 

undistributed earnings to be allocated surplus, in addition to discretion of 

reservations, the distribution shall be proposed by the Board of directors, 

if the proposal is to distribute by issuing new shares, it shall be submitted 

to shareholders’ meeting for resolution; if the proposal is to distribute by 

cash, it shall be resolved by the Board of directors, and the distribution 

ratio shall base on the proportion of shares held by each shareholder. 

  Pursuant to the provisions of Article 241 of the Company Act, the 
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Company authorizes the Board of Directors to distribute all or part of the 

legal reserve and capital reserve by cash under the resolution which has 

been adopted by a majority vote at a meeting of the board of directors 

attended by more than two-thirds of all the directors, and the distribution 

shall be reported to the shareholders’ meeting after resolved. 

The Company is in the stable growth period. To in line with current and 

future development plans, investment environment, fund demand and 

competition from domestic and foreign regions, the distribution of 

earnings shall be executed in compliance with each of the above 

regulations, for which shareholders’ interest and capital adequacy ratio 

shall be also taken into account. Besides, the shareholders’ dividends to 

be distributed for the year is in the range from 10% to 80% of the 

distributable surplus for the year, and the ratio of cash dividends to be 

distributed shall not be less than 10% of the total dividends to be 

distributed. 

Chapter 7   Supplementary Provisions 

Article  26  Any relevant matter not provided for in these articles of incorporation 

shall be handled in accordance with related regulations. 

Article  27  The Articles of Incorporation was set up at the meeting of the promoters 

on August 7, 2020. 
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Attachment 3: 

 

The Expert opinion on the share exchange ratio of jointly converted shares 

 

 

Experts’ opinions on the stock exchange ratio between EPISTAR 

Corporation and Lextar Electronics Corp. 

 

 

A. Introduction 

Epistar Corporation (hereinafter referred to as “EPISTAR”) and Lextar Electronics 

Corp. (hereinafter referred to as “Lextar”) have newly incorporated “○○ Investment 

Holdings Co., Ltd.” (hereinafter referred to as “newly incorporated holding company”) 

by stock exchange to expand the operation scale, enhance operational efficiency, and 

improve competitiveness in the global market, taking into account the flexibility and 

efficiency of each company. In the future, EPISTAR and Lextar will become 

100%-owned subsidiaries of the newly incorporated holding company (hereinafter 

referred to as “this stock exchange case.”) For the three companies in this stock 

exchange case, 1 common stock share of EPISTAR will be exchanged for 0.5 common 

stock share of the newly incorporated holding company. EPISTAR’s shareholders will 

transfer all the issued shares to the newly incorporated holding company. In addition, 1 

common stock share of Lextar will be exchanged for 0.275 common stock share of the 

newly incorporated holding company. Lextar’s shareholders will transfer all the issued 

shares to the newly incorporated holding company. Therefore, our opinion on the 

reasonableness of the stock exchange is as follows: 

B. Restrictions on the use of the reasonableness of opinions and statements 

I, the appraiser, evaluate the reasonableness of the transaction price from the 

perspective of an independent third party and have not actually participated in the 

process and planning of this transaction. The purpose of this valuation is for the 
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management authority of EPISTAR to understand the equity value of the company on 

the valuation date (May 31, 2020) as a reference in valuing the stock exchange 

transaction with Lextar. For a different valuation purpose, the use of different basic 

assumptions or different valuation dates will have a significant impact on the valuation 

value and the content of the opinion report. In addition, the content of this opinion report 

cannot be copied or disclosed to any third party in any way without the consent of 

EPISTAR or the appraiser. 

C. Valuation on the reasonableness of the buying price 

I. Introduction of the subject company 

EPISTAR was incorporated at Hsinchu Science Park in September 1996, 

specializing in the production of ultra-high brightness light-emitting diode 

(UHB-LED) Epi and Chip; also, applying its own Metal-organic Vapor-Phase 

Epitaxy (MOVPE) technology to develop UHB-LED, and is currently the largest 

LED manufacturer in the world. The technical team members come from the 

Optoelectronics Institute of the Industrial Technology Research Institute and 

domestic and foreign photonics experts, which fully demonstrated the best 

combination of product design and mass production technology capabilities. The 

capital of EPISTAR is NT$10.9 billion. The UHB-LED Epi and Chip of EPISTAR 

are characteristically of small size, low power consumption, and long life. It is 

applicable with broad applications and suitable for the light sources of consumer 

electronic products, fax machines, scanners, backlights of LCD displays, indoor or 

outdoor information display boards, automotive lamps, traffic signal display lights, 

and headlamps. 

Lextar was incorporated in May 2008, specializing in the production of 

optoelectronic semiconductors. It is a vertically integrated company covering Epi, 

Chip, Package, Module, and smart integration solutions. The scope of product 

application includes Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) backlights, automotive lighting, 

3D/2D sensing, UV sterilization and curing, RGB LED displays, professional 

lighting, etc., providing optoelectronic semiconductor solutions to international 

branding companies. In addition to securing the backlight and lighting application 

market continuously with technical strength, the company will also devote itself to 

product development for automotive, sensing, and RGB displays, and will continue 

to focus on developing and designing semiconducting products in order to take 

advantage of its vertical integration. 
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II. Financial statements 

(I) EPISTAR 

The consolidated balance sheets of the most recent three years 

Unit: NT$ thousand 

Accounting 
accounts / Year 

March 31, 2020 
(Reviewed 
amount) 

December 31, 
2019 

(Audited 
amount) 

December 31, 
2018 

(Audited 
amount) 

Current assets 20,201,960 20,257,048 23,522,686 

Noncurrent assets 38,076,922 38,473,562 39,215,956 

Total assets 58,278,882 58,730,610 62,738,642 

Current liability 6,849,925 6,995,560 9,113,835 

Noncurrent 

liability 
5,451,910 4,539,692 2,716,897 

Total liability 12,301,835 11,535,252 11,830,732 

Capital stock 10,887,014 10,887,014 10,887,014 

Additional paid-in 

capital 
39,334,084 39,212,772 39,515,679 

Retained earnings (4,762,422) (3,269,622) 479,888 

Other equity (1,320,560) (1,285,485) (1,317,990) 

Treasury stock (325,490) (325,490) (211,008) 

Total equity 

attributable to the 

shareholders of 

parent company 

43,812,626 45,219,189 49,353,583 

Non-controlling 

equity 
2,164,421 1,976,169 1,554,327 

Total equity 45,977,047 47,195,358 50,907,910 

Total liability and 

shareholders’ 

equity 

58,278,882 58,730,610 62,738,642 
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The consolidated income statement of the most recent three years 

Unit: NT$ thousand 

Accounting accounts 
/ Year 

2020 Q1 
(Reviewed 

amount) 

2019 
(Audited amount) 

2018 
(Audited amount) 

Operating income 3,387,728 15,959,831 20,306,412 

Net operating cost (3,390,886) (16,391,728) (17,627,863) 

Net operating profit 

(loss) 
(3,158) (431,897) 2,678,549 

Net operating 

expense 
(1,237,352) (3,259,656) (3,357,392) 

Net operating loss (1,240,510) (3,691,553) (678,843) 

Non-operating 

income and expense 
(365,240) (62,549) (188,298) 

Net loss before tax (1,605,750) (3,754,102) (867,141) 

Income tax benefit 

(expense) 
37,400 (183,418) 361,277 

Net loss (1,568,350) (3,937,520) (505,864) 

Net loss - 

attributable to the 

shareholders of 

parent company 

(1,492,800) (3,753,797) (456,146) 

(II) Lextar 

The consolidated balance sheets of the most recent three years 

Unit: NT$ thousand 

Accounting 
accounts / Year 

March 31, 2020 
(Reviewed 

amount) 

December 31, 
2019 

(Audited amount) 

December 31, 
2018 

(Audited amount) 

Current assets 7,639,243 8,079,738 10,025,641 

Noncurrent 
assets 

6,550,963 6,748,646 5,718,714 

Total assets 14,190,206 14,828,384 15,744,355 

Current liability 2,669,888 3,041,453 4,351,427 

Noncurrent 
liability 

582,368 601,810 37,481 

Total liability 3,252,256 3,643,263 4,388,908 

Share capital 5,193,864 5,193,864 5,116,514 

Additional 
paid-in capital 

6,104,961 6,106,196 6,114,952 
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Accounting 
accounts / Year 

March 31, 2020 
(Reviewed 

amount) 

December 31, 
2019 

(Audited amount) 

December 31, 
2018 

(Audited amount) 

Retained 
earnings 

(183,107) (8,078) 330,593 

Other equity (397,375) (411,635) (207,704) 

Treasury stock (72,720) - - 

Total equity 
attributable to the 
shareholders of 
parent company 

10,645,623 10,880,347 11,354,355 

Non-controlling 
equity 

292,327 304,774 1,092 

Total equity 10,937,950 11,185,121 11,355,447 

Total liability 
and 
shareholders’ 
equity 

14,190,206 14,828,384 15,744,355 

 

The consolidated income statement of the most recent three years 

Unit: NT$ thousand 

Accounting accounts 
/ Year 

2020 Q1 
(Reviewed 

amount) 

2019 
(Audited amount) 

2018 
(Audited amount) 

Operating income 1,678,799 9,054,933 11,055,223 

Operating cost (1,529,496) (8,181,272) (9,494,744) 

Operating gross 

profit 
149,303 873,661 1,560,479 

Operating expense (390,343) (1,862,141) (1,638,507) 

Net operating loss (241,040) (988,480) (78,028) 

Non-operating 

income and expense 
53,294 625,572 157,542 

Net income (loss) 

before tax 
(187,746) (362,908) 79,514 

Income tax expense (586) (2,144) (30,130) 

Net income (loss) (188,332) (365,052) 49,384 

Net income (loss) - 

attributable to the 

shareholders of 

parent company 

(174,759) (309,651) 49,292 
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III. The joint stock exchange price and description of its reasonableness 

The considerations in this stock exchange case are paid by having 1 common 

stock share of EPISTAR exchanged for 0.5 common stock share of the newly 

incorporated holding company. EPISTAR’s shareholders will transfer all the issued 

shares to the newly incorporated holding company. In addition, 1 common stock 

share of Lextar will be exchanged for 0.275 share of the newly incorporated 

holding company. Lextar’s shareholders will transfer all the issued shares to the 

newly incorporated holding company. EPISTAR and Lextar will become 

100%-owned subsidiaries of the newly incorporated holding company upon the 

completion of this case. The reasonableness of the considerations paid for the stock 

exchange between EPISTAR and Lextar is valued as follows: 

(I) EPISTAR and the newly incorporated holding company 

1. EPISTAR’s shareholders use all EPISTAR common stock shares held by 

them on the stock exchange date as considerations for the subscribed 

common stock shares of the newly incorporated holding company for its 

incorporation. EPISTAR will become the 100%-owned subsidiary of the 

newly incorporated holding company upon the completion of the stock 

exchange. The shareholders of EPISTAR will then become shareholders of 

the newly incorporated holding company. The equity of the original 

shareholders will not be affected by the stock exchange ratio. 

2. According to EPISTAR’s financial report reviewed by an accountant on 

March 31, 2020, the equity of the owners of the parent company was 

NT$43,812,626 thousand with a total of 1,088,701 thousand shares issued. 

The number of shares outstanding at the end of the period was 1,078,336 

thousand shares and the book value of the common stock share was 

NT$40.63 per share. One common stock share of EPISTAR can be 

exchanged for 0.5 common stock share of the newly incorporated holding 

company. A total of 544,351 thousand common stock shares of the newly 

incorporated holding company were received in exchange for the total 

number of issued shares on the stock exchange date. The net book value 

per common stock share received that was calculated according to the 

owners’ equity of the parent company of EPISTAR would also be 

increased at a ratio of 1:0.5. Based on the owners’ equity of the parent 

company of EPISTAR on March 31, 2020, the net value per common stock 

share of the newly incorporated holding company was NT$81.26. For the 

shareholders who held the common stock shares of the newly incorporated 
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holding company, the owners’ equity is not impaired by the stock exchange 

ratio. 

3. The net value of the owners’ equity of the parent company of EPISTAR on 

the actual stock exchange date was different from the net value of the 

owners’ equity of the parent company on March 31, 2020. However, the 

proceeds from the common stock shares subscribed for the incorporation 

of the newly incorporated holding company was based on all EPISTAR 

common stock shares held by EPISTAR shareholders on the stock 

exchange date as consideration, which had been exchanged to the common 

stocks of the newly incorporated holding company. Therefore, for 

shareholders who hold the common stock shares of the newly incorporated 

holding company after the stock exchange, their shareholders’ equity is not 

affected by the stock exchange transaction. 

(II) Lextar and the newly incorporated holding company 

When calculating the value ratio between Lextar and the newly incorporated 

holding company on the valuation date, the stock exchange ratio between the 

newly incorporated holding company and EPISTAR is 0.5:1 per common 

stock share, so it is proposed to use the value ratio of Lextar and EPISTAR to 

indirectly deduct the value ratio between Lextar and the newly incorporated 

holding company in order to calculate a reasonable range of stock exchange 

ratio. 

1. Selection of valuation methods 

The value of the company is relevant to the equity price. There are many 

ways to evaluate the value of the company. The current valuation task can 

be carried out in the following manners: 

 Liquidation value method 

In terms of liquidation value method, when the company operates 

poorly with high amount of liabilities that prevents the company from 

continuing to operate, the company’s assets cannot be sold at a regular 

market price, and the company and some or all of the company’s assets 

must be sold at a very low price, then the sale value is the liquidation 

value. Due to the consideration of expanding the scale of operation in 

order to improve the operational efficiency, the company in this case 

will continue to operate in the foreseeable future; also, there is no 
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evidence found that may cause the company cannot continue to operate; 

therefore, the liquidation value method is not applicable in the current 

valuation case. 

 Refer to the equity transactions record of the valued company 

Since Lextar and EPISTAR are both listed on the Taiwan Stock 

Exchange and traded in the market, their reasonable value can be 

deducted from their trading prices in the stock exchange market. This 

method is applicable for this valuation case. 

 Price-Sales (Earnings) ratio method and Price-Book Ratio (hereinafter 

referred to as the market approach) 

Price-Sales (Earnings) and Price-Book Ratio method are also known as 

“market approach.” The Price-Sales (Earnings) and Price-Book Ratio 

method are applied to discuss the company’s equity sales price and the 

company’s various Price-sales (Earnings) indexes, such as: operating 

income (P/S), net income (P/NI), earnings before tax and interest 

(P/EBIT), and net worth of shareholders’ equity (P/B). This valuation 

method is applied to analyze the ratio of the equity market price of the 

leading companies in this industry to each operating income, and then 

further evaluates the company’s overall corporate fair value and fair 

value per share. This method is applicable to this valuation case, so the 

valuation is planned according to this method. 

 Discounted cash flow method 

The equity of Lextar and EPISTAR is traded on Taiwan Stock 

Exchange. According to Article 6 of the “Regulations Governing the 

Publication of Financial Forecasts of Public Companies: “When a 

public company, in a manner other than as provided in these 

Regulations, provides operating revenue or profit forecast information 

to news, magazine, radio, television, Internet, or other mass media, or 

announces such information at a meeting to present business 

performance, news conference, or other venue, the Financial 

Supervisory Commission (FSC) may require the company to publish a 

complete financial forecast in accordance with the provisions of 

Chapter III”, Lextar and EPISTAR financial forecast information for 

future years is not available on the market; therefore, the current 

valuation is not applicable.  
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 Price-Book Ratio method 

The company’s value is measured according to the amount on the 

company’s balance sheet. The net value per share is calculated 

according to the financial values attributable to the owners’ equity of 

the parent company and the common stock shares outstanding in the 

most recent year on the financial statements. It refers to the remaining 

value of the company after the sale of all assets and liquidation of all 

debts owed to the creditors. Conceptually, it is an amount that can be 

allocated to each shareholder (common stock shareholder) by the 

company. The company’s future profitability or business cycle is not 

included for consideration. It is more suitable for companies, newly 

incorporated companies, or traditional companies that attach importance 

to the asset value. The information can be obtained easily, so this 

valuation is used as a reference. 

2. Value calculation - refer to the equity transactions record of the valued 

company 

Because both parties of the transaction, EPISTAR and Lextar, are listed 

companies with objective market transaction prices for reference, the 

company’s transaction price in recent years is sampled in this opinion 

report. In addition, EPISTAR participated in global depository receipts 

with cash capital increase, as of March 31, 2020; there were 6,023 units 

outstanding, which represented the 30 thousand common stock shares of 

EPISTAR. Due to the small quantity of stock share outstanding, the market 

value will not be calculated independently based on the materiality 

principle. The average closing price of the 10, 30, 60, 90, and 180 business 

days before May 31, 2020 (inclusive), the valuation date, are listed as 

follows: 
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Table 2.1 Calculation of Average Closing Price and Stock Exchange Ratio                                     

Unit: New Taiwan Dollar 

By Company 

Average 

closing price of 

the last 10 

business days 

Average 

closing price of 

the last 30 

business days 

Average 

closing price of 

the last 60 

business days 

Average 

closing price of 

the last 90 

business days 

Average 

closing price of 

the last 180 

business days 

Stock 

exchange 

ratio 

Range Stock 

price 

Stock 

exchange 

ratio 

Stock 

price 

Stock 

exchange 

ratio 

Stock 

price 

Stock 

exchange 

ratio 

Stock 

price 

Stock 

exchange 

ratio 

Stock 

price 

Stock 

exchange 

ratio 

EPISTAR2448 36.66 1.000 37.28 1.000 32.95 1.000 32.88 1.000 30.91 1.000 1.000 

Lextar3698 18.80 0.513 17.76 0.477 15.20 0.461 15.71 0.478 16.55 0.535 0.461~0.535 

Data source: Each stock price is obtained on the website of Taiwan Stock Exchange. The 

information is calculated and compiled by this firm. 

 

3. Value calculation - market approach 

(1) Selection of comparison companies 

When evaluating the fair value of an enterprise in accordance with the 

law of multiple proportion, the industry category, product 

classification and profit ratio, market competitive position, company 

profitability, professional ability of the management team and 

employees, company equity structure, and the company’s internal 

control capabilities of the selected comparison company are all 

important factors for enterprise valuation. 

Based on the aforementioned characteristics and risk considerations, 

and considering the fact that both parties of this transaction are in 

LED industries, EPISTAR focuses on upstream, the production of Epi 

and Chip, while Lextar engages in the midstream, packaging, and 

gradually expands into downstream and upstream. The relevant listed 

companies in Taiwan are selected for comparison. Please refer to 

Table 3.1 for the introduction of the comparison companies: 
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Table 3.1: Introduction of the comparison companies 

Category Company name Main business operation 

LED upstream 
- EPISTAR’s 
comparison 
companies 

Optotech 
Corporation (2340) 
Optotech (2340) 

Mainly engaged in the production and 
sale of optoelectronic semiconductor 
components, and the production and sale 
of related semiconductor electronic 
components. 

Tyntek Corporation 
(2426) 
Tyntek (2426) 

Mainly engaged in the research, 
development, production, manufacturing, 
and sales of light-emitting devices and 
sensing device products. 

Epileds 
Technologies Inc. 
(4956) 
Epileds (4956) 

The main products include ultra-high 
brightness light-emitting diodes blue, 
green, red, yellow, invisible light, purple, 
and deep ultraviolet light-emitting Epi 
and Chip. 

LED 
midstream and 
downstream – 
Lextar’s 
comparison 
companies 

EVERLIGHT 
ELECTRONICS 
CO., LTD. (2393) 
EVERLIGHT 
(2393) 

Mainly engaged in the production and sale 
of light-emitting devices and sensing 
device products. 

Advanced 
Optoelectronic 
Technology Inc. 
(3437) 
Advanced (3437) 

The main products are: 
1. Surface Mounted Light Emitting 

Diode (SMD LED) 
2. LED lighting products 

Harvatek 
Corporation (6168) 
Harvatek (6168) 

Mainly engaged in the sale of surface 
mounted light emitting diodes (SMD 
LED). 

(2) Value calculation - multiple proportion calculation of market approach 

Table 3.2: Refer to the summarized financial information of the leading companies 
Unit: NTD/thousand shares/NT$ thousand 

Name of 
comparis

on 
compani

es 

Marketplace 

May 
31, 

2020 

Decemb
er 31, 
2019 

December 31, 2019 

Stock 
price 

Stock 
price 

Number 
of shares 
outstandi

ng 

Total 
market 
value 

Operating 
income (S) 

Net 
income 

(NI) 

Earnings 
before 
Interest 
and Tax 
(EBIT) 

Shareholde
rs’ equity 

(B) 

Optotech 
(2340) 

Taiwan 
Stock 
Exchange 
(TWSE) 

21.15 25.75 377,113 9,710,660 5,418,004 604,635 819,804 7,268,316 

Tyntek 
(2426) 

Taiwan 
Stock 
Exchange 
(TWSE) 

13.40 15.55 300,622 4,674,672 2,519,855 209,390 257,609 3,721,374 

Epileds 
(4956) 

Taiwan 
Stock 
Exchange 
(TWSE) 

18.90 14.20 100,408 1,425,794 1,191,440 (126,879) (123,662) 1,812,528 

EVERLI
GHT 

(2393) 

Taiwan 
Stock 
Exchange 
(TWSE) 

31.00 34.75 443,246 15,402,799 20,966,541 851,329 1,135,742 17,194,428 
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Name of 
comparis

on 
compani

es 

Marketplace 

May 
31, 

2020 

Decemb
er 31, 
2019 

December 31, 2019 

Stock 
price 

Stock 
price 

Number 
of shares 
outstandi

ng 

Total 
market 
value 

Operating 
income (S) 

Net 
income 

(NI) 

Earnings 
before 
Interest 
and Tax 
(EBIT) 

Shareholde
rs’ equity 

(B) 

Advanced 
(3437) 

Taiwan 
Stock 
Exchange 
(TWSE) 

17.70 18.00 144,548 2,601,864 4,037,141 (207,225) (204,499) 2,645,882 

Harvatek 
(6168) 

Taiwan 
Stock 
Exchange 
(TWSE) 

13.25 13.60 205,675 2,797,180 2,163,869 14,621 25,526 2,669,854 

 

Table 3.2: Refer to the summarized financial information of the leading companies (continuing) 

Unit: Times 

Category 
Comparison 

company 
Name 

December 31, 2019 

P/S P/NI P/EBIT P/B 

EPISTAR’s 

comparison 

companies 

Optotech (2340) 1.79 16.06 11.85 1.34 

Tyntek (2426) 1.86 22.33 18.15 1.26 

Epileds (4956) 1.20 (11.24) (11.53) 0.79 

The average 1.62 9.05 6.16 1.13 

Median 1.79 16.06 11.85 1.26 

Lextar’s 

comparison 

companies 

EVERLIGHT (2393) 0.73 18.09 13.56 0.90 

Advanced (3437) 0.64 (12.56) (12.72) 0.98 

Harvatek (6168) 1.29 191.31 109.58 1.05 

The average 0.89 65.61 36.81 0.98 

Median 0.73 18.09 13.56 0.98 

Data source: 1. Each stock price was obtained on the website of Taiwan Stock Exchange. Since the stock 
market was closed on May 30-31, 2020, the closing price on May 29, 2020, the previous 
trading day, was adopted instead. 

2. The financial information is calculated according to the 2019 financial statements audited by 
the CPAs and published on the Market Observation Post System. 

 
Note 1: The aforementioned multiple proportion and amount are calculated by computer. The error, if any, is a 

decimal point error. The listed multiple proportion value is rounded up to the second decimal point. 
Note 2: The average and median are analyzed based on the aforementioned values to facilitate subsequent 

valuation operations and it is for reference only. 
 

(3) Value calculation - market approach 

Multiply the operating (earnings) revenue data and the shareholders’ 

equity of EPISTAR and Lextar on December 31, 2019 by the 

aforementioned comparison company’s operating (earnings) multiples 
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(detailed in Table 3.2) to derive the fair value of the overall equity of 

EPISTAR and Lextar on December 31, 2019. According to the 

compiled data in Table 3.2, due to the significant variation of the 

multiple proportion value of the comparison companies, if the average 

value is used as a reference for the multiple proportion, the market 

multiple proportion level could be distorted due to the influence of the 

extreme values, so the median is adopted for reference regarding 

multiple proportion in this valuation. 
 
Table 3.3: Price-Sales (Earnings) and Price-Book Ratio method value calculation table  

              Unit: NT$ thousand; times 

Category 

Price-Sales 
(Earnings) 

and 
Price-Book 

Ratio 
method 

Refer 
to 

December 31, 2019 
Sales (Earnings) 
and net value (A) 

Market 
multiple 

proportion 
(B) 

12.31.2019 
Fair market value 
of shareholders’ 
equity (C) = (A) 

*(B) 

EPISTAR’s 

comparison 

companies 

P/S 
Table 
3.2 

15,959,831 1.79 28,568,097 

P/NI 
Table 
3.2 

(3,937,520) 16.06 (63,236,571) 

P/EBIT 
Table 
3.2 

(3,594,376) 11.85 (42,593,356) 

P/B 
Table 
3.2 

47,195,358 1.26 59,466,151 

Lextar’s 

comparison 

companies 

P/S 
Table 
3.2 

9,054,933 0.73 6,610,101 

P/NI 
Table 
3.2 

(365,052) 18.09 (6,603,791) 

P/EBIT 
Table 
3.2 

(337,530) 13.56 (4,576,907) 

P/B 
Table 
3.2 

11,185,121 0.98 10,961,419 

Note: The aforementioned multiple proportion and amount are calculated by computer. The error, 

if any, is a decimal point error. The listed multiple proportion value is rounded up to the 

second decimal point. 

(4) Value calculation - stock price fluctuation and adjustment 

When the equity value is evaluated with the market approach and 

when the financial information of the comparison company is different 

from that of on the valuation date, the stock price fluctuations during 

this period must be adjusted. The comparison companies’ stock price 

on December 31, 2019 and May 31, 2020 are listed in Table 3.4, 

including the average stock price fluctuation of this period. 
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Table 3.4: Comparison companies’ stock price fluctuation calculation 

Unit: NT$ thousand 

Category 
Name of comparison 

companies 
12.31.2019 

Fair market price 
5.31.2020 

Fair market price 
Fluctuation of 

fair market price 

EPISTAR’s 

comparison 

companies 

Optotech (2340) 9,710,660 7,975,940 (17.86%) 

Tyntek (2426) 4,674,672 4,028,335 (13.83%) 

Epileds (4956) 1,425,794 1,897,711 33.10% 

The average   0.47% 

Lextar’s 

comparison 

companies 

EVERLIGHT (2393) 15,402,799 13,740,626 (10.79%) 

Advanced (3437) 2,601,864 2,558,500 (1.67%) 

Harvatek (6168) 2,797,180 2,725,194 (2.57%) 

The average   (5.01%) 

Data source: Each stock price was obtained on the website of Taiwan Stock Exchange. The information 
is calculated and compiled by this firm.  

Note: The aforementioned stock price fluctuation range is calculated by computer. The error, if any, is a 
decimal point error. The listed stock price fluctuation amount is rounded up to the second decimal 
point. 

Therefore, adjusted the impact of stock price fluctuation in the period 

from December 31, 2019 to May 31, 2020, and then estimated the 

overall equity fair value of EPISTAR and Lextar on May 31, 2020 

(Table 3.5). 

 

Table 3.5: Adjust the overall equity value after stock price fluctuation          Unit: NT$ thousand 

Category Price-Sales 
(Earnings) and 

Price-Book 
Ratio method 

12.31.2019 
Fair market value 
of shareholders’ 
equity (C) = (A) 

*(B) 

12.31.2019 to 
5.31.2020 

Price adjustment range 
(D) =(C)*0.47% 

(EPISTAR) or; 
=(C)*(5.01%) (Lextar) 

Fair market value of 
shareholders’ equity 
(E) = (C) + (D) on 
5.31.2020 

EPISTAR’s 

comparison 

companies 

P/S 28,568,097 134,270 28,702,367 

P/NI (63,236,571) 297,212 (62,939,359) 

P/EBIT (42,593,356) 200,189 (42,393,167) 

P/B 59,466,151 279,491 59,745,642 

Lextar’s 

comparison 

companies 

P/S 6,610,101 (331,166) 6,278,935 

P/NI (6,603,791) (330,850) (6,934,641) 

P/EBIT (4,576,907) (229,303) (4,806,210) 

P/B 10,961,419 (549,167) 10,412,252 
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(5) Value adjustment and judgment 

I. Adjustment of strategic M&A premium 

In the corporate merger and acquisition market, the acquirers 

often acquire objects with synergy at a strategic price higher 

than the market price. Acquirers can use their existing market, 

technology, or management advantages to create more future 

revenue flows for the merged companies after the mergers and 

acquisitions in order to form a comprehensive M&A effect. 

According to the book “Corporate Valuation Practice” by 

Professor Yimao Chen, the statistics of Mergerstat Review 

indicate that the premium for mergers and acquisitions of listed 

companies from 1985 to 2008 was between 31.5% and 62.3% 

with an average of 42.1%. 

For the current valuation, it is planned to exchange 1 common 

stock share of Lextar for 0.275 common stock share of the 

newly incorporated holding company. Lextar will transfer all the 

issued shares to the newly incorporated holding company. The 

acquirer is a newly incorporated holding company. In order to 

obtain the synergy effect of mergers and acquisitions, it is 

planned to acquire Lextar at a price higher than the market price. 

Therefore, the current valuation is intended with 31.5% adopted 

as a reference for the strategic merger premium. 

II. Adjustment of marketability discount 

Since the equity of EPISTAR and Lextar has been publicly 

traded on Taiwan Stock Exchange, for the current valuation, it is 

planned to exchange 1 common stock share of Lextar for 0.275 

common stock share of the newly incorporated holding company. 

Lextar will transfer all the issued shares to the newly 

incorporated holding company. There is no need to adjust the 

marketability liquidity discount in the market approach. 

III. The value adjustment process of the market approach is to have 

valuation results adjusted after considering the strategic merger 

premium; also, calculate the fair value of EPISTAR and Lextar 

equity on May 31, 2020. The relevant adjustment and 

calculation is shown in Table 3.6. 
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Table 3.6 EPISTAR/Lextar Fair Value Adjustment and Value Proportion Summary Table 

Unit: NT$ thousands/thousand shares/NTD 

Explanation Valuation method 

Comparison basis 
or method 

Price-Sale ratio 
(P/S) 

Price- net income 
ratio (P/NI) 

Price- earnings before 
tax and interest 

(P/EBIT) 

Price- net worth 
of shareholders’ 

equity (P/B) 

EPISTAR:     

5.31.2020 
Corporate equity 
fair value 
(A) 

28,702,367 (62,939,359) (42,393,167) 59,745,642 

3.31.2020 
Number of shares 
outstanding 
(B) 

1,078,336 1,078,336 1,078,336 1,078,336 

Fair value per share 
(C)=(A)/(B) 

26.62 N/A N/A 55.41 

Lextar:     

5.31.2020 
Fair value of the 
company’s overall 
equity before the 
adjustment of the 
strategic M&A 
premium 
(D) 

6,278,935 (6,934,641) (4,806,210) 10,412,252 

Plus: strategic 
M&A premium 
(E)=(D)*31.5% 

1,977,864 N/A N/A 3,279,859 

5.31.2020 
Corporate equity 
fair value 
(F)=(D)+(E) 

8,256,799 N/A N/A 13,692,111 

3.31.2020 
Lextar’s number of 
shares outstanding 
(G) 

519,386 519,386 519,386 519,386 

Fair value per share 
(H)=(F)/(G) 

15.90 N/A N/A 26.36 

The value ratio of 
Lextar to EPISTAR 
(I)=(H)/(C) 

0.597 N/A N/A 0.476 

4. Price-Book Ratio method 

Calculate the net value per share according to the financial data 

attributable to the owners’ equity of the parent company on the 

consolidated financial statements dated March 31, 2020, December 31, 

2019 and 2018 and the number of common stock shares outstanding in the 

latest period. The stock exchange ratio is as follows: 
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Table 4.1 EPISTAR/Lextar Net Value of the last three years and stock exchange ratio calculation Table 

        Unit: NT$ thousand/thousand shares/NTD 

Company/year 
end date/project 

EPISTAR Lextar 

3.31.2020 12.31.2019 12.31.2018 3.31.2020 12.31.2019 12.31.2018 

owners’ equity of 
the Parent 
company 

(A) 

43,812,626 45,219,189 49,353,583 10,645,623 10,880,347 11,354,355 

Number of 
shares 

outstanding - 
ending 

(B) 

1,078,336 1,078,336 1,083,051 519,386 519,386 511,651 

Net worth per 
share 

(C)=(A)/(B) 
40.63 41.93 45.57 20.50 20.95 22.19 

Stock exchange 
ratio (Note) 

1.000 1.000 1.000 0.505 0.500 0.487 

Note: The stock exchange ratio is calculated by dividing the net value of Lextar by the net value of EPISTAR 
in each period. 

 

IV. Comprehensive valuation 

The aforementioned valuation models and the stock exchange ratio range are 

summarized as follows: 

By Company 

Refer to the 
equity 

transactions 
record of the 

valued 
company 

Market 
approach 

Price-Book 
Ratio method 

Calculating 
stock 

exchange ratio 
range 

EPISTAR 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

Lextar 0.461~0.535 0.476~0.597 0.487~0.505 0.461~0.597 

The stock exchange ratio range of Lextar and EPISTAR on the valuation date is 

1:0.461~0.597. Since the stock exchange ratio of EPISTAR and the newly 

incorporated holding company is 1:0.5, the value ratio of Lextar and the newly 

incorporated holding company can be deducted. The reasonable stock exchange 

ratio range is 1:0.231~0.299. 
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Valuation conclusion 

I. EPISTAR and the newly incorporated holding company 

EPISTAR intends to exchange 1 common stock share for 0.5 common stock 

share of the newly incorporated holding company. Based on the  equity of the 

parent company of EPISTAR on March 31, 2020, the net value per common stock 

share of the newly incorporated holding company held by the shareholders of 

EPISTAR is increased from NT$40.63 to NT$81.26. However, the shareholders’ 

equity is not impaired by the stock exchange ratio, which is reasonable. 

II. Lextar and the newly incorporated holding company 

(I) Refer to the equity transactions record of the valued company. If the valued 

company trades in the market, its equity trading price does reflect the fair 

value that the investor is willing to pay at the time. The stocks of EPISTAR 

and Lextar are currently traded on Taiwan Stock Exchange. As mentioned, in 

order to avoid the impact of the short-term economic environment or 

artificial manipulation on the stock price of the transaction, this firm chooses 

the average closing price of the 10, 30, 60, 90, and 180 business days before 

May 31, 2020 (inclusive), the valuation date, of EPISTAR and Lextar to 

conclude that 1 common stock share of Lextar can be exchanged for 0.461 ~ 

0.535 common stock share of EPISTAR; also, indirectly conclude that 1 

common stock share of Lextar can be exchanged for 0.231 ~ 0.268 common 

stock share of the newly incorporated holding company. 

(II) In terms of market approach, the market multiple proportion average of the 

comparison company is applied to estimate the value of EPISTAR and Lextar. 

This method reflects the market investors’ recognition of the value of 

EPISTAR and Lextar in the current operating environment, which also 

reflects the investment value of EPISTAR and Lextar. This firm chose three 

comparison companies of EPISTAR and Lextar to calculate the fair value of 

EPISTAR and Lextar on May 31, 2020. According to the calculation 

performed, 1 common stock share of Lextar can be exchanged for 0.476 ~ 

0.597 common stock share of EPISTAR; also, indirectly calculated that 1 

common stock share of Lextar could be exchanged for 0.238 ~ 0.299 

common stock share of the newly incorporated holding company. 
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(III) The Price-Book Ratio method is applied to calculate the amount that the 

company can allocate to each shareholder of the common stock. This firm 

chose the equity amount of the parent company of EPISTAR and Lextar on 

March 31, 2020, and December 31, 2019 and 2018 and the outstanding 

shares at the end of the period to calculate the net value per share in each 

period. It is calculated that 1 common stock share of Lextar can be 

exchanged for 0.487 ~ 0.505 common stock share of EPISTAR; also, 

indirectly calculated that 1 common stock share of Lextar could be 

exchanged for 0.244 ~ 0.253 common stock share of the newly incorporated 

holding company. 

In summary, it is calculated that 1 common share of Lextar can be exchanged for 

0.231 ~ 0.299 common stock share of the newly incorporated holding company. It 

is reasonable for Lextar to become a 100%-owned subsidiary of the newly 

incorporated holding company through joint stock exchange with 1 common stock 

share exchanged for 0.275 common stock share of the newly incorporated holding 

company. 

 

 

Independent expert:  

Top Standing CPA Firm 

Certified Public Accountant: 

Approval number: (2014) SFC Certificate No. 6524 

 

 

June 10, 2020
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Current employment: Certified Public Accounting employed by Top Standing CPA 

Firm 

      Independent Director of Bedding World Co., Ltd. 
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Independent Expert Statement 

 

      I, the CPA, have issued this valuation opinion according to the “Regulations 

Governing the Acquisition and Disposal of Assets by Public Companies” and the relevant law 

and regulations; also, referring to the self-regulatory rules of the R.O.C. Valuation Standards 

Bulletin or Occupational Association. Declarations are made as follows:  

 

I. The opinions issued by me and the data sources, parameters, and information used in the 

execution of the operating procedures are complete, correct, and reasonable, and serve 

as the basis for the issuance of this opinion.  

II. I before undertaking this case have confirmed meeting the eligibility conditions of 

Article 5, Paragraph 1 of the “Regulations Governing the Acquisition and Disposal of 

Assets by Public Companies;” also, my professional capabilities and practical experience 

have been carefully evaluated in accordance with Subparagraph 1, Paragraph 2 of this 

Article.  

III. I have properly planned and executed appropriate operating procedures for this case in 

order to form a conclusion and to issue an opinion accordingly. The procedures 

executed, data collection, and conclusions were fully published in the worksheet of this 

case. 

IV. I, the parties to the transaction in this case, and the professional appraisers or appraisers 

who issued valuation opinions are not related party in any way as stated in Article 5, 

Paragraph 1, Subparagraph 2 and Subparagraph 3 of the “Regulations Governing the 

Acquisition and Disposal of Assets by Public Companies.” I also declare that there are 

no such things as the following:  

(I)  I or my spouse is currently employed by the parties to the transaction in this case 

for regular work, receiving a fixed salary, or acting as a director or supervisor.  

(II)  I or my spouse had served as directors, supervisors, or managers of the parties to 

the transaction in this case, or as a staff member who had a significant influence 

on the case, or had been dismissed or resigned for less than two years. 

(III) The unit that I or my spouse works for is a related party of the parties to the 

transaction in this case.  

(IV) A spouse or a relative in a second-degree kinship of the directors, supervisors, 

managers, or employees who have a significant influence on the case of the 

parties to the transaction in this case.  

(V)  I or my spouse has a significant investment or financial relationship with the 

parties to the transaction in this case. 

Independent expert: 

Date of statement: 
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Attachment 4: 

 

ENNOSTAR Inc.  

Articles of Incorporation 

Chapter 1 General Provisions 

Article 1  This Company is incorporated in accordance with the provision of the 

Company Limited by Shares of the Company Act, the full name of the 

Company is ENNOSTAR Inc. 

Article 2  The scope of business operated by this company shall be as follows: 

H201010 General investment  

Article 3  The Company may provide guarantee for other companies and proceed it 

in compliance with the Company’s guarantee operation procedure. 

Article 4  When the Company reinvests in another company as a liability-limited 

shareholder, the total amount of the Company's reinvestment shall not be 

subject to the restriction of not more than 40% of the Company's paid-up 

capital as provided in the Company Act. 

Article 5  The Company is headquartered in Hsinchu City Taiwan and may have 

branches, offices or business offices set elsewhere domestically and 

abroad as resolved by the Board of Directors. 

Article 6  Public announcement of the Company shall be handled in accordance 

with Article 28 of the Company Act. 

Chapter 2    Shares 

Article 7  The approved capital of the Company is NT$ 15,000,000,000 divided 

into 1,500,000,000 shares, at NT$10 par value, and may be issued 

separately.  Among the above-mentioned shares, 50,000,000 shares 

shall be retained for the exercise of stock options through the issued 

stock option vouchers, special shares with stock options and bonds with 

stock options. 

Article  8  The issuance of any employee stock options of which the stock option 

price is less than the closing price shall be determined by a vote of 

two-thirds of the shareholders attending who represent a majority of the 

total shares issued, and then shall be reported and handled separately in a 

year from the date of the resolution at the shareholders’ meeting. 
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Article  9  The transfer of stocks to employees by the Company at the price less 

than the average price at which the Company has bought the stocks back 

shall be determined by a vote of two-thirds of the shareholders attending 

who represent a majority of the total shares issued. In the subjects of 

convening the meeting of shareholders, the following items shall be 

mentioned and explained, and shall not be presented through provisional 

motions. 

1. Transfer price, discount ratio, calculation basis and its rationality  

2. Shares to be transferred, purpose and its rationality  

3. Qualifications and conditions for the employees entitled to stock 

options, and shares allowed to be acquired 

4. Items affecting shareholders’ equity:  

(1) Amount that might be recognized as expense, and its effect on 

dilution of the Company’s EPS 

(2) Any financial burden to the Company because of the stock 

transferred to employees at the price less than the average price 

at which the Company has bought the stock back shall be 

explained. 

Article  10  The object of transfer of treasury shares bought back by the Company 

may include the employees of parents or subsidiaries of the Company 

who meet certain conditions.  

The object of issue of employee stock option certification of the 

Company may include the employees of parents or subsidiaries of the 

Company who meet certain conditions. 

The object of issue of restricted stock for employees may include the 

employees of parents or subsidiaries of the Company who meet certain 

conditions. 

The object of subscription of new shares of the Company may include 

the employees of parents or subsidiaries of the Company who meet 

certain conditions. 

The term of “certain conditions” in this Article is authorized to be set by 

Board of Directors. 

Article 11  The Company is exempted from printing share certificate in accordance 

with the provisions of Article 161-2 of the Company Act, but shall 

register the issued shares with the centralized securities depositary 

enterprise and follow the regulations of that enterprise. 

Article  12  The transfer of stock shall not be made 60 days prior to shareholders’ 

general meeting, 30 days prior to shareholders’ extraordinary meeting, or 

5 days prior to dividends and bonus distribution or other interest 

distribution. 
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Article  13  Except otherwise provided in laws, share matters of the Company shall 

be handled in compliance with regulations provided by authorities. 

Chapter 3   Shareholders' Meeting 

Article  14  There are two kinds of shareholders' meetings in the Company: the 

General Meetings and extraordinary Meetings. General meeting shall be 

held once a year. The board of directors shall convene a general meeting 

within 6 months after the final account at the end of each fiscal year. A 

extraordinary meeting will be held if necessary. 

Article 15  The general meeting shall be convened by sending the notification to 

shareholders 30 days prior to the meeting date upon convening. The 

extraordinary meeting shall be convened by sending the notification to 

shareholders 15 days prior to the meeting date upon convening. In the 

notification, the date, place, and subjects of the meeting shall be 

indicated. 

Article  16  Shareholders of the Company have one vote for each share they hold. 

After the Company is listed, the means of electronic transmission is one 

of the channels for shareholders to exercise their voting rights. 

Article  17  Except otherwise provided in applicant laws, resolutions of the 

shareholders’ meeting shall be made by a vote of a majority of the 

shareholders attending who represent a majority of the total number of 

shares issued. 

Article  18  The resolutions of the shareholders’ meeting shall be recorded in the 

minutes, and such minutes shall be signed by or sealed with the chop of 

the chairman of the meeting, and distributed to each shareholder within 

20 days after the meeting date. The Company may have the minutes 

served through a public announcement. 

Chapter 4    Directors, Supervisors and the Audit Committee  

Article  19  The Company shall have five to thirteen directors and two supervisors 

who shall be elected at a shareholders’ meeting from persons of legal 

capacity. The term of office is three years, and all directors and 

supervisors shall be eligible for re-election. The by-election and 

re-election after the establishment will adopt the candidates nomination 

system, and the directors and supervisors will be elected from the list of 

candidates and be eligible for re-election.  

When the Company applies the regulations of independent directors,  

the number of independent directors to be elected among the number of 

directors in the preceding paragraph shall not be less than three, and shall 

not be less than one fifth of the number of directors.  
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The independent directors' professional qualifications, shareholding, 

concurrent position restrictions, independence determination, nomination 

and selection methods, and other compliance matters shall be handled in 

accordance with the relevant laws and regulations. 

The Company shall set up a functional committee in accordance with the 

requirements of the law and depending on the Company's needs. 

The Company may purchase liability insurance for the directors and 

supervisors, to the extent of the compensation responsibility assumed in 

business execution in their term of office according to law. The Board of 

Directors is authorized to determine the remuneration of directors and 

supervisors, based on the level of participation and the value of 

contribution to the Company's business operations and taking into 

account the common remuneration level in the same industry. 

Article  19-1  The Company is a newly incorporated company that is listed by share 

exchange in accordance with the provisions of Article 31 of the Business 

Mergers and Acquisitions Act, and the regulations of independent 

directors shall apply from the year when the first term of the directors 

and supervisors expires. However, in accordance with practical needs, 

before the expiration of the first term, the Board of Directors may decide 

to apply the provisions of independent directors in advance, and in 

accordance with the provisions of Article 14-4 of the Securities 

Exchange Act, to set up an audit committee to replace the supervisors. 

The audit committee is composed of all independent directors. If it is 

decided to set up an audit committee during the first term, the 

supervisors will be dismissed at the same time when the audit committee 

is formed. 

The composition of the audit committee, authority, rules of procedure 

and other compliance matters shall be handled in accordance with the 

relevant regulations of the competent authority. During the establishment 

of the audit committee, the terms of the supervisors in this Article of 

Incorporation shall cease to apply except that the supervisors may still 

apply for the payment of the supervisor’s remuneration for the year in 

which he/she is appointed. 

Article  20  The Board of Directors is organized by the directors. The directors shall 

elect a Chairman of the Board of Directors, and may elect Vice Chairman 

of the Board of Directors, from among themselves by a majority in a 

meeting attended by more than Two-thirds of directors. The Chairman 

shall have the authority to represent the Company. The Chairman shall 

preside at the meeting for the Board of Directors. In the event Chairman 

is incapable of performing duties, Vice Chairman shall act on his behalf 
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pursuant to the Article 208 of the Company Act. If there is no 

Vice-Chairman or Vice-Chairman who also asks for leave or is incapable 

of performing duties, the Chairman shall appoint one of the directors to 

act on his behalf. In case the Chairman fails to appoint any director to act 

on his behalf, the person to act on his behalf may be elected by and 

among the directors. , Directors shall attend the board meeting in person. 

Any director who is unable to attend the board meeting shall appoint 

another director as his proxy. Each director is limited to act as a proxy by 

one person only. 

Article 21  The Board of Directors’ (hereinafter “BOD”) meeting should be 

convened at least once every quarter. Each BOD director and supervisor 

is entitled to be informed with the agenda 7 days prior to the meeting. 

However, an ad-hoc meeting may occur in the case of emergency. 

The notification of the aforesaid meeting can be made in written, via 

email or facsimile or other electronic manner. 

Chapter 5    Managers and Employees 

Article  22  The Company shall have one President whose appointment, discharge 

and remuneration shall be handled according to Article 29 of the 

Company Act. 

For the appointment or demission of other non-appointed managers 

(including but not limited to vice president), the president shall obtain 

the Chairman’s consent then submit to the Board of Directors to be 

approved by a majority of directors in a meeting attended by more than 

half of the directors. 

Chapter 6   Accounting 

Article 23  The Company’s fiscal year starts from January 1 and ends on December 

31. At the end of every year, the Board of Directors shall prepare the 

statements and records of accounts in compliance with the Company Act 

and submit it to shareholders’ general meeting for recognition. 

Article  24  The Company shall dispatch 10% to 20% of the annual profit to the 

employee remuneration and no more than 2% to directors and 

supervisors as remuneration. However, when the Company still has 

accumulated losses, the Company shall offset the accumulated losses. 

The “annual profit” in the preceding paragraph means the year's pre-tax 

benefits before deducting the distribution of employees' remuneration 

and directors and supervisors' remuneration.  
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Employee remuneration could be by stock or by cash. The object of the 

issue of shares or cash including the employees of subsidiaries or parents 

of the Company who meet certain conditions. The term of “certain 

condition” is authorized to be set by the Board of Directors.  

Dispatched remuneration of employees and directors shall be decided by 

the Board of Directors with more than two-thirds of the directors present 

and resolved by majority of the attended directors and report to 

shareholder meeting. 

Article 25 

 

 The surplus earning distribution or loss offsetting of the Company may 

be made after the end of each quarter. 

If there is any proposal of surplus earning distribution or loss offsetting 

of the Company in the first three quarters, it, together with the business 

report and financial statements, should be forwarded to supervisors for 

their auditing, and afterwards be submitted to the Board of Directors for 

approval before the end of the next quarter. If such surplus earning is 

distributed in the form of cash, it shall be resolved by the Board of 

Directors and reported to the shareholders' meeting in accordance with 

the provisions of Article 228-1 and paragraph 5, Article 240 of Company 

Act. 

The Company shall distribute the after-tax profit after annual accounting 

settlement, shall first make up for the losses, then allocate 10% as legal 

reserve. However while such legal reserve amounts to the total 

authorized capital, this provision shall not apply and, if necessary, 

allocate or reverse special reserve. Balance plus the previous cumulative 

undistributed earnings to be allocated surplus, in addition to discretion of 

reservations, the distribution shall be proposed by the Board of directors, 

if the proposal is to distribute by issuing new shares, it shall be submitted 

to shareholders’ meeting for resolution; if the proposal is to distribute by 

cash, it shall be resolved by the Board of directors, and the distribution 

ratio shall base on the proportion of shares held by each shareholder. 

  Pursuant to the provisions of Article 241 of the Company Act, the 

Company authorizes the Board of Directors to distribute all or part of the 

legal reserve and capital reserve by cash under the resolution which has 

been adopted by a majority vote at a meeting of the board of directors 

attended by more than two-thirds of all the directors, and the distribution 

shall be reported to the shareholders’ meeting after resolved. 

The Company is in the stable growth period. To in line with current and 

future development plans, investment environment, fund demand and 

competition from domestic and foreign regions, the distribution of 

earnings shall be executed in compliance with each of the above 
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regulations, for which shareholders’ interest and capital adequacy ratio 

shall be also taken into account. Besides, the shareholders’ dividends to 

be distributed for the year is in the range from 10% to 80% of the 

distributable surplus for the year, and the ratio of cash dividends to be 

distributed shall not be less than 10% of the total dividends to be 

distributed. 

Chapter 7   Supplementary Provisions 

Article  26  Any relevant matter not provided for in these articles of incorporation 

shall be handled in accordance with related regulations. 

Article  27  The Articles of Incorporation was set up at the meeting of the promoters 

on August 7, 2020. 
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Attachment 5: 

 

ENNOSTAR Inc. 

Rules for the Procedures of the Shareholders’ Meeting 

 

1. Unless otherwise provided in laws or regulations, a Shareholders’ meeting shall be 

conducted in compliance with the Rules of Procedure. 

2. While convening the meeting, an attendance register shall be prepared for shareholders 

present at the meeting to sign-in. A shareholder present shall submit the attendance 

card in place of sign-in. The number of shares represented by shareholders present in 

the meeting shall be calculated in accordance with the attendance register or 

attendance cards submitted by the shareholders present. 

3. The attendance of the meeting and voting in the meeting shall be based on the 

calculation of shares. 

4. The number of shares represented by shareholders present in the meeting shall be 

calculated in accordance with the attendance cards submitted by the shareholders 

present. A shareholder present (or proxy) shall wear certificate of attendance and 

submit the attendance card in place of signing-in. 

5. The meeting shall be held at the office of the Company, or any other appropriate place 

that is convenient for the shareholders and suitable for the meeting to be held. The 

starting time of the meeting shall not be earlier than 9 am or later than 3 pm. 

6. If the meeting is convened by the Board of Directors (the “BOD”), the Chairman of 

the BOD shall be the chairman of the meeting. If Chairman is on leave, or cannot 

execute his or her authority for any reason, the Vice Chairman shall preside over the 

meeting. If there is no Vice Chairman or the Vice Chairman is also on leave, or cannot 

execute his or her authority for any reason, Chairman shall designate one of the 

Managing Directors to act on behalf of him or her. If there is no Managing Director, 

Chairman shall designate one of the directors to preside over the meeting. If Chairman 

does not designate any proxy to preside over the meeting on his or her behalf, the 

Managing Directors or directors shall elect one from among themselves to preside over 

the meeting. 

If the meeting is convened by any other person entitled to convene the meeting, not by 

the BOD, such person shall preside over the meeting. 

7. The Company may designate its lawyers, CPAs or relevant parties to attend the 

meeting. 

The team members handling the business of the meeting shall wear an identification 

card or a badge. 
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8. The chairman may engage disciplinary officers (or security personnel) to assist on 

keeping the order of the meeting. Such disciplinary officers (or security personnel) 

shall wear a badge marked “Disciplinary Officers”. 

9. Any participants of the Shareholders’ meeting shall not bring items which might 

endanger human life, health, liberty or property. 

10. The chairman may engage police officers to assist on keeping the order of the meeting. 

11. The whole proceedings of the meeting shall be videotaped or tape-recorded. The 

preceding tapes shall be preserved for at least one year. 

12. The chairman shall call the meeting according to meeting schedule. If the number of 

shares represented by the shareholders present at the meeting has not yet reached more 

than 50% of the total issued and outstanding shares of the Company, the chairman may 

postpone the meeting. The postponements shall be limited to twice at most and the 

meeting may not be postponed longer than one hour in total. If the shares of the 

shareholders present at the meeting represent has not yet reached more than 50% but 

1/3 of the total issued and outstanding shares or more after the meeting being 

postponed twice, a tentative resolution may be adopted in accordance with Paragraph 1 

of Article 175 of the Company Act R.O.C. 

Before the adjournment of the meeting, if the number of shares represented by the 

shareholders present at the meeting reaches more than 50% of the total issued and 

outstanding shares, the chairman may submit the adopted tentative resolution to the 

meeting for approval in accordance with Article 174 of the Company Act R.O.C. 

13. If the meeting is convened by the BOD, the agenda of the meeting shall be set by the 

BOD. The meeting shall proceed in accordance with the agenda, unless otherwise 

resolved by the meeting.  

The preceding paragraph shall apply to cases where the meeting is convened by a 

person, other than the BOD, entitled to convene such meeting.  

Unless otherwise resolved by the meeting, the chairman shall not adjourn the meeting 

before all of discussion items (including extraordinary motions) have been resolved.   

After the meeting is adjourned, shareholders shall not elect another chairman to 

continue the meeting on site or at another venue. 

14. A meeting shall proceed in accordance with the agenda. In case the speech of any 

shareholder violates the above provision, the chairman may ask such shareholder to 

stop speaking. 

Except for the discussion items listed in the agenda of the meeting, other motions or 

amendments or alternatives of the discussion items made by a shareholder at the 

meeting shall be seconded by other shareholders. 

15. A shareholder who intends to speak in the meeting shall fill out a speech note, 

specifying therein the summary of the speech, the shareholder’s number (or the 

number of his or her certificate of attendance) and the name of the shareholder. The 

sequence of speeches by shareholders should be decided by the chairman. A 
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shareholder who only submits his or her speech note but does not actually speak in the 

meeting shall be considered as not having given such a speech. If the content of the 

speech of the shareholder are different from the contents of the speech note, the 

contents of actual speech shall prevail. 

When a shareholder is giving a speech, the other shareholders shall not interrupt the 

speech unless they have obtained the consent from the chairman and the said 

shareholder. For any such violations, the chairman shall stop the interruption 

immediately. 

16. Unless otherwise permitted by the chairman, each shareholder shall not speak more 

than twice for each discussion item. Each speech shall not take more than 5 minutes. In 

the case that any speech violates the foresaid provisions or exceeds the scope of the 

discussion item, the chairman may ask such shareholder to stop speaking. 

17. A legal entity that is appointed as a proxy to attend the meeting can only designate one 

representative to attend the meeting. 

If a corporate shareholder designates two or more representatives to attend the 

meeting, only one representative can speak for each discussion item.  

18. After the speech of a shareholder, the chairman may respond by himself/herself or 

appoint an appropriate person to respond. 

19. The chairman may announce to end the discussion on the discussion items and submit 

them to be resolved when the chairman deems appropriate. 

20 Unless a majority of more than 50% is required by the Company Act R.O.C. or the 

Articles of Incorporation, a resolution of the meeting shall be adopted by at least 50% 

majority of votes represented by the shareholders present at the meeting. 

The calculation of votes represented by the shareholders is based on the Articles in the 

Company Act R.O.C. or the Articles of Incorporation. A resolution of the meeting shall 

be adopted if it has been voted. If no objection is voiced after solicitation by the 

chairman, the resolution shall be deemed adopted and shall have the same effect as if it 

has been voted. 

If there is an amendment or alternative for a discussion item, the chairman may 

combine the amendment or alternative into the original discussion item, and determine 

the sequence of voting for such discussion item. If any above item has been resolved, 

the others shall be deemed vetoed and no further voting is required.  

21. Scrutinizers and vote counters shall be designated by the chairman. The result of 

voting shall be announced at the meeting, and recorded in the meeting minutes.  

Scrutinizer shall be the shareholders. The supervisory work includes supervising the 

procedure of voting, improper voting, vote validation and the record prepared by vote 

counters.  
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A ballot is invalid if one of the following conditions is met and the vote shall not be 

counted:  

(1) Not using ballots printed by the Company.  

(2) A ballot which is not inserted into the ballot box.  

(3) A blank ballot without written words or written comments based on discussion 

items. 

(4) A ballot with written words other than required items. 

(5) The handwriting is blurred, not identifiable, or written over. 

(6) The proxy violates “Rules Governing the Use of Proxies for Attendance at 

Shareholders’ Meetings of Public Companies” in handling ballots.  

22. During the meeting, the chairman may set time for intermission at his or her discretion. 

23. In the event of any air-raid alarm, earthquake or force majeure, the chairman may 

adjourn the meeting temporarily and the participants shall evacuate themselves 

respectively. The chairman shall resume the meeting subject to the actual situation. 

24. Any matters insufficiently address herein shall be subject to the Company Act R.O.C., 

laws and regulations or Articles of Incorporations concerned. 

25. The Rules of Procedure and any amendment thereto, shall be implemented after 

approval by the Shareholders’ Meeting. 
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Attachment 6: 
 

 ENNOSTAR Inc. 

Rules for Elections of Directors and Supervisors 

1. Unless otherwise stipulated in regulations or Articles of Incorporation of ENNOSTAR 

Inc. (hereinafter “the Company”), the election(s) of directors and supervisors of the 

Company shall be subject to the Rules of Electing Directors and Supervisors 

(hereinafter “the Rules”). 

2. The election(s) of the Company’s directors and supervisors may be conducted 

individually or simultaneously in Stockholders’ Meeting. The Company should prepare 

the ballots for directors and supervisors separately, and mark the weighting of each 

vote.  The election of directors and supervisors shall be conducted in accordance with 

candidates’ nomination system and procedures stipulated in Article 192-1 of the 

Company Act. 

Where the Company has established an Audit Committee under Article 19-1 of the 

Articles of Incorporation, the provisions regarding supervisors shall be no longer 

applicable within the tenure of an Audit Committee. 

3. The cumulative voting method shall be used for the election of directors and 

supervisors in the Company. Each share will have voting rights in number equal to the 

directors or supervisors to be elected. The shares can be consolidated together to vote 

on one person or vote on different people. Independent and non-independent directors 

shall be elected simultaneously, but the number of seats to be elected shall be 

calculated respectively. 

4. The number of directors and supervisors will be as specified in this Company's Articles 

of incorporation, with voting rights separately calculated for independent and 

non-independent director positions. Those receiving ballots representing the highest 

numbers of voting rights will be elected sequentially according to their respective 

numbers of votes.  When there are more than 2 persons receiving the same number of 

votes above the regulated number, these two candidates should draw a lot to decide 

elected. The chairman shall draw the lot for those who are not present. When the same 

person is elected for both a director and supervisor, he or she should decide which 

position he/she would like to take and leave the other opening (director or supervisor) 

for the second runner up. 

5. Before the election, the chairman should designate several scrutinizers and ballot 

counters to perform related duties. The scrutinizers may be from the attending 

shareholders. 

6. The Company should prepare the ballot box and open it for the public to check before 

voting procedure. 
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7. If any candidate is also a stockholder, voter shall fill the account name and stockholder 

account number of the candidate in the column of “candidate” on the ballot; for the 

candidate is not a stockholder, voter should fill in the name and identification card 

number of the candidate. However, if the candidate is government or corporate 

stockholder, the column of “candidate” should be filled with the name of the 

government or the corporate, or with the name of their representative as well. When 

there is more than one representative for the government or company, all 

representatives’ names should be noted. 

8. The ballots shall be invalid under any of the following situations: 

(1) The ballot is not prepared by the Company. 

(2) The ballot casted into the box is blank. 

(3) The writing on the ballot is vague, unrecognizable or altered. 

(4) The name and account number of the candidates on the ballots for candidates who 

are also stockholders are inconsistent with Stockholders register. Or the name and 

identification card number of the candidates who are non-stockholders are 

inconsistent with records after verification. 

(5) There are other words written on the ballots besides the name, stockholder’s 

account name and account number, identification card number and distributed 

votes of the candidate. 

(6) The name of the candidate on the ballot is same with other stockholder and the 

voter did not fill in the candidate’s account number of stockholder or identification 

card number for distinction. 

(7) The ballot is not put into the ballot box before the end of the vote. 

9. After voting, the ballot box should be opened and ballot counting should commence 

immediately. The result of the election should be announced by the chairman on the 

scene. 

10. The Rules and any amendment hereto, will be put into force after the approval from the 

Stockholders’ Meeting. 
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Attachment 7: 

 

ENNOSTAR Inc. 

Procedures for Loaning Funds to Other Parties 

Article 1:  Legal reference 

The Procedure is compliant with Securities & Exchange Act and other 

related regulations of competent authorities. 

Article 2:  Targets 

Based on Article 15 of Company Act, except for the following situations, 

the funding of the Company should not loan to any shareholders or others: 

1. The companies or firms having business relationship with the 

Company. 

2. Companies or firms with the demand for short-term financing. The 

so-called “short-term” refers to one year or one business cycle 

(whichever is longer). The so-called “financing” amount refers to the 

cumulative balance of the Company’s short-term funding for 

financing. 

Foreign companies of which the Company directly or indirectly holds 

shares for 100% voting rights may loan to each other, or the foreign 

companies of which the Company directly or indirectly holds shares for 

100% voting rights may loan to the Company and the restriction of 

paragraph 1 Article 4 shall not be applicable. But the total amount of loans 

and limits of loans to individual shall not exceed forty percent (40%) of the 

Company's net worth, and the duration of loans shall not be longer than 

three years. 

The person in charge of the company who violates the provisions of 

paragraph 1 shall be responsible for the return of the loan jointly and 

severally with the borrower; if the company suffers damage, the person in 

charge shall also be liable for damages. 

Article 3:  Necessity of loans of funds to others 

When the Company approves loans of funds to other companies or firms in 

demand for the loaning of fund as a result of business relationship, 

paragraph 2 Article 4 shall be applicable. Only the companies or firms 

subject to the following situation is regarded as necessary for the short-term 

loans for financing: 

1. Other companies or firms have the demand for short-term financing as a 

result of procurement on materials or business turnaround. 

2. Other companies or firms approved by the BOD for loans of funds. 
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Article 4:  Limit of total facility of loan and individual target 

1. The total facility of the Company to other companies or firms 

The total facility of loan of the Company to other companies of firms 

should be limited to 30% of the net worth of the Company; however, in 

the case of loans to other companies or firms with the necessity of 

short-term financing demand, the Company should only approve loans 

up to 10% of the Company’s net worth. 

2. The total facility of loan to individual company or firm 

(1) For company or firm who has business relationship with the 

Company, the individual loan should not exceed the total 

transaction amount between both parties in the most recent year. 

The so-called “total transaction amount” refers to purchase or sales 

amount, whichever is higher. 

(2) For companies or firms with the necessity of short-term financing, 

the Company should not loan more than 10% of the Company’s net 

worth for each individual case. 

Article 5:  Procedures of loans 

1. Crediting 

Before the Company proceeds with any loans to others, the creditor is 

required to provide all necessary data and financial information in order 

to apply for financing from the Company. After accepting the 

application, the Company’s Treasury Department should investigate and 

evaluate the company’s core business, financial status, solvency, credit, 

profitability and usage for loans in order to file a report. 

2. Security 

When conducting any loans to others, the Company should request 

guaranteed checks equivalent to the loan amount and mortgage of 

chattel or real estate when necessary. The Board of Directors may take 

reference from the crediting report from Treasury Department if the 

debtor provides individual or corporation with qualified financial status 

as a guarantee. The Company should pay attention to whether there is 

any clause related to guarantee in the Articles of Incorporation of those 

corporation. 

3. Delegation Scope 

Before approving any loan to others, the Company’s Treasury 

Department should submit the application to President and Board of 

Directors for approval based on the evaluation result of Paragraph 1, 

Article 5. 
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Any loan between the Company and any subsidiary, or between 

different subsidiaries, should be submitted to the Board of Directors for 

deliberation and approval based on the evaluation result of Paragraph 1, 

Article 5. The Chairman is authorized to approve the same debtor 

within the delegated credit line decided by the Board of Directors for 

any loan (installment or revolving) under 1-year tenure. Except for 

stipulated in Paragraph 2, Article 2, the delegated credit line for any 

single enterprise shall not exceed 10% net worth of the Company or the 

subsidiary based on the most recent financial statement. 

Where the Company has established the position of Independent 

Directors, when it submits the matters related to loaning funds to other 

parties for discussion by the Board of Directors, the Company should 

consider each independent director’s comments for any loan to others. 

If an independent director has objections or reservations, it should be 

stated in the meeting minutes of the board of directors. 

Article 6:  Tenure and interest calculation 

Each funding is limited in one year or one operating cycle (whichever is 

longer). 

The loan interest should not be lower than the highest interest for the 

Company’s short-term finance from financial institutes. The payment of 

interest is on a monthly basis unless otherwise approved by the BOD for 

adjustment based on status quo. 

Article 7:  Post-debt management and procedures of overdue loan 

After loan drawdown, the Company should monitor the financial and 

business status, as well as related credit updates of the debtor and 

guarantor. For those providing collaterals, the Company should keep track 

of any changes to the value of them. In case of any major variation, the 

Chairman should be notified immediately and observe his/her instructions. 

Upon maturity date of the loan or complete pay-off prior to maturity date, 

the Company should calculate the interest payable. Before canceling the 

loans by commercial papers or canceling mortgages, the Company shall 

confirm that debtor settle all the principal and interest. 

Upon maturity date, the debtor should repay all debt, including interests. In 

the case the debtor needs to apply for extension of payment, the debtor 

shall apply in advance, which should be reviewed and approved by the 

Board of Directors. Each extension is limited to 3 months and each debtor 

may only apply once and should comply with tenure limitation in 

Paragraph 1 Article 6. Otherwise the Company is entitled to impose 

punishment or compensation from the collaterals or guarantor(s) of 

thedebtor. 
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Article 8:  Management procedures for loans of funds to others from subsidiaries 

1. When any subsidiary of the Company intends to loan to others, such 

subsidiary should set procedures referring to “Regulations Governing 

Loaning of Funds and Making of Endorsements/Guarantees by Public 

Companies” and comply with such procedures. 

2. When any subsidiary of the Company intends to loan to others, such 

subsidiary should provide related data to the parent company and 

proceed after consulting with related personnel in the parent company. 

3. After drawdown, the subsidiary should continue to update the parent 

company on a regular basis for the follow-up status of the loaned credit 

line. 

Article 9:  Procedures of announcement and declaration 

1. The Company should announce and declare the endorsement/guarantee 

balance as of the last month end for the Company and subsidiaries prior 

to the 10th of each month. 

2. When the Company’s loan balance meets any of the following 

standards, the Company is required to make promulgation within 2 days 

after the occurrence date: 

(1) The loan balance of the Company and subsidiaries to others achieve 

more than 20% of the Company’s net worth according to the most 

recent financial statements. 

(2) The loan balance of the Company and subsidiaries to a single 

enterprise achieve more than 10% of the Company’s net worth 

according to the most recent financial statements. 

(3) The new loans of fund of the Company or subsidiaries is more than 

NT$10 millions and above 2% of the Company’s net worth 

according to the most recent financial statements. 

If any subsidiary of the Company is not a listed company and the 

subsidiary meets any of the requirements as above-stated in section 3 in 

the preceding paragraph, the Company should make declaration on 

behalf of the subsidiary. 

“The occurrence date” in paragraph 2 means the contract signing date, 

the payment date, the Board of Directors resolution date, or other dates 

that can confirm the counterparties of loan  and monetary amounts, 

whichever date is earlier. 

3. The Company should evaluate or recognize the contingent loss of the 

loans and disclose related information in financial reports, offering 

related data to CPAs for necessary audit procedures. 
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Article 10:  Filing and retention of documents 

For any loans of fund to others, the Company should record the target(s), 

credit line/ facility, the approval date of the Board of Directors, approval 

date of the loan and evaluation items on a record book for future reference. 

The responsible person of each loan case should reserve the evidence of 

loan rights, such as contracts or commercial papers, and the certificates of 

collaterals, insurance policies, and documents for correspondence in order 

in a retention bag. The responsible person should also submit to his or her 

supervisor for double-check after marking down the content of the 

documents and the name of the client before sealing the bag. On the seal, 

the chops of the responsible person and his/her supervisors are required 

before filing the client’s data (and after registering on the registration 

book). 

Article 11:  Penalty 

In the case of violation of the Company’s manager(s) or responsible 

person(s) against “Regulations Governing Loaning of Funds and Making of 

Endorsements/Guarantees by Public Companies” stipulated by competent 

authorities and the Procedures, the auditors or their supervisors should 

report such case to the President or Board of Directors immediately. And 

the President or Board of Directors should impose proper disciplinary 

action based on the seriousness of such case on related personnel. 

Article 12:  Audit 

The internal auditors should write a written report to include the procedures 

of endorsement/ guarantee and implementation updates at least on a 

quarterly basis. If any major violation against rules is discovered, the 

auditors should notify each supervisor in a written notice. 

Article 13:  Others 

1. The “subsidiaries” and “parent company” referred to in the Procedures 

should be based on the rules in the Regulations Governing the 

Preparation of Financial Reports by Securities Issuers. 

"Net worth" means the balance sheet equity attributable to the owners 

of the parent company under the Regulations Governing the Preparation 

of Financial Reports by Securities Issuers. 

2. The announcement and declaration of this Procedure means announce 

to the website appointed by the regulators. 

3. In case of any changes resulting in violation against the Procedures for 

the target of loans or exceeding the limit of balance, the Company 

should stipulate a plan for improvement and submit such plan to each 

supervisor. The Company should also commit to such improvement in 

compliant with the plan. 
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Article 14:  This Procedure, after approved by Board of Directors, should be submitted 

to each supervisor and obtain the approval from shareholders in 

Shareholders’ Meeting. If any director expresses objection on a record or a 

written statement, the Company should submit such objection to each 

supervisor and Shareholders’ Meeting for discussion. Any related 

amendments should follow the same rules. 

Where the Company has established the position of Independent Directors, 

when it submits the operational procedures related to loaning funds to other 

parties for discussion by the Board of Directors, the Company should 

consider each independent director’s comment on the procedures. If an 

independent director has objections or reservations, it should be stated in 

the meeting minutes of the board of directors. 

Where the Company has established an Audit Committee, the Audit 

Committee shall exercise its functional duties under Article 14-5 of the 

Securities and Exchange Act. The provisions regarding supervisors in this 

procedure shall apply mutatis mutandis to the Audit Committee. 

If the Company establish an audit committee, the setting or amendments of 

this procedures shall be approved by majority members of the audit 

committee and submit to the board of directors for resolution. The second 

paragraph shall not apply. 

If the setting or amendments is not approved by one-half of all members of 

the Audit Committee, it may be resolved by more than two-thirds of all 

directors, and the resolutions of the Audit Committee shall be stated in the 

meeting minutes of the Board of Directors. 

All members of the Audit Committee referred to in paragraph 5 and all 

directors referred to in the preceding paragraph shall be counted as actual 

incumbents. 
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Attachment 8:  
ENNOSTAR Inc. 

Procedures for Endorsements and Guarantees 

Article 1:  Legal reference： Subject to amendments to related regulations of regulators 

and Securities and Exchange Act. 

Article 2:  Endorsement / Guarantee items 

The endorsement / guarantee items of ENNOSTAR Inc. (hereinafter the 

“Company”) include the following: 

1. Financing endorsements / guarantees, including: 

(1) Bill discounts financing. 

(2) Endorsement / guarantee made to meet the financing needs of 

another company. 

(3) Issuance of a separate negotiable instrument to a non-financial 

enterprise as security to meet the financing needs of the Company. 

2. Customs duty endorsement / guarantee: 

Meaning the endorsement / guarantee for the Company or another 

company with respect to customs duty matters. 

3. Others endorsements / guarantees: 

Meaning the endorsements/guarantees beyond the scope of the above 

two paragraphs. 

Any creation by the Company of a pledge or mortgage on its chattel or real 

property as security for the loans of another company shall also comply with 

this SOP. 

Article 3:  Targets 

The Company may make endorsements / guarantees for the following 

companies: 

1. Any company with which it does business. 

2. Any company in which the Company directly and indirectly holds 50% 

or more of the voting shares. 

3. Any company that directly and indirectly holds more than 50% of the 

voting shares in the Company. 

All companies in which the Company holds, directly or indirectly, 90% or 

more of the voting shares may make endorsements/guarantees for each 

other, and the amount of endorsements / guarantees may not exceed 10% of 

the net worth of the Company, provided that this restriction shall not apply 

to endorsements / guarantees made between companies in which the 

Company holds, directly or indirectly, 100% of the voting shares. 
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Article 4:  Endorsement/guarantee liabilities 

1. The Company’s total endorsement / guarantee liability is categorized as 

the following: 

(1) The total of endorsement / guarantee shall not exceed 20% of the 

Company’s net worth. 

(2) The endorsement/guarantee total to a single enterprise shall not 

exceed 10% of the Company’s net worth. 

2. The total endorsement / guarantee of the Company and its subsidiaries is 

categorized as the following  

(1) The total endorsement / guarantee amount shall not exceed 30% of 

the Company’s net worth. 

(2) The endorsement / guarantee to a single enterprise shall not exceed 

10% of the Company’s net worth. 

3. The endorsement / guarantee as a result of business relationship, other 

than the above-stated limitation, shall not exceed the total transaction 

amount between the two parties. The “transaction amount” refers to 

whichever is higher between the purchase and sales amount. 

Article 5:  Announcement requirements 

1. The Company shall announce and report the previous month's balance of 

endorsements/guarantees balance as of itself and its subsidiaries by the 

10th day of each month. 

2. When the Company’s endorsement/ guarantee balance reaches one of the 

following standards levels, the Company shall announce and report such 

event within 2 days commencing immediately from the occurrence date: 

(1) The aggregate balance of endorsements/guarantees by the Company 

and its subsidiaries reaches50% or more of the Company’s net worth 

as stated in its latest financial statements. 

(2) The balance of endorsements/guarantees by the Company and its 

subsidiaries for a single enterprise reaches 20% or more of the 

Company’s net worth as stated in its latest financial statements. 

(3) The balance of endorsements/guarantees by the Company and its 

subsidiaries for a single enterprise reaches NT$10 million or more 

and the aggregate amount  of all endorsements/guarantees for, 

carrying value of equity method investment in, and balance of loan 

to, such enterprise reaches30% or more of the Company’s net worth 

as stated in its latest financial statements. 

(4) The amount of new endorsements/guarantees made by the Company 

or its subsidiaries reaches NT$30 million or more, and reaches 5% or 

more of the Company’s net worth as stated in its latest financial 

statements. 
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3. The Company shall evaluate or record the contingent loss for the 

endorsements/guarantees, and shall adequately disclose information on 

endorsements/guarantees in its and provide CPAs with relevant 

information for implementation of necessary audit procedures. 

“The occurrence date” in Section 2 means the contract signing date, the 

payment date, the Board of Directors (hereinafter the “BOD”) resolution 

date, or other dates that the endorsement/guarantee parties and monetary 

amounts could be confirmed, whichever date is earlier. 

If any subsidiary of the Company is not a public company and the 

subsidiary meets any of the requirements provided by subparagraph 4 in 

Section 2, the Company should make declaration on behalf of the subsidiary. 

The so-called “most recent financial statements” refer to the financial 

statements audited or reviewed by CPAs. 

Article 6:  Procedures of endorsement / guarantee 

The responsible department should submit a petition in regards with any 

endorsement/ guarantee, stating the targets, rationales and amount. After 

approved by the Finance Department, President and Chairman, the petition 

must be submitted to the BOD for deliberation and approval. However, the 

BOD may delegate Chairman to approve applications under a certain facility 

and report to the BOD for recognition afterwards. 

Before making endorsements/ guarantees for any subsidiary which the 

Company directly and indirectly holds 90% or more of the voting shares 

subject to Section 2 in Article 3, the application of such endorsements/ 

guarantees should be submitted to the BOD for deliberation and approval. 

However, this restriction set forth in preceding paragraph does not apply to 

any company by which the Company directly and indirectly holds 100% of 

the voting shares. 

Article 7:  Review procedures 

1. Before making any endorsement/ guarantee, the Company shall evaluate 

with discretion whether such endorsement/ guarantee complies with 

“Regulations Governing Loaning of Funds and Making of 

Endorsements/Guarantees by Public Companies” and this SOP. The 

Company is also required to request the endorsed/guaranteed company 

provide the approval from Ministry of Economic Affairs for registration 

change, business registration certificates, a copy of the responsible 

person’s ID and all necessary financial statements. The Company should 

evaluate the company based on the following criteria: 

(1) Evaluate the necessity and reasonableness of endorsement/ guarantee 

based on the financial status of the company. 
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(2) Conduct credit status investigation on the company to evaluate the 

risks of such endorsement/ guarantee. 

(3) Evaluate whether the endorsement/ guarantee amount still falls 

within the cap and the impacts of such endorsement/ guarantee on 

the Company’s business operations, financial condition and 

shareholders’ equities. 

(4) Assess the risk level of such endorsement/ guarantee and evaluate 

whether collateral must be obtained. 

2. The responsible department shall track regularly to the endorsement/ 

guarantee status and risk assessment subject to related items. 

3. When the Company or any its subsidiary makes endorsement/ guarantee 

for subsidiaries whose net worth is lower than half of its paid-in capital, 

other than fulfilling the above-stated rules, the auditors should audit the 

procedures of such endorsement/ guarantee and the execution status at 

least once every quarter in a written form. Any discovery of major 

violation against rules should be notified to each supervisor in a written 

notice. 

In the case of a subsidiary with shares having no par value or a par value 

other than NT$10, for the paid-in capital the calculation under Section 3 of 

Article 7, the sum of the share capital plus paid-in capital in excess of par 

shall be substituted. 

Article 8:  Decision making and authorization level 

1. Any endorsement/guarantee shall be approved by the BOD and 

processed in accordance with normal procedures. However, in line with 

business demands, the BOD may delegate the Chairman for approval the 

endorsement/guarantee to process based on special procedures within 

50% limit and compliant with Article 4. And such cases must be 

submitted to the BOD for recognition afterwards.  

2. Where a the Company needs  to exceed the limits set out in Article 4 to 

satisfy its business requirements, the Company shall follow normal 

procedure and obtain approval from the BOD and half or more of the 

directors shall act as joint guarantors for any loss that may be caused to 

the Company by the excess endorsement/guarantee. It shall also amend 

the procedures accordingly and submit to Shareholders’ Meeting for 

ratification after the fact. If Shareholders’ Meeting does not give 

consent, the Company should adopt a plan to discharge the amount in 

excess within a given time limit. 

3. Where the Company has appointed Independent Directors, when the 

Company submits the matters of endorsements / guarantees for others 

for discussion by the BOD, the  BOD shall take into full consideration 
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each Independent Director’s opinions ; independent directors' opinions 

specifically expressing assent or dissent and their reasons for dissent 

shall be included in the meeting minutes of the BOD. 

Article 9:  Procedures and retention of chops 

1. The dedicated chops for endorsements / guarantees of the Company are 

the company chop, the signature chop of the responsible person, and 

specialized chop registered with the Ministry of Economic Affairs, the . 

Each chop shall be kept in the custody of a designated person approved 

by the Chairman and controls the usage of such chops. The BOD should 

approve the change of the delegate as well. The chops or seals may be 

used to seal or issue negotiable instruments only in prescribed 

procedures. 

2. When making a guarantee for an overseas company, the Company shall 

have the guarantee letter signed by a person authorized by the BOD. 

Article 10:  Procedures of controlling endorsement / guarantee of subsidiaries 

1. Where a subsidiary of the Company intends to make 

endorsements/guarantees for others, the Company shall instruct 

subsidiary to formulate its own operational procedures for endorsements 

/ guarantees in compliance with  “Regulations Governing Loaning of 

Funds and Making of Endorsements/Guarantees by Public Companies” 

stipulated by regulators, and it shall comply with the procedures when 

making endorsements / guarantees. 

2. When any subsidiary of the Company intends to make 

endorsements/guarantees for others, the subsidiary should provide 

related information to the parent company and take reference the 

opinions from the related personnel in the parent company before 

processing. However, if the subsidiary is located offshore, no 

endorsement/guarantee shall be proceeded. 

3. The subsidiary should report to the parent company the updates of 

follow-up status for the endorsement/guarantee on a regular basis. 

Article 11:  Transitional provisions 

After this SOP takes effect, when the original targets or amount of 

endorsement/guarantee exceeds limit as a result of changed calculation 

basis, the Company should report to the BOD for the endorsement/guarantee 

amount or exceeding part upon maturity date of the contract or within a 

certain period. 

Article 12:  Penalty 

Any manager or responsible person of the Company violates “Regulations 

Governing Loaning of Funds and Making of Endorsements / Guarantees by 

Public Companies” stipulated by regulators and / or this SOP, the auditors or 
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the mangers of responsible person should report the violation to the 

President or the BOD immediately. The President and the BOD should 

decide if the related personnel should receive any penalty depend on the 

content of violation. 

Article 13:  Audit 

The Company’s internal auditors shall audit this SOP and the 

implementation thereof no less frequently than quarterly and prepare written 

records accordingly. The auditors shall promptly notify all the supervisors in 

writing of any material violation found. 

Article 14:  The Company shall, after this SOP approved by the BOD, submit it to each 

supervisor and approved by shareholders in Shareholders’ Meeting; where 

any director expresses dissent and it is contained in the minutes or a written 

statement, the Company shall submit such dissenting opinion to each 

supervisor and for discussion by Shareholders’ Meeting. Any related 

amendments should follow the same procedures set forth above. 

Where the Company has appointed Independent Directors, when the 

Company submits the operational procedures of endorsements / guarantees 

for discussion by the BOD, the BOD shall take into full consideration each 

Independent Director’s opinions. If an Independent Director expresses any 

dissent or reservations, it shall be specifically recorded in the meeting 

minutes of the BOD. 

Where the Company has established an Audit Committee, when the 

Company adopts or amends this SOP, it shall require the approval of 

one-half or more of all Audit Committee members, and furthermore shall be 

submitted for a resolution by the BOD. The provisions of Section 2 of this 

Article shall not apply. 

If the approval of one-half or more of all Audit Committee members as 

required in the preceding paragraph is not obtained, it may be implemented 

if approved by two-thirds or more of all Directors, and the resolutions of the 

Audit Committee shall be recorded in the minutes of the BOD meeting. 

The terms “all members of the Audit Committee” and “all Directors” in this 

Article shall be counted as the actual number of persons currently holding 

those positions. 

Article 15:  Others 

1. The “subsidiaries” and “parent company” as referred to in this SOP shall 

be as determined under the Regulations Governing the Preparation of 

Financial Reports by Securities Issuers. 

"Net worth" means the balance sheet equity attributable to the owners of 

the parent company under the Regulations Governing the Preparation of 

Financial Reports by Securities Issuers. 
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2. The term "announcement and declaration" of this SOP means the 

process of entering data to the information reporting website designated 

appointed by the regulators. 

3. Where as a result of changes of condition the entity for which an 

endorsement/guarantee is made no longer meets the requirements of this 

SOP, or the amount of endorsement/guarantee or exceeds the limit, the 

Company shall adopt rectification plans and submit the rectification 

plans to all the supervisors, and shall complete the rectification 

according to the timeframe set out in the plan. 

4. Where the Company has established an Audit Committee, the Audit 

Committee shall exercise its functional duties under the Article 14-5 of 

the Securities and Exchange Act. The provisions regarding supervisors 

in this SOP shall apply mutatis mutandis to the Audit Committee. 
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Attachment 9: 

 
ENNOSTAR Inc. 

Acquisition or Disposal Procedures of Asset 

Section 1 Acquiring or Disposing Assets 

Article 1：  References 

The Acquisition or Disposal Procedures of Asset (hereinafter “the SOP”) is 

subject to “Regulations Governing the Acquisition and Disposal of Assets 

by Public Companies”. 

Article 2：  Definition of assets 

1. Investment in securities (including stocks, government bonds, 

corporate bonds, financial bonds, depository receipt, call/put warrants, 

beneficiary securities and asset-based securities etc.) 

2. Real estate (including land, houses and buildings and investment 

property) and equipment. 

3. Membership certificates 

4. Intangible assets such as patents, copyrights, trademarks, concession 

and so on. 

5. Right-of-use assets. 

6. Derivatives 

7. Assets acquired or disposed through mergers, demergers, acquisitions, 

or transfer of shares in accordance with law.  

8. Other important assets 

Article 3：  Decision-making approaches on pricing and references 

1. Securities 

Other than publicly quoted prices of securities that have an active 

market or where otherwise provide by regulations of the Financial 

Supervisory Commission (FSC), the ENNOSTAR Inc. (hereinafter 

referred to as “Company”) acquiring or disposing securities should 

receive the most recent audited CPA report/financial statement from 

the target company as the reference for evaluating trading price before 

the day of occurrence. Moreover, any trading exceeding 20% of the 

paid-in capital or above NT$300 million requires CPAs’ comment on 

the rationality of trading price before the day of occurrence. If it is 

necessary for the CPAs to adopt the professional report, the CPAs shall 

do so in accordance with the relevant auditing standard bulletin issued 

by the Republic of China Accounting Research and Development 

Foundation (hereinafter referred to as “Accounting Research and 

Development Foundation”). 
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2. Real estate, equipment or right-of-use assets. 

Before the day of occurrence, any real estate, equipment or right-of-use 

assets acquired or disposed by the Company with trading value more 

than 20% of paid-in capital or above NT$300 million are required to 

obtain the quotation from professionals except trading with domestic 

government agency, outsourcing construction projects for 

self-owned/rented properties, or acquiring/disposing 

equipment/facilities or right-of-use assets for business use. And the 

following regulations must be followed: 

(1) Any transaction requiring a limited price, specific or special price 

as reference for any special reason should be submitted for reviews 

and approval in advance by the Board of Directors (the “BOD”); 

the same procedure shall also be followed whenever there is any 

subsequent change to the terms and conditions of the transaction. 

(2) Where the transaction amount is NT$1 billion or more, appraisals 

from two or more professional appraisers shall be obtained. 

(3) An appraisal report is required to state the following contents: 

A. All the items required by the Regulations on Real Estate 

Appraisal. 

B. Related items for the appraiser and professional. 

(a) The name, total capital, organization structure and 

employment structure of the professional appraising 

company. 

(b) The appraiser’s name, age, education (with related 

evidence), the number of years working in appraisal and 

period, number of cases undertaken by the appraiser. 

(c) The relationship between the professional appraising 

company, the appraiser and outsourced company. 

(d) A statement of “No fraud or concealment in any statement 

of the appraisal report”. 

(e) The date of issuing the report. 

C. The basic profile of the appraised target should at least include 

the name, feature, location and area etc. 

D. An actual case compared with other real estate in the same area 

of the target. 

E. For cases with limited or specific price range, the appraiser 

should evaluate whether the current conditions are still 

consistent with such limitation. The appraiser is also required to 

state the rationales and reasonability of the difference between 

the target and normal price, and comment on whether the 
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limited/specific price is rationale to be the basis for transaction 

price. 

F. If the target is a contract of joint construction, the reasonable 

proportion of both parties should be noted. 

G. Estimate the value-added tax for lands. 

H. When the same appraiser concludes a price with more than 

20% difference of the same period, whether the appraiser 

complies with Article 41 of Real Estate Appraiser Act is 

required to be investigated. 

I. The attachments should include the details of the appraisal, 

registration information of ownership, a copy of situated area, a 

brief summary of urban renewal, the map of the target where it 

is located, the usage certificate of different sections of the land, 

the photos of the current status of the target. 

(4) Except for all of the evaluation results of acquired asset made by 

the professional appraisers are higher than the transaction amount 

or all of the evaluation results of disposed asset made by the 

professional appraisers are lower than the transaction amount. If a 

professional appraiser comes up with any of the following result, 

the Company should consult with CPAs and perform the appraisal 

in accordance with the provisions of Statement of Auditing 

Standards by Accounting Research and Development Foundation. 

The CPAs should issue definitive comments on the reasons of the 

difference and reasonability of the transaction price: 

A. The appraisal result has more than 20% difference from the 

actual transaction amount. 

B. The discrepancy between the appraisal results of two or more 

professional appraisers is 10 percent or more of the transaction 

amount. 

(5) No more than 3 months may elapse between the date of the 

appraisal report issued by a professional appraiser and the contract 

execution date; provided, where the publicly announced current 

value for the same period is used and not more than 6 months have 

elapsed, an opinion may still be issued by the original professional 

appraiser. 

The “professional appraisers” refer to real estate appraiser, or other 

appraisers permitted by law to conduct appraising for real estate and 

equipment. 

3. Membership certificates or intangible assets or right-of-use assets 
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4. The calculation of the transaction amounts in the first three paragraphs 

should be proceeded according to the regulations stated in the 

paragraph 2 of Act. 6, and "within the preceding year" as used herein 

refers to the year preceding the date of occurrence of the current 

transaction. Items for which an appraisal report from a professional 

appraiser or a CPA's opinion has been obtained need not be counted 

toward the transaction amount. 

5. Derivatives 

Comply with related regulations of Section 3 in “Acquisition or 

Disposal Procedures of Assets” by the Company. 

6. Assets acquired or disposed through mergers, demergers, acquisitions, 

or transfer of shares in accordance with law. 

Any professional appraising company and their appraisers, any accountants, 

legal consults, or security underwriters that provide the Company with 

appraisal reports and any party to the transaction shall in comply with the 

following regulations: 

1. No violation of the Securities and Exchange Act, the Company Act, the 

Banking Act of The Republic of China, the Insurance Act, the Financial 

Holding Company Act, the Business Entity Accounting Act, or for 

fraud, breach of trust, embezzlement, falsification of documents or 

occupational crimes, been declared of more than one year 

imprisonment. However, this provision does not apply if3 years have 

already passed since completion of service of the sentence, since 

expiration of the period of a suspended sentence, or since a pardon was 

received. 

2. The counterparty should not be a related party or a party with a 

substantive relationship. 

3. If two or more appraisal report shall be obtained, the different 

professional valuers or appraisers may not be related to each other or 

have substantive relationships. 

When issuing the appraisal report or opinion, the personnel of the preceding 

paragraph shall comply with the following matters: 

1. Professional ability, practical experience and independence should 

carefully assess before undertaking a case. 

2. A case should be checked by appropriate operational procedures and 

should be properly planned and implemented to reach a conclusion for 

the basis of a report or opinion accordingly; the procedures, data 

collected and conclusions shall be carried out with details in the 

working paper of the case. 
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3. The data source, parameters and information used shall be evaluated 

item by item for completeness, correctness and reasonableness as the 

basis for the issuance of appraisal reports or opinions. 

4. The statement shall include the professionalism and independence of the 

relevant personnel, the information used for evaluation is reasonable 

and correct, and the relevant laws and regulations are followed. 

Where the Company acquires or disposes of assets through court auction 

procedures, the evidentiary documentation issued by the court may be 

substituted for the appraisal report or CPA’s comments. 

Article 4：  Transaction cap 

1. If the asset acquired or disposed by the Company and any subsidiary 

belongs to lands, real estate and equipment or right-of-use asset for 

business use, there will not be any limitation on the cap of transaction. If 

the business scope of a subsidiary is in business investment category, the 

amount of securities investment is not limited. 

2. For all real estate and right-of-use asset for non business use purchased 

by the Company and any subsidiary, the transaction amount should not 

exceed 10% of the net value of the most recent financial statement. 

3. The transaction cap of Security investment of the Company and 

subsidiaries is limited to 150% and 60% respectively of the net value of 

the most recent financial statement. The aforesaid limitation does not 

apply to the case when reorganizing the group's organizational structure. 

4. The amount of investment in individual securities of the Company and 

its subsidiaries is limited to 50% and 30% respectively of the most 

recent financial statement. The aforesaid limitation does not apply to the 

case when reorganizing the group's organizational structure. 

The amount of securities investment mentioned above should be calculated 

in accordance with initial investment cost. 

Article 5：  Delegation, execution unit and decision-making procedure of transaction 

conditions 

1. Acquisition procedures of real estate and equipment or right-of-use 

asset: 

the acquisition of the Company’s real estate and equipment and 

right-of-use asset should be authorized to the responsible managers 

within their delegation after the execution unit proposes a budget and 

approved by the BOD. In the case of emergency, any case under NT$30 

million is authorized by the President to review and approve. Any case 

from NT$30 million to NT$100 million should be reviewed and 

approved by the chairman and submitted to the next nearest BOD 

meeting for report. Any case more than NT$100 million is required to 
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be submitted to the BOD for deliberation and approval. 

2. Procedure of disposing real estate and equipment and right-of-use asset: 

Any discarding or selling of real estate and equipment and right-of-use 

asset by the Company require a statement of reasons via special project 

from the original user. Any case with the higher of on-par value and 

appraisal value under NT$10 million after quoting, price comparison 

and negotiation by the manager of the assets should be approved by the 

President. For cases from NT$10 million to NT$30 million, the 

Chairman should review and approve. Any application above NT$30 

million requires the BOD’ review and approval. 

3. Acquisition and disposal procedure for investment on securities 

(1) Authority Matrix 

Items 
Amount per 

time 

Authorized signer 

President Chairman BOD 

Strategic 
long-term 
securities 

below 100 
millions review approve  

exceed 100 
millions  review approve 

Short-term 
securities * 

below 50 
millions approve   

exceed 50 
millions review approve  

Strategic 
short-term 
securities 
(Investment 
other than 
above items) 

below 10 
millions approve   

10 millions to 
50 millions review approve  

exceed 
50millions  review approve 

* The purpose of short-term security is for Short-term fund transfer, 

it includes buy/sell short-term notes, repo/resell bounds, bound 

fund, currency fund and Structured/linked deposits with a principle 

guaranteed. 

(2) Executive unit: Financial and accounting center 

4. The acquisition and disposal procedures of intangible assets, 

right-of-use assets or membership cards: 

The execution unit is required to prepare related information and submit 

to the BOD for deliberation and approval. 

5. Assets acquired or disposed through mergers, demergers, acquisitions, 

or transfer of shares in accordance with law and other important assets: 

The BOD should be entitled to deliberate and approve. 

When the Company acquires or disposes any asset compliant with the 

afore-stated regulation or other laws that require approval from the BOD 
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but some directors express objection with record or written statement, the 

Company should send this information to each supervisor. 

When the Company has independent director in place, the Company should 

consider each independent director’s comment when submitting any 

application of acquiring and disposing assets to the BOD for discussion in 

compliance with paragraphs 1 to 5. In case of any objection or comment to 

put hold of the application, the meeting notes of the BOD should be noted. 

When the Company has formulated the Audit Committee, any major 

transaction of assets or derivatives should receive approval from 50% or 

more members of the Audit Committee and submit to the BOD for 

approval. 

The afore-stated cases should obtain concurrence of 2/3 or more members 

from the BOD’ directors if they do not receive the approval from 50% 

members in Audit Committee. And this situation, along with the resolution 

of Audit Committee, should be noted in meeting notes. 

The afore-stated “Audit Committee members” and afore-stated “all 

directors” refer to those who are actually performing duty currently. 

Article 6：  Procedure of promulgation and declaration 

The Company is liable to announce and declare on websites appointed by 

regulators in regulated format within 2 days after the occurrence of any of 

the following incident (hereinafter “the occurrence date”) when acquiring or 

disposing assets: 

1. Obtain or dispose real estate or right-of-use assets  from related parties; 

obtain or dispose the assets not aside from real estate or right-of-use 

assets with trading value of 20% of the Company’s paid-in capital or 

that of 10% of total asset or more than NT$300 million; provided, this 

shall not apply to trading of domestic government bonds or bonds under 

repurchase and resale agreements, or subscription or redemption of 

domestic money market funds which is issued by domestic security 

investment trust entity. 

2. Merger, demerger, acquisition, or transfer of shares. 

3. The loss incurred from derivatives transaction reaching the limits on 

aggregate losses or losses on individual contracts based on rules in the 

procedures adopted by the Company. 

4. Acquire or dispose equipment or right-of-use assets which for business 

use and Trading partner is not related parties, transaction amount is to 

one of the following requirements: 

(1) The Company paid-in capital is less than NTD Ten (10) billion, the 

transaction amount is above NTD five hundred (500) million. 
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(2) The Company paid-up capital is above NTD Ten (10) billion, the 

transaction amount is above NTD one (1) billion. 

5. The Company acquires real estate via outsourcing construction on 

self-owned lands or outsourcing construction on leased lands, or joint 

construction and separate sales, and furthermore the transaction 

counterparty is not a related party, and the amount the company expects 

to invest in the transaction is above NTD five-hundred (500) million. 

6. Other than the above 5 types of transactions or investment in the 

mainland China area, or any other cases worth more than 20% paid-in 

capital of the Company or NT$300 million, the following situations 

shall not be applicable: 

(1) Trading of domestic government bonds. 

(2) Trading of bonds under repurchase/resale agreements, or 

subscription or redemption of domestic money market funds which 

is issued by domestic security investment trust entity. 

Each of the above-stated transaction value is calculated by any of the 

following formula: 

1. Total of each individual transaction 

2. The transaction total of the same person accumulated in one year from 

acquiring or disposing the same type of targets 

3. The transaction total accumulated in one year from acquiring or 

disposing (cumulative acquisitions and disposals, respectively) on the 

same project to develop real estate or right-of-use assets. 

4. The transaction total accumulated in one year from acquiring or 

disposing (cumulative acquisitions and disposals, respectively) the same 

security. 

The above-stated “investment in the mainland China area” stated in first 

Paragraph of this Article refers to investments in the mainland China area 

approved by the Ministry of Economic Affairs Investment Commission or 

conducted in accordance with the provisions of the Regulations Governing 

Permission for Investment or Technical Cooperation in the Mainland Area. 

The above-stated “the occurrence date” stated in first Paragraph of this 

Article, in principle, refers to the contract signature date of transactions, 

payment date, engaged transaction date, transmission date, resolution date 

of the BOD, or the date confirming other transaction counterparties or 

transaction price, whichever occurs first.  However, for the investments 

requiring regulators’ approval, “the occurrence date” refers to any of the 

above dates or the date receiving regulator’s approval, whichever happens 

first. 
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The “within one year” mentioned in Paragraph B refers to the one year 

before “the occurrence date”. The dates already announced may be exempt 

from the calculation. 

The Company should update the status of derivatives transaction of the 

Company, and subsidiaries of non-listed companies in Taiwan as of last 

month end to website appointed by regulators in regulated format prior to 

10th of every month. 

Article 7：  Procedure to control acquisition or disposal of assets by subsidiaries 

1. The Company should supervise each subsidiary to formulate a SOP 

regarding acquiring and disposing assets. 

2. When each subsidiary acquire or dispose any asset, they should provide 

related data to the mother company and proceed with acquisition or 

disposal process after taking reference from the comments of related 

parties in the mother company. 

3. For subsidiaries of the Company that are not listed companies and 

meeting the declaration requirements stipulated in Article 6 of the SOP, 

unless investment is their professional business and except for trading 

for securities in domestic/overseas stock exchange house or business 

areas of security companies, the Company should take care of the 

announcement and declaration details. 

4. In the declaration requirements of the Company and its subsidiaries 

subject to the sentence “paid-in capital or total asset of the Company” 

refers to the paid-in capital or total asset of the Company. 

Article 8：  Content of promulgation and declaration 

The Company should comply with regulators’ related rules to declare the 

items requiring to be made public based on the afore-stated regulations. 

Article 9：  Correction of announcement/declaration 

When the Company needs to make correction for any announcement items 

based on Article 6, the Company is required to make promulgation for the 

entire content again. 

After declaring transactions based on Article 6, the Company is required to 

announce and declare on websites appointed by regulators in regulated 

format within 2 days from the date on which known for the occurrence of 

any of the following incident (hereinafter “the occurrence date”) 

1. Any change/termination/cancellation of the contracts related to the 

original transaction contract. 

2. Any merger, demerger, acquisition, or transfer of shares  is not 

completed by the due date subject to the contract. 

3. Any changes in the announced content. 
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Article 10：  Data retention 

When the Company acquires or disposes any asset, the Company should 

retain all related contracts, meeting notes, records, appraisal reports, letter 

of comments by the CPAs, lawyers or security underwriters in the 

Company. Unless otherwise stipulated by laws, all the documents should be 

preserved for at least 5 years. 

Section 2  Related parties trading 

Article 11：  When acquisition or disposal of real estate occurs between the Company 

and related parties, the Company should not only follow the rules of this 

Section on related resolution procedures and evaluating the reasonability of 

transaction conditions but also may provide the appraisal report made by 

professional appraiser or CPA’s comments as stated in previous section 

when the transaction amount is over 10% of the Company’s total asset. 

The transaction amount mentioned in the previous paragraph should be 

calculated in accordance with the regulations stated in paragraph 4 of Act. 3. 

When judging whether the transaction counterparty is a related party or not, 

the Company should consider not only legal ties with the counterparty, but 

also de facto relationship. 

Article 12：  When acquisition or disposal of real estate and right-of-use assets occurs 

between the Company and related parties or the transaction amount of 

trading the assets aside from real estate or right-of-use assets is reaches 20% 

or more of the Company’s paid-in capital, 10% or more of total asset, or 

more than NT$300 million, except in trading of domestic government bonds 

or bonds under repurchase and resale agreements, or subscription or 

redemption of domestic money market funds which is issued by domestic 

security investment trust entity. The Company should submit the following 

information to the BOD for approval and recognition by the supervisors to 

before signing the contract and paying the amount: 

1. The purpose, necessity and estimated effectiveness of such acquisition 

or disposal of assets. 

2. The reason(s) of choosing this related party for such transaction. 

3. Acquiring real estate or right-of-use assets from related parties, related 

data on evaluating the estimated transaction conditions based on Article 

13 and 14. 

4. The original acquisition date and price of the related party, the 

relationship between the counterparty and its company and related party 

etc. 
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5. An estimate table of cash revenue/expenditure for the following 12 

months after the estimate contract date, and evaluation on the necessity 

of the transaction and reasonability of capital utilization. 

6. The appraisal report made by the professional appraiser or CPA’s 

comments as stated in the previous paragraph. 

7. The limitations of this transaction and other important agreements. 

The trading amount should be calculated in accordance with paragraph 2 of 

Act. 6. The “within one year” mentioned refers to the one year before “the 

occurrence date”. The dates already submitted and approved by the board of 

directors may be exempt from the calculation. 

If the Company and its subsidiaries or subsidiaries that directly or indirectly 

hold 100% of the issued shares or total capital engaged in the following 

transactions with each other is under NTD1,000 million, the chairman is 

authorized to determine the execution and then submitted to the board 

meeting to have it approved. 

1. Obtain or dispose of equipment for business use or its right-of-use 

assets. 

2. Acquiring or disposing of the real estate right-of-use assets for business 

use. 

When the Company has independent director in place, the Company should 

consider each independent director’s comment when submitting any 

application of acquiring and disposing assets to the BOD for discussion. In 

case of any objection or comment to put hold of the application, the meeting 

notes of the BOD should be noted. 

When the Company has formulated the Audit Committee, any matters 

requiring supervisors’ recognition per Paragraph 1 should receive approval 

from 50% members of the Audit Committee and submit to the BOD for 

approval. 

The afore-stated cases should obtain concurrence of 2/3 members from the 

BOD’ directors if they do not receive the approval from 50% members in 

Audit Committee. And this situation, along with the resolution of Audit 

Committee, should be noted in meeting notes. 

The afore-stated “Audit Committee members” and afore-stated “all 

directors” refer to those who are currently performing their duties. 

Article 13：  The Company should evaluate the reasonability of transaction cost when 

acquiring real estate or right-of-use assets from related parties with the 

following methods: 

1. Other than the original transaction price, add all necessary interest 

incurred from the capital and costs liable for the buyer pursuance to 

related laws. The “necessary interest cost of funding” is based on the 
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weighted average interest rate of the loan for assets procured of the 

same year. However, it should not exceed the highest interest rate 

among financial institutes promulgated by Ministry of Finance. 

2. If any related has pledged a mortgage to any financial institute with the 

target asset, the financial institutes should have evaluated a total value 

of the target against the loan. However, the loan-to-value decided by the 

financial institute should be more than 70% and the loan period must 

exceed more than one year. Nonetheless, this rule does not apply to the 

case when any of the financial institute or transaction counterparty is the 

related party. 

When purchasing or leasing the lands and houses of the same target together 

with other parties, the Company should follow any of the above-stated 

methodologies to calculate the value of the lands and houses. 

The Company should evaluate the cost of real estate or right-of-use assets 

subject to Paragraph 1 and 2 when acquiring real estate or right-of-use 

assets from related parties, and consult with CPA for review and issue 

definitive comments. 

When any of the following situations applies to the acquisition of real estate 

or right-of-use assets by the Company, Article 12, instead of the afore-stated 

3 regulations, shall be the basis: 

1. The real estate or right-of-use assets was inherited or given to the 

related party. 

2. The acquisition of the real estate or right-of-use assets (by contract) by 

the related party has exceeded more than 5 years of the contract date of 

the transaction. 

3. The real estate was acquired from signing a joint construction contract 

with the related party, or through engaging a related party to build real 

property, either on the company's own land or on rented land. 

4. The Company and its subsidiaries, or subsidiaries that directly or 

indirectly hold 100% of the issued shares or total capital, acquire the 

real estate right-of-use assets for business use. 

Article 14：  The Company should follow the regulations in Article 15 when the 

evaluation result is lower than the actual transaction price following the 

assessment standards in Paragraph 1 and 2 in the afore-stated article. 

However, such rule does not apply to any of the following, especially when 

object evidence is provided and the professional appraiser of real estate and 

CPA both issue comments on the reasonability of such transaction: 

1. The related party provides evidence subject to any of the following 

criteria when acquiring pure lands and initiate construction: 
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(1) For pure lands, the rules of the above-stated article shall apply. For 

houses, the sum of the building cost and a reasonable construction 

profit for the related party exceeds the actual transaction price. The 

“reasonable construction profit” refers to the average operating gross 

rate of the construction department of the related party in the recent 

three years or the gross rate of construction industry announced by 

Ministry of Finance, whichever is lower. 

(2) Any other cases of transaction with non related parties for the other 

floors of the target’s housing lands or adjacent areas with similar 

areas. And the transaction conditions are similar to the case of the 

related party based on the transaction practices of real estate or lease 

in terms of the reasonable number of floors or after evaluating the 

price differentiation of the same area. 

2. The real estate by purchasing or by leasing to acquire the right-of-use 

assets which the evidence is proposed by the Company has transaction 

conditions similar to other cases of transactions with non related parties 

in the same neighborhood in a year and with similar areas. 

The above stated “transactions in the same neighborhood”, in principle, 

refers to the area within 500 meters in the same, or adjacent, streets/roads, 

or any similar case based on publicly announced current value. The “similar 

areas,” in principle, refer to more than 50% of the areas of the transaction 

targets with non-related parties. The “one year” refers to 12 months prior to 

the de facto date of acquiring the real estate or right-of-use assets this time. 

Article 15：  When the evaluation result of the Company based on Article 13 and 14 for 

acquiring real estate or right-of-use assets from related parties is lower than 

the transaction price, the Company should comply with the following: 

1. Pursuant to Paragraph 1 Article 41 of Securities & Exchange Act, the 

Company should reserve a special earned surplus for the difference 

between the transaction price and assessed cost of real estate or 

right-of-use assets. The Company should not distribute or reallocate the 

amount to recapitalization stocks. If the Company follows Equity 

Method for investments, the Company should also reserve special 

earned surplus proportionally based on the regulation in Paragraph 1 

Article 41 of Securities & Exchange Act. 

2. The supervisors should comply with the regulations in Article 218 of 

Company Act. 

3. The Company should submit the follow-up status of Subparagraph 1 

and 2 to Shareholders’ Meeting and disclose the details of transactions 

in the Annual Report and Prospectus. 
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The Company shall provide a special surplus reserve in accordance with the 

provisions of the preceding paragraph. The assets purchased or leased at a 

high price shall be recognized as a loss or disposed or termination of the 

lease or may be properly compensated or reinstated, or there is other 

evidence provided with no unreasonable situations, and with the consent of 

the competent authority, the special surplus reserve shall be utilized. 

The 2 rules of the above-stated paragraphs should be applicable when other 

evidence proving abnormal transactions is discovered when acquiring real 

estate or right-of-use assets from related parties. 

Section 3 Derivatives Transaction 

Article 16：  Transaction principles and policies 

1. Transaction types:  

The derivatives transactions of the Company refers to the contracts of 

which the value derives from specific interest rates, price of financial 

tools, merchandise prices, exchange rates, indices, price or rate index, 

credit rating, or credit index or other index, including forwards 

(excluding insurance contracts, guaranty of contract, after-sale service 

guarantee, long-term lease contracts and long-term purchasing/sales 

contracts), options contracts, futures contracts, Leverage margin 

contract, swap contracts, hybrid contracts combining the above 

contracts; or hybrid contracts or structured products containing 

embedded derivatives. Any other products require the approval from the 

chairman before transaction. 

2. Management or hedging strategies:  

Transaction of derivatives should focus on hedging; the targets of the 

transactions should also be banks having business relationship with the 

Company to avoid credit risk. 

3. Delegation: 

(1) Treasury Department: Treasury Department is responsible for FX 

management system, such as collecting market information, judging 

the market tread and risks, becoming familiar with financial 

products and transaction skills etc. Treasury Department, under the 

instruction of its head, is authorized to control FX positions based 

on the Company’s internal policy on risk hedging. 

(2) Accounting Department: Accounting Department controls the entire 

FX position, settles the realized and unrealized exchange P/L on a 

regular basis for Treasury Department to decide their hedging 

practices. 
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4. Evaluation of performance:  

For any transaction on derivatives, the trader(s) should mark down the 

details (such as amount, exchange rate, banks, maturity date etc) on the 

summary of unwinding position in order to control P/L. In addition, the 

FX exchange P/L should be settled on a monthly, quarterly and annually 

basis. 

5. Total facility of master agreement and all/individual loss limit: 

(1) Total facility of master agreement shall be pursuant to the risk 

position (net) of the Company. 

(2) All/individual loss limit:  

The trading on derivatives of the Company is for hedging purpose. 

The loss cap for all/individual contract is 15% of the contract value. 

However, in the case of any major negative impact related to 

exchange rates or interest rates, the Company should convene a 

meeting to gather all related parties and discuss solutions. 

Article 17：  SOP 

The derivatives transaction of the Company is practiced as the following 

delegations: 

1. Facilities authorization: 

(1) Forwards (including non-principal settlement): 

Delegation 
Facilities authorization  

for each trading 

Head of Treasury Department under (including) US$1 million 

President under (including) US$3 million 

Chairman under (including) US$5 million 

BOD Above(excluding) US$5 million 

(2) Other related derivatives products require the approval from the 

BOD before trading. 

2. Execution unit:  

The specialists in Treasury Department are authorized to perform 

trading. 

Article 18：  Internal control system 

1. Measures of risk management: 

(1) Consideration of credit risks: The counterparties of our transactions 

are limited to banks having business relationship with the Company 

and with reputable credit history, provided that they are capable for 

offering professional information. 

(2) Consideration of market price-related risks: Given the fluctuation of 

market price for derivatives, after confirmation a position, the 

Company should monitor the possible loss at all times, and convene 
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a management-level meeting when necessary to come up with 

counter measures.  

(3) Consideration of liquidity: To ensure sound liquidity, the banks 

serving as the Company’s counterparties must possess sufficient 

equipment, information and trading capabilities. The targets of 

trading should be general and common. 

(4) Consideration of cash flow-related risks: To ensure liquidity in the 

market, when choosing financial products, the financial institutes 

must possess sufficient equipment, information and trading 

capability. The traders should also monitor the cash flow of 

companies to ensure they have enough cash for payment upon 

settlement. 

(5) Consideration of operations: All transactions should abide by the 

delegated cap and SOP. 

(6) Consideration on laws: Any documents signed with banks should be 

reviewed by legal experts. 

2. Internal control: 

(1) Traders, registrants and settlers may not work as each other’s acting 

or duplicate job function. 

(2) The registrants should confirm the accounting book or legal 

certificates with banks. 

(3) The registrants should specify details of trading on the summary of 

unwinding positions (amount, exchange rate, banks, and maturity 

date) and the auditors should focus on whether the total transaction 

amount and SOP are compliant with internal rules. 

3. Regular evaluation: 

(1) The traders should request the counterparties (banks) to provide 

pricing of all types of trading details and current exchange rate, and 

evaluate P/L twice a month (in the middle and end of each month) 

before submitted to the head of Treasury Department for review and 

approval. 

(2) The P/L should be settled based on market value on quarterly, 

semi-annually and annually basis and disclosed in financial 

statements. 

Article 19：  Internal audit system 

The internal auditors should understand the rationality of internal control on 

a regular basis and write an audit report after auditing trading department’s 

compliance with the procedure. The audit report should be merged with the 

annual inspection plan of internal audit. Any major violation should be 

notified to each supervisor in a written notice and upload the afore-stated 
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audit report, along with the implementation status of annual inspection 

project on internal audit, to the website appointed by regulators prior to 

February end of the following year. 

Article 20：  Methods of regular assessment and handling abnormal situations 

1. The BOD appoints senior managers to monitor at all times the 

supervision and control of risks related to derivatives transaction. The 

BOD should also evaluate whether the performance of such trading is 

subject to the existing management strategies and whether the risk 

tolerance is acceptable. 

2. The BOD authorizes senior managers to evaluate whether the current 

risk management measures are appropriate and compliant with the 

procedure on a regular basis. 

3. Supervise trading and P/L. Upon any discovery of abnormal cases, the 

head of Treasury Department should adopt necessary measures and 

report to the BOD immediately. If independent directors are in place, the 

BOD should invite independent directors to attend the meeting and 

express their opinions. 

Article 21：  Announcement of information 

1. If any trading of derivatives suffers loss up to the entire loss limit of the 

procedure or the cap of the individual contract, the Company is required 

to announce related information on the website appointed by the 

regulators within 2 days after the occurrence date. 

2. Prior to the 10th of each month, the Company should upload the status 

of derivatives trading of the Company and subsidiaries of non-listed 

companies as of last month end to the website appointed by the 

regulators with regulated format. 

Article 22：  For derivatives transactions, the Company should prepare a record book to 

detail the category summary, amount, approval date of the BOD, and items 

of regular evaluation on the transactions into the record book. 

Section 4 Corporate mergers, demergers, acquisitions, and transfer of shares 

Article 23：  The “assets acquired or disposed through mergers, demergers, acquisitions, 

or transfer of shares in accordance with law” in the Procedures refers to the 

assets acquired or disposed subject to Business Mergers and Acquisitions 

Act, Financial Holding Company Act, The Financial Institutions Merger Act 

or other laws via corporate merger, demergers, acquisition, or transferred 

company shares (hereinafter “transfer of shares”) via new issuance subject 

to Article 156-3 of Company Act. 
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Article 24：  For any corporate merger, demerger, acquisition, or transfer of shares, the 

Company should engage accountants, lawyers or security underwriters to 

comment on the rationality on the proportion of equity swap, transaction 

price, cash dividend to the shareholders or other properties before BOD 

meeting. And these comments should be submitted to the BOD for 

discussion and approval. But the Company mergers the subsidiary which 

issued shares or capital is directly or indirectly 100% be held by the 

Company, or mergers between subsidiaries which the Company separately 

holds 100% issued shares or capital, the provision above do not apply. 

Article 25：  Prior to any merger, demerger, or acquisition that the Company participates, 

the Company should include the important content of the agreement and 

related items in a document, along with afore-stated professional comments 

and meeting notice, and distribute to the shareholders before the convention 

of Shareholders’ Meeting. This information will be the reference for 

shareholders on whether or not they would agree on the merger, demerger 

or acquisition. Unless otherwise stated in other laws, the mergers, 

demergers, or acquisitions of the Company requires the approval of the 

shareholders in Shareholders’ Meeting. 

In the case of failed convention of Shareholders’ Meeting as a result of 

insufficient number of attendants, insufficient voting rights or other legal 

restrictions for the Shareholders’ Meeting of any party involved with the 

merger, demerger, or acquisition, or the resolution/proposal related to the 

merger, demerger, or acquisition is denied by shareholders, both parties 

should immediately make announcement to the public and explain the 

reasons, follow-up process, and estimated date of the next Shareholders’ 

Meeting. 

Article 26：  Unless otherwise indicated in other laws or any special reasons requiring 

pre-approval by the regulators, the Company should convene the BOD 

meeting and Shareholders’ Meeting on the same day with the company 

participating the mergers, demergers, or acquisition to decide related 

matters of such mergers, demergers, or acquisition. 

Unless otherwise indicated in other laws or any special reasons requiring 

pre-approval by the regulators, the Company should convene the BOD 

meeting and Shareholders’ Meeting on the same day with the company 

participating the transfer of shares. 

The Company should retain the following information in a complete written 

form for 5 years in case of future inspection when participating any merger, 

spin-off, acquisition or transfer of shares: 
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1. Basic profile of people: Including the titles, names, ID numbers (or 

passport numbers for foreigners) of everyone participating or executing 

the mergers, demergers, acquisitions, or transfer of shares prior to the 

announcement of such news. 

2. Important dates: Including the dates of signing letter of intent or MOU, 

engagement for financial or legal consultants, signing the contracts and 

BOD meeting. 

3. Important documents and meeting notes: Including the plan of mergers, 

demergers, acquisitions, or transfer of shares, letter of intent or MOU, 

important contracts and meeting notes of BOD meetings etc. 

In the case of participating mergers, demergers, acquisitions, or transfer of 

shares, The Company should upload the information stated in Subparagraph 

1 and 2 within 2 days after the occurrence date of the BOD approving the 

resolution to the internet system in regulated format for FSC’s future 

review. 

If the company participating in the Company’s merger, demerger, 

acquisition, or transfer of shares is not a listed/OTC Company, the 

Company should sign an agreement with the company and process 

according to the stipulation in foresaid two Paragraphs. 

Article 27：  The Company and all the other participants or people informed of the plan 

of merger, demerger, acquisition, or transfer of shares should provide 

confidentiality agreement. Before releasing any message, they should not 

disclose the content of the plan to anyone. Nor should they subscribe to/sell 

the stocks of all the related companies in the merger, spin-off, acquisition or 

transfer of shares, or other equity-related securities in their own or others’ 

names. 

Article 28：  When the Company participates in a merger, demerger, acquisition, or 

transfer of shares, except for the following situations, the percentage of 

equity swap or acquisition price should not change without a reasonable 

rationale (and the changes should be noted in related contracts): 

1. Capital injection by cash, issuance of convertible corporate bonds, 

non-payment dividends, issuance of equity warrant bonds, equity 

warrant special shares, equity warrants and other equity-related 

securities. 

2. Any disposing of assets imposing major impacts to the Company’s 

financial status. 

3. Any major disaster or great revolution of technologies that heavily 

impact the equities or securities’ price of the shareholders. 

4. Any of the companies participating in the merger, demerger, acquisition, 

or transfer of shares purchase treasury stock. 
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5. The entity of the companies participating in the merger, demerger, 

acquisition, or transfer of shares or the number of branch areas has 

changes. 

6. Other conditions pursuant to changes in the contract and disclosed to the 

public. 

Article 29：  When the Company participates in a merger, demerger, acquisition, or 

transfer of shares, the related contract should specify the rights and 

obligations of the Company and the following: 

1. Handling of contract breaking. 

2. Handling principles for issued equity-related securities or purchased 

treasury stock from the merged or demerged companies. 

3. Handing principles of purchasing treasury stocks (and the number of 

such acquisition) after equity swap date by the participating company. 

4. Handling methods for any changes of the participating entity or number 

of business areas. 

5. Estimate execution progress and complete dates. 

6. Handling procedures of an estimate Shareholders’ Meeting in case the 

project fails to meet the deadline of completion. 

Article 30：  If any party participating the merger, demerger, acquisition, or transfer of 

shares plans to conduct another merger, demerger, acquisition, or transfer of 

shares after disclosing the information for the transaction, unless 1) the 

number of participating entities reduces and the Shareholders’ Meeting has 

concluded to authorize to the BOD on changing delegations, or 2) the 

Shareholder’s Meeting has concluded the participating company is exempt 

from convening another Shareholder’s Meeting for another resolution; the 

completed procedures or legal acts in the transaction should be repeated by 

all the participating companies. 

Article 31：  If any participating company in the merger, demerger, acquisition or transfer 

of shares is a not a public company, the Company should sign an agreement 

with the non-public company pursuant to Articles 26, 27 and 30. 

Article 32：  Penalty 

If any director, supervisor or manager of the Company breaches any rule in 

“Regulations Governing the Acquisition and Disposal of Assets by Public 

Companies” and indemnify the Company, he or she should be discharged of 

duty. 

If any execution staff related to the Company violates the above-stated SOP 

or handing principles, he or she should follow the internal policy on 

performance review and reward/penalty. 

Article 33：  The SOP, and any amendment thereto, should be put into force after 

approve by the BOD and Shareholders’ Meeting, and submitted to each 
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supervisor. If any director expresses objection with a record or written 

statement the Company should submit such objections to each supervisor. 

When the Company has independent directors in place, the Company 

should consider each independent director’s comment when submitting any 

application of acquiring and disposing assets to the BOD for discussion. In 

case of any objection or comment to put hold of the application, the meeting 

notes of the BOD should be noted. 

When the Company has formulated the Audit Committee, any major 

transaction of assets or derivatives should receive approval from 50% of the 

Audit Committee and submit to the BOD for approval. 

The afore-stated cases should obtain concurrence of 2/3 members from the 

BOD’ directors if they do not receive the approval from 50% members in 

Audit Committee. And this situation, along with the resolution of Audit 

Committee, should be noted in meeting notes. 

The afore-stated “Audit Committee members” and afore-stated “all 

directors” refer to those who are currently performing their duties. 

When the Company has Audit Committee in place, Paragraph 3 Article 14 

in Securities and Exchange Act should be applicable to the supervisors in 

Audit Committee and Paragraph 3 Article 14-4 of Securities and Exchange 

Act should be applicable to the independent directors of Audit Committee. 

Related party or subsidiary as defined in the Regulations Governing the 

Preparation of Financial Reports by Securities Issuers. 

For the calculation of 10 percent of total assets under these procedures, the 

total assets stated in the most recent parent company only financial report or 

individual financial report prepared under the Regulations Governing the 

Preparation of Financial Reports by Securities Issuers shall be used. 

The definitions of the procedures for domestic and overseas stock 

exchanges or OTC's business premises are as follows: 

1. Securities exchange:  

"Domestic securities exchange" refers to the Taiwan Stock Exchange 

Corporation; "foreign securities exchange" refers to any organized 

securities exchange market that is regulated by the competent securities 

authorities of the jurisdiction where it is located. 

2. Over-the-counter venue ("OTC venue", "OTC"):  

"Domestic OTC venue" refers to a venue for OTC trading provided by a 

securities firm in accordance with the Regulations Governing Securities 

Trading on the Taipei Exchange; "foreign OTC venue" refers to a venue 

at a financial institution that is regulated by the foreign competent 

authority and that is permitted to conduct securities business. 
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Attachment 10 

ENNOSTAR Inc. 

List of releasing the directors from non-competition restrictions 

Name Positions in Other Companies Engage Business Place of establishment 

Biing-Jye Lee 

 

Chairman of Epistar Corporation Research, development, manufacturing and sale 

of the LED products. 

Taiwan 

 Director of LiteStar JV Holding (BVI) Co., Ltd. Professional investment. British Virgin Islands 

 Director of Epicrystal (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd. Professional investment. Hong Kong 

 Chairman of GaN Ventures Co., Limited Investment & sales of electronic Components. Hong Kong 

 Chairman of GV Semiconductor Inc. Manufacturing of Semiconductors and  seller of 

technology components 

America 

 Chairman of Country Lighting (BVI) Co.,Ltd. Professional investment. British Virgin Islands 

 Director of Epicrystal Corporation (ChangZhou) 

Ltd. 

Production and sales of Light-emitting diode epi 

wafers and chips. 

China 

 Chairman of Unikorn Semiconductor Corporation III-V Semiconductor Foundry business. Taiwan 

 Chairman of Gan Force Corporation Manufacturing of Semiconductors and  seller of 

technology components 

Taiwan 

 Chairman of Nan Ya Photonics Inc. LED lighting applications. Taiwan 

 Director of Kaistar Lighting (Xiamen) Co., Ltd. Production and sales of Light-emitting diode epi 

wafers, chips, packages and modules. 

China 

 Director of FormoLight Technologies, Inc. LED display system and solution provider. Taiwan 

Note:  
Mr. Biing-Jye Lee is a valuable manager of the company. His current positions are all critical management positions in EPISTAR Corporation as 
well as in the direct or indirect investment companies of EPISTAR Group. EPISTAR deploys LED industry cooperation from upstream to 
downstream by strategically established a joint venture company with partners to further expand OEM products and customer base by combining 
the production capabilities and technological advantages of both parties; Economically speaking, there is no conflict of interest against ENNOSTAR 
Inc. (Continued) 
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ENNOSTAR Inc. 

List of releasing the directors from non-competition restrictions 

Name Positions in Other Companies Engage Business Place of establishment 

Chin-Yung Fan President of Epistar Corporation Research, development, manufacturing and sale 
of the LED products. 

Taiwan 

 Chairman of Luxlite (HK) Corporation Limited Professional investment. Hong Kong 

 Director of Can Yang Investments Limited. Professional investment. Hong Kong 

 Director of Luxlite (Shenzhen) Corporation 
Limited 

Sales of Light-emitting diode chips. China 

 Director of Jiangsu Canyang Optoelectronics Ltd. Production and sales of Light-emitting diode 
epi wafers and chips. 

China 

 Director of TE OPTO Corporation sales of LED products. Taiwan 

 Director of Evertop (Fujian) optoelectronics Co., 
Ltd 

Manufacture & sales of LED packaging. China 

Note:  
Mr. Chin-Yung Fan is a valuable manager of the company. His current positions are all critical management positions in EPISTAR Corporation as 
well as in the direct or indirect investment companies of EPISTAR Group. EPISTAR deploys LED industry cooperation from upstream to 
downstream by strategically established a joint venture company with partners to further expand OEM products and customer base by combining the 
production capabilities and technological advantages of both parties; Economically speaking, there is no conflict of interest against ENNOSTAR 
Inc. 

  
(Continued) 
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ENNOSTAR Inc. 

List of releasing the directors from non-competition restrictions 

Name Positions in Other Companies Engage Business Place of establishment 

Ming Han Investment Co., Ltd. 
Representative: 
Shih-Shien Chang 

Vice President of Epistar Corporation Research, development, manufacturing and 
sale of the LED products. 

Taiwan 

Director of Luxlite (HK) Corporation 
Limited. 

Professional investment. Hong Kong 

Director of Luxlite (Shenzhen) 
Corporation Limited 

Sales of LED products. China 

Director of Play Nitride Inc. Innovative Technology Licensing and to 
manufacturing & sales LED products. 

Cayman Islands 

Director of Chi Lin Optoelectronics Co., 
Ltd 

R&D and manufacturing & sales LED 
Backlight Module & LCM 

Taiwan 

Director of LEDOLUX Sp. Zo. O. Manufacture & sales of LED products. Poland 

Note:  
Mr. Shih-Shien Chang is a valuable manager of the company. His current positions are all critical management positions in EPISTAR Corporation as 
well as in the direct or indirect investment companies of EPISTAR Group. EPISTAR deploys LED industry cooperation from upstream to 
downstream by strategically established a joint venture company with partners to further expand OEM products and customer base by combining the 
production capabilities and technological advantages of both parties; Economically speaking, there is no conflict of interest against ENNOSTAR 
Inc. 
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Name Positions in Other Companies Engage Business Place of establishment 

AU Optronics Corp. Director of Konly Venture Corp. Venture capital investment Taiwan 

Director of Ronly Venture Corp. Venture capital investment Taiwan 

 Director of AUO Crystal Corp. Manufacturing and sales of ingots and solar wafers Taiwan 

 Director of Space Money Inc. Sales and leasing of content management system 
and hardware 

Taiwan 

 Director of U-Fresh Technology Inc. Planning, design and development of construction 
for environmental protection and related project 
management 

Taiwan 

 Director of Star River Energy Corp. Venture capital investment Taiwan 

 Director of Star Shining Energy Corp. Venture capital investment Taiwan 

 Director of Darwin Precisions Corp. Manufacturing, design and sales of TFT-LCD 
modules, TV set, backlight modules and related 
parts 

Taiwan 

 Director of Qisda Corp. Design, manufacture and sale of LCD products, 
projector products and medical services 

Taiwan 

 Director of ADLINK Technology, Inc. Designs and manufactures network and 
communications, embedded platforms and modules, 
measurement and automation products. 

Taiwan 

 Director of Lextar Electronics Corporation InGaN Epi Wafer & Chips, Package & Module 
design, manufacturing and sale businesses 

Taiwan 
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Name Positions in Other Companies Engage Business Place of establishment 

AU Optronics Corp.  
Representative:  
Shuang-Lang (Paul) Peng 

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, 
AU Optronics Corp. 

Research, development, production and sales of 
TFT-LCDs, as well as production and sales of 
solar modules and systems 

Taiwan 

Director of Qisda Corp. Design, manufacture and sale of LCD products, 
projector products and medical services 

Taiwan 

Chairman of AU Optronics (Suzhou) 
Corp., Ltd 

Manufacturing, assembly, and sales of TFT-LCD 
modules 

China 

Chairman of AU Optronics (Xiamen) 
Corp. 

Manufacturing, assembly, and sales of TFT-LCD 
modules 

China 

Chairman of AU Optronics 
Manufacturing (Shanghai) Corp. 

Manufacturing and assembly of TFT-LCD 
modules; leasing 

China 

Chairman of AU Optronics (Kunshan) 
Co., Ltd. 

Manufacturing and sales of TFT-LCD panels China 

Chairman of AU Optronics 
(Shanghai) Co., Ltd. 

Sales support of TFT-LCD panels China 

Chairman of AU Optronics Singapore 
Pte. Ltd. 

Holding company and sales support of TFT-LCD 
panels 

Singapore 

Director of AU Optronics (L) Corp. Holding and trading company Labuan 

Chairman of Konly Venture Corp. Venture capital investment Taiwan 

Chairman of Ronly Venture Corp. Venture capital investment Taiwan 

Note:  
Mr. Shuang-Lang (Paul) Peng, the representative of AU Optronics Corp., is the chairman of AU Optronics Corp.. AU Optronics Group holds 
approximately 27% of the shares of LEXTAR Company. The company positions in the above table are all management position, directly or 
indirectly investment company, under the AU Optronics Group.; Economically speaking, there is no conflict of interest for ENNOSTAR Inc. 
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Feng Cheng (David) Su Chairman of Lextar Electronics 
Corporation 

InGaN Epi Wafer & Chips, Package & Module 
design, manufacturing and sale businesses 

Taiwan 

 Chairman of Hexawave, Inc. Manufacturing and sales of compound 
semiconductor materials and modules 

Taiwan 

 Chairman of Trendylite Corporation Illumination business Taiwan 

 Chairman of VOGITO INNOVATION CO., 
LTD 

Design, R&D and sales of health care products Taiwan 

 Chairman of Qi Da Investment Co., Ltd. General Investment Taiwan 

Note:  
Mr. Feng Cheng (David) Su, The company positions in the above table are all management position, directly or indirectly investment company, 
under the Lextar Electronics Corporation; Qi Da Investment Co., Ltd. is his private shares holding; Economically speaking, there is no conflict of 
interest for ENNOSTAR Inc. 

 
(The End) 

 

 

 




